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$55,000 Proposal
Okayed by dose

Residents Killed
In

And Rami Another

1

East of Coopenville
(Special)

—

Three Grand Rapids persons were
fatally injured in a two-car crash

Monday at the Interand 48th Ave.

a 5-4 vote, and the 555,000 figure
remained in the 1955-56 budget.
The occasion was a public hearing
for the budget, and some 40 persons were present for the event,
but only a few voiced opinions on

a mile east of Coopersville.This
site is known as Townline road
separating Polkton and Wright
townships.

The dead are Mrs. Rosa T. Collier, 38, of 923 Ionia Ave., S. W.;
her aunt, Mattie DuChart, 57, of
137 Grant St. S. W., and Matthew

the

N.W.

The two women were killed outright and Solomon was dead on
arrival at St. Mary’s Hospital.
Another passenger in the car
driven by Mrs. Collierwas Phillip
Ward, Jr., of 7707 Ryan Rd., Detroit who was treated for chest
injuries at St Mary’s Hospital.
Both Ward and Solomon were
living at Veterans Facility.

'

at

Driver of the other car was
Harold F. Webster, 48, of 1451
Wealthy, S. E., Grand Rapids.
He also was taken to St. Mary’s
Hospital for treatment of chest
injuries. Both cars were demolished. Mrs. Collierwas driving a ’32
model and Webster a '54 model.
State police said Mrs. Collier
who was driving north on 48th
Ave. failed to stop for a stop
sign and plowed into the eastbound Webster car. Mrs. Collier
was employed as a house maid
for Mrs. Wallace Graham at
Marne.
Bodies of the two women were
taken first to Throop Funeral
Home in Coopersville and later
transferred to Brown Funeral
Home fn Grand Rapids. Solomon’s
body was taken to Barbier Funeral Home in Spring Lake.
When informed of the fatal
crash, state police at the Grand
Haven post almost simultaneously
received another call on the
drowning of a Grand Rapids man
at Bruce’s Bayou about three

Discussion

On Swimming Pool

YOUNG DRIVER —

Three-yeoj-oldVicky Lynn Newell
demonstrateshow she held the wheel of her mother's car when
she took it for an unscheduledride Wednesday. While visiting
her grandparents,Mr. and Mrs. Pete Pieper at 28 West 12th
St., Vicky found the keys to the car, turned the ignitionon, and
backed out of the driveway. The car went across 12th St.,
hopped the curb, gnd ended up several hundred feet in
Centennial Park. Vicky said she wanted to see the fish in a
pond. She promised her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Earl Newell of
134 West Ninth St., that she will wait for someone to take her
next time.

(Sentinel photo)
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PRICE TEN

CENTS

City Properly

Death

public hearing for

open meeting of the Western
Michigan Genealogical Societynext
Saturdayat 1:30 p.m. in the West
Side branch of the Grand Rapids
Public Library, 713 Bridge St.,

NW,
Dr.

Sold to Scott s

For Expansion

’

Mudd

Samuel

A.

is the grandson of
Mudd, called the

"Prisoner of Shark Island" and the
physician who treated John Wilkes
Booth, assassin of President Lin-

day night at a meeting of City
Council. The main question was
whether the $55,000 item should
remain in the budget, and all discussion was over in about 15 min-

Hope

Friday

Casting dissenting votes were College
Councilmen Lavern Rudolph, John
K. Vander Broek, Robert J. Kouw
Events scheduled for the annual
and Mayor Robert Visscher. There Hope College May Day program
was a general feeling that the
on Friday were made known today
dissenters were not opposed to a
pool as such, but that they felt by Chairman Marjorie MacEwan.
Highlightingthe day will be
concern about the wisdom of such
action as the present time in view sports events, coronation of the
of considerable opposition and a May Day Queen and a banquet and
general lack of understandingof
dance in the Woman's Literary
the program.
club house in the evening.
Technically,the motion was stated negatively ... to delete the Women's sports events Will begin at 10 a.m. on the college
555.000 item from the budget which
athleticfield, with Marcia Smith,
brought five no votes and four
Suzie Van Slagoren and Mary
yes votes. The motion was made
Hcsselink In charge. High jump,
by Councilman Rudolph, seconded
broad jump, 50 and 75-yard dash,
by Councilman Vander Broek.
badminton, basketball throw and
Council passed the budget calling
softballthrow will be included.
for a net tax levy of 5473,862.14,
Men’s sports are scheduled at
subject to possiblerevisionat a reHolland High School athleticfield
cessed i meeting Friday night on a
beginning at 12:30 p.m. Bob Bedlegal technicaiity.This involves a
ingfield and Tom Harris are in
550.000 item which Council voted
charge. Field events include shot
to transfer into a special Board put, broad jump, high jump and
of Public Works improvement fund
pole vault. Track events are high
for future light plant expansion.
and low hurdles, medley relay,
The charter provides that the city shuttlerelay, 880-yard and mile remay have up to 50 percent of the lays and 100, 2"9, 440 and 880-yard

utes.

Mayor Robert Visscher requested
that each person advancing comments give their names and addresses.
Los Deridder, of 118 West 20th
St., questioned whether the people
were as fully informed on swimming pool matters as they could
lx?, and felt that a ballot vote
would have been much more decisive. Councilman John Van Eerden, chairman of the swimming
pool committee, later pointed to
a series of eight clippings on swimming pool matters he had obtained from the Sntinel.
Tom Vander Kuy. of 364 Van
Raalte Ave., was afraid an outdoor swimming pool woukj not
meet the needs of the city, and
said an indoor pool in the new
high school would be far more
desirable.
A brief communication,signed
by Dr. I.J. Lubbers, Walter W.
Scott and Dr. Bert P. Bos, was
read, stating that regardlessof any
indoor swimming pools to be built
in the futue, an outdoor ewimming
pool is a communityrecreation
asset which justifies itself.

Finn Plans to Build

Modern Factory and
Add More Space Later

coln.

At a special meeting late Monafternoon, City Council approved the sale of an industrial
site on Ottawa Ave* between 25th
and 26th Sts. to Scott’s Inc., for
55.000 to allow necessary expan-

Deputies Capture

sion of local operations.

Holland’s 1955-56 budget Wednes-

May Day Events
Scheduled

flie

Lincoln’s

Dr. Richard D. Mudd of Saginaw
will speak on "The Assassination
of Lincoln and the Trial and Disposition of the Conspirators" at an

Quite Limited

City Council Wednesday night by

section of US-16

Solomon, 67, of 3000 Monroe,

16

Five-to-Four Vote

Ctr Rons Stop Sifn

at 7:30 p.m.

Pubk

8 p.m.
Superintendent C.W. Lubbers of
Plainwell will speak on school dis- Is
trict annexation. Lubbers has experiencedannexationof a large
Little Real Opposition
' Technicality Delays
block of primary districts in the
Plainwell area.
Expressed at CounciFs
Approval of Budget;
All school officers arc Invited
Public Budget Hearing
Meet Again Friday
and refreshments will be served,
according to Grover. C. Baker,
Discussion on a swimming pool
A new 555,000 outdoor swimming association president.
for Holland' brought only limited
pool for Holland squeaked through

Ottawa Crash

GRAND HAVEN

May

—

Society Will Hear Talk

The Allegan County School Board
Association will meet at Allegan
High School Monday,

Holland Sinco IB72

EIGHT PAGES

Group
Will Convene Monday

A

Tha Newt Hat Boon

Constructive Booster lor

1955

Allegaq School

3 Grand Rapids
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Pending clearance of certain
company

technicalities on titles, the

plans to build a modern building
of some 18,000 square feet of space
to expand their metal processing
operations.By 1957, the firm hopes
to build another addition of some
18.000 square feet plus office space
Three escapees who sawed their and move the entire operation to
way out of the Muskegon County f e Ottawa Ave. site.
For the past five years, the firm
jail Wednesday had
brief
hours of freedom before they were has been in operationin its modern
recaptured at road blocks east plant at 136 East Sixth St. All outof Holland and near South Haven. put is for Crampton Manufacturing
Guy Rose, 38, of Muskegon, was Co., which also operates Grand
recaptured at a road block set up Rapids Brass Co. Scott’s, Inc., is
at the intersectionof US-31 and operatedby three brothers, John
M-21 by Ottawa County Deputies. H., Will J., and Fred K. The firm
Two others, Robert Stone, 24, also operates a plant in Douglas
and Harry HiU, 25, both of Muske- and if expansion were not possible
gon, 'were arrested by a roving in Holland, the management planState Police blockade near South ned to move the new operation to
Douglas.
Haven.
Mayor Robert Visscher explainOttawa County deputies were
alerted to the jail break by Hol- ed that the property had originalland police following a state-wide ly been deeded by the Chamber

Escapee at US-31,

M-21 Road Block
a

of Commerce bonus committee
Four deputies immediatelyset back in December, 1941, for the

radio alert from Muskegon.

UP the highway block at 2:45 a.m. purpose of holding the property
and began stopping all vehicles for water uses of the Board of
Public Works. Since the BPW has
travelingsouth on US-31.
The officers searched an esti- no need of the property for such

mated 50 to 100 cars and trucks
before Rose drove up in a stolen
1951 model car at 4:40 a.m.
Rose stopped and said he had
Councilman Raymond Holwerda
at home
said the three men signing that left all his identification
communication represent virtually when asked for a driver'slicense.
95 percent of the children and Deputies became suspicious and
young people of the city, a point ordered him out of the car at
which should bear some weight. gunpoint.
He also believed an indoor pool As he stepp*! from out deputies
would be highly desirable,but said noticed a screwdriverhad been
a 555,000 item on a city budget bent across the terminals of the
is not an insurmountablefigure. ignition to start the car. Rose then
CouncilmanJohn Beltman quoted admitted he was the man being

purposes in the foreseeable future,
that body has passed a resolution
to that effect.

BPW, the dashes.
City AttorneyJames E. Townamount remaining with the BPW
send explained that accordingto
Climax of the day will be the
Girl, 3,
to go into the BPW resene.
state law, any funds realizedfrom
traditional coronation ceremony in
Succumbs at Fennville
Profits to the city for Jhe comsuch a sale should go for the
the Pine Grove on thecampus, or
sale of property for the same purFENNVILLE (Special)- Fred A. ing year are estimated at 5150,000, in the chapel in case of rain. The
for
Turrell, 84, died Tuesday at which amount the city entered in ceremony is scheduled at 5 p.m.
pose, or to be put into a sinking
his home on route 2. where he budget revenue for 1955-56. But the under directionof Shirley Decker.
fund to be used in paying off BPW
The youngest driver In Holland had lived all his life. He was born BPW requested that the city limit The new queen, attended by her
bonds.
police history was safely plucked Oct. 5, 1869, to the late Mr. and this figure to 5100,000to allow the court, will be crowned by Sam
The purchase price was reboard to build a larger reserve in Hofman. student council presifrom the driver’s seat of a car. Mrs. Aretus Turrell.
commended by two local realtors
Wednesday. She was a three-year- Mr. Turrell was the oldest liv- anticipationof needed light plant dent. New members of Alcor, wowho estimated the value at $5,000
old girl who "drove" a car nearly ing past master of Damascus expansion expected sooner than men's national honor society,also
upwards, depending on how the
sought.
Ixxige No. 415, F and AM, and originally planned. The BPW points will be tapped during the cere- statistics on the use of seven outproperty is developed.
miles east of Spring Lake. Victim 300 feet all alone.
A
short
time
later,
at
5:30
a.m.,
door pools in Grand Rapids, pointwas James Wizorik, 54, of 519 Vicky Lynn’s unauthorized drive the oldest living past patron of out that an addition should be mony.
The action required passage of
Muskegon
Sheriff
Axel
M.
Pedering to 254,336 persons using the
Liberty St., S. W.
two resolutionswhich were passed
came about when her mother, Mrs. Bethel Chapter No. 173, Order of ready and in operation by 1959 to
Other coronation features will be
meet the constantly increasing de- the Daisy Chain of freshmengirls, pools last year whereas 316,244 son and Deputy John Privosky ar- unanimouslywith exception of one
Earl Newell of 134 West Ninth St., Eastern Star.
rived to return Rose to jail
Mr. Turrell never married. Only mand. Should funds not be avail- in charge of Jane Jarvis and visited the 28 playgrounds.
took her daughteralong on a trip
He was awaiting commitment to resolution in which Councilman
Councilman
Robert
Kouw
said
to her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. suriivors are a nephew, Ival Green able. the city would have to bond Marge Addis, and the Maypole
Jackson
Prison to start a three Raymond Holwerda diiaentad,
of route 2, and a niece, Mrs. Jack itself for such expansion and this Dance by sophomore girls direct- Grand Rapids figures would not
mainly on the aground*©! haste hr
Pete Pieper at 28 West 12th St.
to
14-year
tarm after being found
necessarilyfollow in Holland which
is what the BPW would Wte to ed by Charlotte Hammer.
action and niancet values of the
Mrs. Newell parked in her par- Tyler-tyfDouglas.
guilty on a forgery charge.
is close to Lake Michigan and asked
The body was taken to Chappell avoid, particularlyin view of the
property.
ents’ driveway,took the keys out
Nell Salm is chairman of the
Under
questioning
by
Pederson
if the committee had any statisAll Councilmenwere present with
of the ignition and dropped them Funeral Home, where sevices will fact that there already are 52,.j 6:30 banquet in the Juliana Room
tics on outdoor swimming pools Wednesday, Rose a d m i 1 e d he the exception of Bernice Bishop.
in the ash tray for safe keeping. be held Thursday at 2 p.m. with million in bonds on the water sys- of Durfee Hall. Barbara Grasman
sawed
two
bars
out
of
the
cell
for cities on the lake. He also
The meeting lasted about a half
is in charge of the semi-formal
Vicky Lynn remained outside in the Rev. Garth Smith of the Meth- tem.
The Board of Trustees of Restsaid the committee has failed to leaving a hole about 16 inches hour.
As Mayor Visscher pointed out. dance at 8:30 p.m.
odist Church officiating. Burial will
the sun on the lawn.
haven Patrons, Inc., met at the
come up with any ideas on main- square to slip through.
be at Fennville Cemetery under if council can afford luxuries lik«
The charge against Rose resulted
home of Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin As soon as her mother stepped auspices of the Masonic lodge.
tenance.
a
swimming
pool,
it certainlymust
into the house, Vicky Lynn decided
from
a forged check which the
Lemmen Tuesday evening.
Chester
Belt.
181
West
25th
St.,
provide for' necessitiessuch as its
The by-law pertaining to mini- to go see the fish in a pond in
said he would be happy to have a ex-convicthad passed by posing as Several
light
plant,
but
Council
sought
to
mum age for residentswas chang- Centennial Park. She decided to
swimming pool in Holland. Then a priest buying coal. He had signeffect a compromise on procedure.
drive over.
ed from 60 to 65 years of age.
his 12-year-oldson wouldn’t have ed the name of Circuit Court Judge
Cross
CouncilmanRudolph proposed that
The PersonnelCommittee re- The blonde-haired youngster put
to pedal his bike to Ottawa Beach. Noel Fox to the check, Pederson
Council
continue
to
have
the
full
ported that all rooms were re- the keys in the ignition and stepIn
Councilman Lavern Rudolph said.
50 percent of BPW profits, but use
Rose told Pederson that a formserved. The contractor expects to ped on the starter. The car rolled
pointed to previous petitionsbearonly
5100,000
for
operating
ex’55
be finished by May 15, and the back out of the driveway,across
ing 500 signatures opposing an out- er inmate of the jail slipped a dingpenses in the city fund, and set
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Robert S. De Bruyn of Zeeland door pool for Holland, and to the le hacksaw blade to him earlier
furniture will be placed soon there- the street, and into the park.
up
its own BPW improvement fund
Several persons were arraigned In
Although
the
Ottawa
county
chapA neighbor saw the car moving
after.
Municipal Court Monday as the reter of the American Red Cross for light plant expansion. Should was re-clected chairman of the many persons who had expressed Uiis week.
Plans for opening day were as- and yelled to nearby youngsters to
Before leaving Wednesday Ped- sult of weekend arrests by city
these
funds
not
be
necessary
for Chippewa District Scout commit- opposition to him. He felt items
passed
its
1955
quota
several
weeks
signed to the executive commit- stop the slow moving vehicle
of this type should be presented erson paid tribute to the deputies polic#* and sheriff’s officers.
ago, reports are still coming in. that purpose in the future, they
tee and exact date will be an- which they did a few feet short of and to date the county has raised could be divertedto other civic tee at the annual meeting of the to the taxpayers, and moved to who had arrested Rose and thank- Billy Arbogast, 21, Grand Haven,
a large tree.
institutional representatives, held
nounced soon.
delete the 555,000 item from the ed them for their excellent pleaded not guilty to a drunk and
At the same time Detective 535,581.48, or more than 52,500 over improvements by vote of the during the ScoutersAppreciation
The treasurer reported 5109.08 in
cooperation.
budget. His motion lost, 5 to 4.
disorderlycharge and was attemppeople.
the assigned quota of 533,055.
the current fund, and 59,607.11 in Dennis Ende saw the car moving
dinner Tuesday night in Zeeland.
Others appearing before Council
ting to raise 5100 bond. Trial was
A
regular
"snafu"
ensued,
and
Georgetown
township
with
Henry
the building fund. So far a total without any apparent driver visset May 17 at 2 p.m. Aitogast,
Sportel as chairman raised 51,* City Attorney James E. Townsend It is De Bruyn’s fourth term as on other items in the budget were
ible.
He
opened
the
door
and
there
of 5128,237.06has been collected
Henry S. Maentz and Randall C.
311.94, or more than 5500 over the drafted a four-point resoltuionde- chairman.
who was arrested by city polict
Local
for the building fund. In round was Vicky Lynn, stretched out,
Saturdaynight on Washington St.,
quota of 5793.33. Workers were signed to cover all the technical- Fred Billett of Hamilton and Bosch for the Board of Public
numbers 58,000 more will be need- with her foot barely touching the
Mrs. C. Spoelman, Mrs. W. Vander ities. These points were voted James Townsend of Holland were Works: Gabe Kuite, seeking use
is scheduled to appear for sentence
ed to pay for the building and sev- starter.
in Circuit Court May 6 on a nonVeen, Mrs. John Meyer, Ruth El- separately,the various votes rang- elected district vice chairmen. of Civic Center for the Kiwanis
Pieper said he had promised to
eral thousand more for landscapenbaas,
Mrs.
Fred
Den
Houten, ing from unanimous vote to a 5-4 Otto Dressel was elected district Athletic Club: Norman Japinga for District
support charge, to which he pleadtake
Vicky
to
see
the
fish
in
the
ing and other expenses.
margin. Councilman Raymond Hoi- commissioner and. Ivan De Neff revision of funds for the softball
ed guilty April 13.
The ResthavcnGuild has offered pond and apparently the youngster Mrs. Austin Alward, Bethyl Schaafsma, Albert Aalbers, Mina Bos- werda questioned whether this pro- and Ben Mulder, assistantdistrict league.
Steven J. Portenga, 28, Spring
. First place winners in the Holto pay for furnishing much of the had decided to see them for herDr. Eugene Osterworth, Mrs. S. S. Curtis, F. Dale cedure were contrary to the spirit commissioners.
Lake,
waived examination on a
land
American
Legion
Auxiliary
building.
self.
Curtis, Mrs. Chester Kronemeyer. of the charter which provides that haven. chairman of the nominating
icanism essay contest have gone charge of larceny from a factory.
It was voted to retain the preCoincidentallyRicky's parents
Delores De Weerd, Roland De if less than 50 percent of BPW committee, made the announceon to win first place honors in the He failed to furnish5100 bond and
sent officers of the board, Ben- met nearly four years ago when
Weerd,
W. Haan, Ted Kort, Len profitsis taken by the city, such ment.
district,according to announce- will appear in Circuit Court Tuesjamin Lemmen, president; John Ende stopped two cars racing
Ray N. Smith was elected official
action requires a 7-2 majority.
ment by Mrs. John Rozeboom, day. He was taken into custody
Plasman, vice-president;Paul E. down River Ave. One was driven Van Bowen, Mrs. Cornelia Vander
On
this question, City Attorney representativealong with De
Laan.
Mrs.
Charles
Drew,
Mrs.
Americanism
chairmanof the local by city police Friday afternoon afHinkamp, secretary, and Henry by Earl Newell and the other by
Harley Vruggink, Mr. and Mrs. Townsend requested time for study Bruyn to the Grand Valley counter allegedly taking a quantity of
Auxiliary.
Steffens, treasurer.
the then Ruth Pieper.
Carl W. Prins, Edward Holleman, and Council will meet again at cil executive board. Elected district
Paul
Bratt,
Holland
Giristian tools from Michigan Brass Co.
Both paid their speeding fines
Mrs. Herman Vande Bunte, Mrs. 7:30 p.m. Friday to hear Town- members at large were: H.E.
High School student, took first place where he has been employed six
and became acquainted. Wedding
Judgment Awarded
Dave J. Wieringa,Winona Wood- send’s ruling. If Townsend rules the Maycroft, Hugh Rowell, LaVern Holland's Tulip Festival recent- in the district’s senior division, and months.
bells rang a short time later.
wyk, Mrs. G. De Went, Mrs. Ed- action is illegal, it would reopen Rudolph, Robert Den Herder, Ab- ly received two nifty publicity Monica Donnelly of St. Francis de
Walter Harner, 35, Grand Haven,
In Civil Court Case
Ende said the two had not known
ward Brandt, Albert Dykstra,Al- the city budget. If the budget is bott Davis, Fred Hieftjc, Lester breaks in the Pictoral Sec tion of Sales School won first in the who allegedlypushed put a window
each other, before and they are bert Holthof, Jr., Mrs. Richard reopened, it conceivably opens the Douma. Elmore Van Lente, Cornethe Detroit News of May 1. and junior group; Each will receive a in Robinson tavern nn Beech Tree
GRAND HAVEN (Special)-After now two of his best friends.
Hart. Al Blauwkamp, Dale D. Sik- doors on all other issues, including lius Brewer, Anthony Bauwman, in the May issue of "Inside Michi- prize of 56.
St. at 8 p.m. Friday, paid $25
deliberating for a quarter of an
LeRoy Pontious, William De Hahn, gan."
the swimming pool.
kenga.
Bratt’sessay now will be entered fine and 55.10 costs. He was arhour shortly before noon Monday,
Should the budget total remain Bruce De Prec, Thomas Whitsit,
Mrs. Edwin Nyhuis, Mrs. Helen
rested by city police while celeThe two-page layout in the News in state competition.
a justice court jury awarded Gerat
5473,862.14,Holland city will Robert Wolbrink. Phil Frank, Mul- shows pictures of the festival highTalsma.
Mrs.
Robert
Eden,
Mrs.
District winners were announced brating his wedding anniversary.
ald Witherell, of route 2, Lowell,
Alma Schut, Mrs. Dick Hoezee, have a tax levy of 515.72*3 per der. Townsend,De Neff and Smith. ligl. •. and was prepared in co- to members of the American Paul Drooger,22. Holland, who
a judgment of $175 against Jay
Also to sene on the District
Alvin Roek, Mrs. Ivan Dyk- 51.000 valuation.Last year the levy
operation with the Auto Club of Legion and Auxiliary at a joint failed to respond to a speeding
Sullivan of Coopersville.
oma. Mrs. Eether K. Meyer, Orrie was 516.15, but assessmentshave committee will be one representa- Michigan,according to Preston district meeting last week in Grand summons issued by Grand Haven
The case, which was a civil
ff
Aalbers, Mrs. Hugh Hessel, Mrs. been raised approximately one- tive from each institutionspon- Wanting. Holland division manager. Haven.
city police last March 16, was
matter, was heard before Justice
George Emelander, Bertha Schut, third some months ago. Under the soring the Scouting program. Expicked up on a warrant by Holland
The
News
Pictorial reaches alFrederick J. Workman of Spring
Forty thousand Michigan homeofficio members will be Council
police Saturday, paid 520 fine and
Lake and was held in the super- makers this week are re-emphasiz- Joyce Tubergen,Mrs. Carl Evans, old figures, the new tax rate would Executive Board members. They most 550,000homes in the Detroit Teenagen’ Book by
Rich Mattysse, Mrs. John Prang- be just under 520.
$9:10 costs in Municipal Court toarea,
according
to
Wanting.
visors room of the court house.
ing that "Today’s Home Builds
ley, Mrs. Tuiman, Ray Hoezee, Ben
The new budget is more than are Peter Kromann, William H.
day.
In the magazine "Inside Michi- Gringhuit Published
The suit involved the sale of a Tomorrow’s World.’’
Haaq,
Wayne
Nederveld,
Mrs.
Hen590.000
over the 1954-55 budgeted Vande Water, John Kole. Miner gan" there is a natural color •
used combine by Witherell to
Posters and exhibits are being
McGraw - Hill Book Comapny, William Low, 24. Muskegon, who
Meindertsma,Wendell Milos, De
figure of 5383,792.44.
photograph of a bed of long • Inc., of New York, has announced was arrested by sheriff’s officers
Sullivan for 5200. After suit was placed in various store windows rietta Cory.
Bruyn,
Osterhaver
and
Smith.
Blendon township with Mrs. HowChanges made Wednesday night
stemmed tulips and the dates— publicationof another book by Dirk Saturday morning on US-16 on a
started by Witherell and a sum- throughoutthe County to call
May 11 through 14— are listed in Gringhuis, author - artist whj drunk driving charge,was sentencmons served on Sullivan,the lat- attentionto National Home Dem- ard Lievense as chairman raised at the public hearing include two
5289. The quota was 5396.37. Work- entries of 5350 and 51,000 in the Two Assessed $50 Fines
the "Calendarof Events" page of formerly lived in Holland and was ed to pay 5100 fine and 55.50 costs
ter sent Witherell $85 to apply on onstration Week.
fhe color section.
the purchase price. The transact- There are 43 Home Domonstra- ers were Mrs. Harold Hubbard, recreationalaccount, 51.000 in Civic
an art instructor at Hope Col- today. His partner, L. C. McDonald,
Mrs. Claude Timmer, Mrs. H. Center revenues, 52,500 for com- In Grand Haven Court
21, Muskegon Heights, was sentencion occurred last September.
tion groups with 675 members now
lege.
Hopp, Mrs. Marinu* Vander munity promotion through Chamed to pay $25 fine and $5.50 costs.
Members of the jury were Ed- enrolled in Ottawa County.
The
new
book,
released
April
20,
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Guchte, Mrs. Gerrit Elzinga, Mrs. ber of Commerce, 5200 for the dog
Laundry
Bill Leads
ward Rycenga, Aubrey Ernst, KenOn Tuesday evening, May 10
is "The Young Voyaguer," story
Lester Allen Staley, 42, Sparta,
neth Ruiter, Roland Paris and Her- members and their friends are in- P. Bruins, Phyllis Scholten, Mrs. pound, the 550,000transfer for the pleaded guilty to a reckless driv- To Person’s Arrest
of a young boy from Fort Detroit
Mrs. William Styf Diet
Ben
Karsten,
Mrs.
Simon
SpoelBPW,
and
a
seventh
point
on
a
man Coster of Grand Haven, and vited to the annual "Tea’’. Mrs.
who runs away to join the famed
ing charge in Municipal Court
man,
Mrs.
Henry
Weaver,
Mr*.
BPW
salary
schedyle
in
which
any
Harold Boven of Spring Lake.
GRAND HAVEN (Special) -A voyageurs during the French and At Her Home in Borculo
Wm. H. White of Muskegon will
Tuesday afternoonand was senWillard Weenum, Mrs. Howard revisions must have consent of
present a demonstration showtenced to pay $50 fine and $5.50 laundry bill containing the cus- Indian wars and lives through capLievense,Alice Zuverink,Vivian Council.
Mrs. William Styf. 52. of Borculo
ing how to -make flower arrangecosts. The alleged offenseoccurred tomers name was the bit of evi- tivity by the Indians.
Mrs. Hyo Dornboi, 68,
ments suitable for the home. Mrs. Petroelje,Mrs. Lee Vander Molen,
Gringhuis, native of Grand Rap- died Tuesday evening at her home.
Tuesday on US-16- in Crockery dence Constable Leslie Vander Wall
Mrs. Marvin Sale.
She was the former Jennie HaveDies at Grand HaTen
H. Lemmen of Allendale will pretownship and the arrest was made ol Spmg Lake needed to take into ids now living in East Lansing, has
Mrs. Louie L Boven
custody Charles Patterson, 26, 111 illustrated over 40 books for young man.
sent 9 piano solo, a quartet from
by sheriff’s officers.
Dies at Her Home Here
* GRAND HAVEN (Special)-Mrs. the Grand River group will sing. Local Pair Fined
I Billy Arbogast, 21, Grand S. Second St., Grand Haven, and people, includingtwo he wrote bas- Surviving are the husband; three
Hyo Dombos, 68, died at 6:45 a.m. Other group members are in charge
Mrs. Louie L. Boven. 63, died at Haven, who pleaded not guilty to charging him with dumping and ed on Holland. "The Young Voy- sons, Arthur of Graafschap, John
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
today at her home, 524 Columbus of arranging the "tea" table, serv- Jerald McFall. 31, 719 Riley St, her home, 84 West 10th St., Tues- a drunk and isordcrly charge depositing tin cans, rubbish and aguer" is his first book for teen- of Grand Rapids and Wayne at
home: three daughters, Mrs. HarSt., following a six months illness. ing and acting as hostesses.~
Holland and Warren G. Ringwold. day evening after an extendedill- Monday, changed his plea to garbage along the highway on agers.
She was the former Johanna Hoe- Mrs. Thomas Kraai, county chair; 21. route 4, Holland, pleaded ness. She was bom in Oak Field guilty Tuesday and was sentenced Third St. in Ferrysburg.
The book is based on historical old (Hildred) Dekker and Jean,
beke, born Dec. 27 1886 In Grand man will preside with other ex- guilty in Justice F. J. Workman’s Center, Mich., to the late Mr, and to pay $50 fine and $5.70 costs or
The alleged offense occured on fact and Gringhuis took a 3,400 both at home, and Mrs. Roger
. Haven and attended the Christian ecutive board members, namely, court Monday on a charge of un- Mrs. Loren Stulls,
sene 15 days in the county jail Saturday, only a short time before mile trip last summer following (Evelyn)Beute of South Blendon;
School and the local high school. Mrs. Jack Nyenhuis, Mrs. Bruno lawfully transporting a 22 caliber
She formerly operated the Boven Arbogast was arrested by city the arreit. Patterson told the the route of the voyageursto get five grandchildren; four brothers,
She was married in Grand Haven Guske, Mrs. Albert Pyle, Mrs. Gus rifle during the closed season, and dry cleaners in Holland.
police Saturday night and lodged officer the rubbish had been thrown material for the book. He traveled Carl Haveman of Allendale, MarAug. 12, 1908, was a member of Lemke, Mrs. Melvin Klooster, paid $20 fine and $7.80 costs each.
Surviving are two sisters, Mrs. in jail Arbogast also is scheduled out of his car, but by another from Detroit to Quebec, the tin and John Haveman of Holland
Gaspe, back to Fort Niagara and and Peter Haveman of North BlenSecond Christian Reformed Church, * Mrs. Harold Weller, Mrs. D.C. The alleged offense occurred May Milo Petersenof Greenville and to appear for sentence before Cir- person riding with him.
the Ladies Bible Hour, Missionary Tanis and Mrs. Grace Vander 1 in Grand Haven township and Mrs. Harry Conant of Cedar cuit Judge Raymond L. Smith
Arraingedbefore Jutice Fredeiv Michigan.He also spent a week don. and a brother • in •
society. Tuesday Musicale and the Kolk, Home DemonstrationAgent arrest was by ConservationOf- Springs; several nieces and neph- Thursday on a non-support charge ick J. Workman afternoon, Pat- near the Indian village below Fort Walter Vander Veen of
ville.
v
Fret Bed Guild.
terson paid $15 fipe and $6.35 costs.
assisting.
•
Involving
-year-oldson.
ficer Harold )V, Bowditch.
operating profitsof the
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Engaged

Grandstanding...
We talked to Zuverink In the
Randy Vande Water
"First I heard of this trade talk Tiger clubhouse prior to the
was in a Detroit paper Friday,” Tigers-Washington
Senators game
Holland'sGeorge Zuverink said Saturday. *Td sure like to stay In
Detroit.” Zuverink said. "But
Saturday.
A United Press releaft Friday probably get more chance to pitch
reported the Baltimore Orioles in- with the Orioles and I understand
terested in obtaining,
Tiger Paul Richards is a top fellow to
pitcher. Zuverink, Ray Herbert work for and really knows how to
and Paul Foytack were mention- handle pitchers.”
The Tigers still have to cut two
ed as possibletrade choices.

Td

a

Miss Virginia Boonstra

The engagement of Miss Virginia
Boonstra to John A. LaBar is announced by her father, John Boonstra, of 24 West Lawrence St, Zeeland. Her fiance is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur LaBar of Cadil-

HOLLAND'S

NEW HOSPITAL

addition plans

underwenta last-minute check Friday night as
these building committee members reviewed
specifications. Standing, left to right, are John
Van Dyke, finance committee chairman; Dr.
H. W. Ten Pas, hospital chief of staff and
Frederick S. Burd, hospital director; seated,

AdditioD

Okayed

lac.

Dr. 0. von der Velde, Clarence Grevengoed,
city clerk, Dr.

W. C.

Kools, John F. Donnelly,

and Mrs. Willard Wickers. Committee

members

not present include William J.

Brouwer,

Clarence J. Becker, Dr. H. P. Harms, and
manager Herb Holt.

*

¥ 4

Vriesland

city

(From Friday’s Sentinel)
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs
Henry Wabeke were Mr. and Mrs
Elvin Wabeke and family of Way
land, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence

¥

New Changes Explained

Mr. ond Mrs. Willis Joy Huyser
(Prince photo)

South and family, Mr. and Mrs
Alvin Costing and family of Muskegon Heights, Mr. and Mrs. Merton Wabeke and family of Vries-

Miss Carole Yvonne Oppenhuizen, line and fitted sleeves tapered to
juliet points. The billowing floorlength skirt featured a soft polo- land.huizen of Beaverdam, and Willis
maise drape of lace shadowed with
Mrs. John Dunning and Harvard
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Thirteen additional private The pediatrics department will be Jay Huyser, son of Mr. and Mrs. tulle. A lace jeweled cap held her of Wisconsin were Saturday guests
Residents of Grand Haven townrooms, a special department for located on the third floor. Instead John M. Huyser of Zeeland, were veil of illusion.She carried a colonMr. and Mrs. Harry Dunning
ship by a vote of 37 to 21 approvchildren,new operating suite, and of consisting of a few rooms at one married Friday, April 22, in Bea- ial bouquet of white carnations and ?nd family.
ed a $17,500 bond issue for the ?. emergency rooms on the ground end of a hall as the situationnow
George Zuverink
snapdragonswith long streamers. Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Nyenhuis
verdam Reformed Chapel.
addition of two rooms to their
. littleuneasy at present time
floor are among the improvements exists, the new departmentwill be
The Rev. Jay Weener performed Her double strand of pearls was and family of Zutphen were Sunpresent one room school, known
to be included in the new addition a completely segregated and inte- the double ring rites in presence a gift from the groom.
as the Stone School, DistrictNo.
before a game?
walked in
to Holland City Hospital,accord- grated unit with its own washing of the immediate families.Oregon
Mrs. Knoper wore a floor-length Bazan and family. MrS- Har0ldUore Pitcher,to bring the team to
about
an
hour
before game time
6 of the township.
playing
strength.
The
other
two
ing to final plans reviewed by the and toilet facilities.It will have 15 ferns, candelabra and bouquets of gown of yellow net over taffeta
Mrs. Haroid Ter Haar and Mrs.
The present building was erectnnd after the Tigers had taken
building committed at the hospital beds, compared with seven at pre- white gladioli,stock and snap- and a crown of yellow roses with Floyd Ter Haar were Tuesday pitchers are expected to go this
ed in 1952 at a cost of $21,000 of
their batting drill The team stayweek.
sent.
dragons were used in the setting. yellow nylon veil. She carried a evening callerson Bert Ensing at
which the state paid $13,100.The Friday night.
In the obstetrics department, Warren Plaggemers,sang VI Love colonialbouquet of green gladioli. Butterworth Hospital in Grand "We’re all a little uneasy right ed in the clubhouseuntil 1 p.m.
The committeeheard Fred Burd,
large room houses eight grades
now, waiting to see what will hap- and reported back to the field for
hospital director describevirtually where there are now only 13 beds You Truly” and "O Promise Me.
After the ceremony, a reception Rapids where he is recovering from
and at the time it was erected
pen,” Zuverink said nervously a fielding drill before the 1:30
every piece of equipment and build- and 20 bassinets,there will be 25
Mrs.
Ruth
Knoper
attended her for 175 guests was held at Zeeland
recent operation.
there were 23 children,compared
rubbing his hands on the comer p.m. game.
ing material to be incorporated in beds and 36 bassinets. This de- sister as matron of honor and City Hall.
Recent guests at the Simon of the table on which he was sitwith 50 students at the present
During the half hour we chatted
the $1,200,000 structure,and signi- partment also will be segregated Clifford Huyser assisted his
The
newlyweds
are
now
honey- Broersma home were Clair Jousma
time. One room will be completeting. "Everyone should settle with Zuverink in a small reception
fied their general approval of the and will include three nurseries brother as best man. Ushers were mooning in Florida, and will be of East Saugatuck, Mrs. Bert
ly finished.'
room adjoining the locker room.
with 12 bassinets each, the maxi- Ron Oppenhuizen and Vern Huy- at home May 8 at 244*4 East Main Drooger, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Droo- down when the team is cut to
The new school was built due plans.
Tiger players ran by. Some read
size.”
The
addition will increase the mum permittee*, by state regula- ser.
St.,
Zeeland.
For
going
away,
the
ger and family, and Mr. and Mrs.
to the relocationof US-31. By a
After the game Saturday,two what the Detroit sportswriter*
bed capacity from 72 to 125.
tions.
The bride wore a gown of rose- bride wore a light blue box suit Floyd Jousma of Holland.
vote of 38 to 21 they also voted
more
Tiger pitchers, Bill Froats had to say, some got in small
Currently the hospital has only point lace combined with double with navy accessories.
The next step is a meeting this
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Meeuwsen and Bob Schultz, were let go. groups to chat, while some chost
to levy 9 mills per year on the
one
nursery for 20 bassinets.The nylon tulle over satin. The gown
week
with
the
architects
to
clear
Mrs. Huyser is employed at Dies- of Zeeland were Sunday evening
state equalized valuation.
to have- a glass of milk, soda pop
up minor constructiondetails and overcrowding is permitted by state featured a snug lace bodice mold- el Equipment and Mr. Huyser is guests of Mr. and Mrs. Will Tim- Both went to Buffalo with Froats
sent on a 24-hour recall basis and or a cigarettewhile relaxing.
to make sure the Tinal plans in- supervisory officials only because ed over satin with a madonna neck- 1 a mechanic at Borculo Garage.
mer and family.
Schultz was released outright.
cluded all recommendationsof the it is a temporary situation that
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Wyngarden
"I haven’t had much chance A nervous father sat in front of
buildingcommittee, hospital is being recitified,Burd said.
Visitors
and daughter of Grand Rapids were this spring to show them what I the Grandstander Saturday and
board, and professional consultants. The emergency treatment rooms
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. can do," Zuverink said. "Bucky watched an even more nervous
H. E. Beyster and Associates, will be located at the emergency
Donald F. Wyngarden and family. Harris, Tiger manager, has said son pitch his first big league
Detroit, are the architects.Build- entrance and will be completely
Mrs. John Brower and twp daugh- very little to me since the opening game. Tiger starter Duke Maas*
ing consultantsare James A. Ham- equipped to handle any type of
ters of Drenthe spent Thursday of spring training.He’s really in- father sat on the edge of his seat
case. Under the existing set-up,
ilton Associates,Minneapolis.
afternoon with Frank and Will terested in building up the team and chewed away at his cigar
Holland area streets and highFollowing approval by the Of- emergency patients must be taken
Vander Kolk.
wfth young ball players but I feel while his son worked on the
ways took on a Tulip Time atmo- fice of Hospital Survey in Lansing to the third floor surgery.
Roxie is dead.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Ter Haar it’s good to have a few of the old- mound.
New operating suite, new deliv- The gentle five-ton elephant, who
sphere Sunday as hundreds of later this month, bids will be sought
and family were Sunday supper er players.”
The younger Mass was wild,
motorists took advantageof sunny so constructioncan get under way ery suite, new administrative ofguests of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Ter
had stirredthe hearts of hundreds
giving up two runs and two hits
Harris
is
a
quiet
guy,
Zuverink
fices, x-ray department, laboratory,
skies and soaring temperaturesto early in July.
Haar and family of Zeeland.
reported.He says little to anyone. before leaving in the third. He
visit the city.
(From Friday’s Sentinel)
As approved Friday night, the and dining room are among the of Holland residents during her
Mr. and Mrs. George Van Zoeren "Before the opener in Kansas had the full count on several batother
facilities
to
be
included
so
brief
illness,
died
at
5:30
p.m.
Many of the tulips along city new additionwill be nearly 200 feet
The Rev. John Breuker pastor of of Zeeland were Sunday guests of
City, he told us to play the best ters and lost five through walks.
lanes and in scatteredbeds through long and four stories high. It will Holland and surrounding area will Thursday, with giant tears stream- Zutphen Church will .have charge
Mr. and Mrs. J.G.J. Van Zoeren. we could and get some fun out of
A Utica, Mich., product, Maas
out the community are in bloom be joined across the north end of have at least the minimum reof the services on Sunday May
Appointedas arrangement com- it and we fiaven’t had a pep talk looked best with men on bases.
ing down her big, kind face.
quirementsin hospital service.
and camera laden tourists were the present building.
SeminarianWinston C. Boelkins mittee for the Sunday school picHe’s 2G years old and expected to
posing their families in front of
The present main entrance will However,other improvementsal- Her human friends tried in vain had charge of both services last nic are Wilmer Timmer, Gerald or a team meeting since.” Freddie be a Tiger starter.
Hutchinson,
last
year’s
Tiger
to
get
the
35-year-old
Roxie
to
her
so
should
be
incorporated
in
the
the flowers ala Tulip Time.
Sunday.
be closed off. The new entrance
Zqverink and Floyd Ter Haar.
With his son out of the game,
manager, held team meetingsfrePolice said traffic was bumper- will be located at the junction of building to provide greater effici- feet, but the attack of colic which
A special offering was received The Rev.
Byland quently and usually had a short the elder Maas sat back, bought t
to-bumper along many of the tulip the old and new buildingson the ency, accordingto building comat
both
services last Sunday for
hit Wednesday won the desperate
preachedon the followingsubjects chat with the team before the bag of peanuts and relaxed.
mittee members. These are being
lanes most of Sunday. The same Michigan Ave. side.
the Korean Relief.
'on Sunday, April 24, "Exceeding game, he explained.
fight against veterinarianswho
was true on roads leading to the
The number of private rooms proposed as alternate plans and
Mr. and Mrs Vernon Neinhuis Righteousness," and "The Perfect
Coach Ned Stuits took 18 Holtried desperately to save her.
Hutchinson is presentlymanTulip Farms on Lakewood Blvd. will be increased from eight to 21. will be realized only if funds are
have requested the transfer
Protection." Miss Donna Compag- aging at Seattle in the Pacific land High baseball players to the
Hundreds
of people in the area
Tulips weren't the only attract- There will be 10 semi-privaterooms available.
their membership to Bethel Church
ner of the Oakland Christian Re- Coast League. Zuverink spent one baseball clinic Saturdayat Briggs
ions as hundreds of residentseither compared with 11 at presentWhere
Committee members emphasize visited Roxie as she lay on her of Zeeland.
formed Church furnished special season with San Diego in the Stadium in Detroit sponsoredby
side
along
US-31
near
the
Drivewent for a drive, worked on their there are now only 11 wards, some that contributionsstill are needed
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Woodwyke
music at the evening service.
PCC. "I liked it there very much." the Detroit Tigers and the MichiIn
theater.
Her
owner,
Mrs. Roy
boats, played golf, or just relaxed with as many as seven patients, and may be made to the building
have requested the transfer of their
Appointedas ushers In the local Zuverink said in answer to the gan High School Athletic Associin the backyard and got an early there will be 24 when the addition fund at the hospital, through either Bible, and her newly-won friends baptismal membership to 36th
church for the month of May are query of if he'd like to pitch again ation.
start on a sun tan.
is completed. No ward will have of the Holland banks, or the city coaxed in vain to get the big Street Christian Reformed Church
More than 6,000 state high
Henry Koelofs and John Broersma. on the Coast.
animal to her feet, but the sadly
The weatherman did a drastic more than four patients.
treasurer'soffice in city hall.
of Grand Rapids.
A
Junior C. E. meeting was held
Zuverink
has
worked
in
relief school boys attended the clinic put
ill
Roxie
never
got
up.
about face today and rain began
Mrs. Gerben Kuyers and daughSympathy for Roxie ran high as ter, Kristi, returned home Friday on Sunday at 2 p.m. It was a con- this season after being a starter on by Tiger players with narrafalling early this morning and
secrationmeeting.
film was last year. He's pitched only four tion and explanationby Detroit
storiesand picturesof her appearis expected to last at least through
after spending a week at the home
shown.
Parents and younger child- and two-thirds innings and has coaches. About 225 high schools
ed
in
Michigan
newspapers.
FriWednesday.
of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bowman at
ren were invited to attend the given up four earned runs. So far were represented.
day morning, a Cadillac drey up Beaverdam.
Saturday the mercury hit 74 with
By Arnold
the Tigers have used a relief Charles Forsthye, state director
meeting.
to
Roxie's
empty
trailer.
A
foura low of 41. Sunday the temperWillis Huyser son of Mr. and
pitcher in seven games. Last sea- of high school atletics, reported
John
Elsma
of
Grand
Havature soared to 76, dropping to 45
The publicationof a sort of nov- off things and battles long ago." year-old girl jumped out of the Mrs. John Huyser of Zeeland and
Only the' Second World War and; back seat, a bottle of pillsjn her Carol Oppenhuizen daughter of en was a Sunday caller at the Van- son Zuverink compiled a 9-13 the clinic "the most successful"in
during the night
elized life of the famous Confederthe nine years the affair has been
won-lost mark.
are from the last Mrs. ChristineOppenhuizen of der Kolk home.
Although scattered thundershowthe Korea "police action” continue hand.
’ "These
'
What happens in a club house held.
ate General T.J. Jackson, "They
The John Warner family moved
ers are predicted for the next two
to give the Civil War any sort time I was sick— for oxie."
Beaverdam were united in mardays the mercury will stay right Called Him Stonewall," by Burke of competition in publishingappeal. The Rbig body was picked riage at Beaverdam Reformed to Zeeland last week.
up there hittingin the high 70’s Davis, underscores the point that Those two conflictsare so recent up by a Kakimazoo rendering Church Chapel on Friday evening. Ben Kroodsma Sr., and Mrs.
Bessie De Vree of Grand Rapids
Tuesday and not dropping much even after 90 years, the Civil War that they are almost contemporary works firm Friday for dist number from this vicinity atwere Sunday guests of Mr. and
is still very much alive in Amer- news.
posal.
bekw 56 tonight.
•*nded the women’s Missionary
Mrs. Dick Kroodsma and family.
ican writing. It is in fact much
Mrs.
Bible,
grief
stricken
over
The Civil War has not been conUnion meeting last Thursday at
The Sewing Guild met on Thursmore alive than any other war we temporary for nearly a century Roxie's death Thursday night, first Church of Zeeland.
Harrington Cab Pack
day, April 21 at 1:30 p.m. in the
fought, with the possible excep- and it ceased to be current news said me couldn't afford to hire
Mrs. Albert Kuyers is not feeling
church basement with Mrs. Harry
tion of World War II. And even before the fathers and mothers of a bulldozer to dig a huge grave
Hat Meeting at School
well and is staying at the home of
Dunning serving as hostess. Others
Holland High School winners in tempore.
that is doubtful.
most of today’s Americans were for the 35-year-old elephantand Mr. and Mrs. Henry Klynstraof
present were the Mesdames Carl local, district and regional foren- Webster dictionaries were ’ aDavid Van Putten and Sherwin An American publishing season born. But in spite of that it occupies a derrick to lift it into the grave. Zeeland.
Ten Broek were honored at the —they come twice a year— is un- a position of priority in the interest Roxie, who was gentle enough David De Roo son of Mr. and Schermer, John De Jonge, Jacob sic contests were awarded certi- warded to participantsin the April
21 regional contest. Julane Brower,
regular meeting of Cub Scout Pack thinkablewithout several books of the American people. For, of to play with children, was to be Mrs. Gerrit De Roo Is at home T. De Witt, Gerrit Boss, Theodore
ficates and pins at the high school Ruth Wendt and Ronald Chandler.
3030 last Thursday evening when about the Civil War. When it is course, it is not the publishers the first animal installedat the again after seven months in the Byland, Jacob Morren, Henry Van
today.
Chandler was first place winner
they were graduated into Scout rememberedthat the conflictbe- who make this flood of literature Circus-Farm. A gray-hairedwo- hospital.He is able to walk with Dam, Will Vander Kolk, Joe Brinks
The spring forensicprogram at- last year in the regionalcontest in
Troop 30 at Harrington School. They tween North and South ended just necessary;the publishers merely man arrived at the scene early crutches. Mary Lou Ten Broeke John Broersma, Irving Hungerink,
tracted almost 60 students this declamationand took first place
were welcomed by Forest Flaugh- 90 years ago, this fafct is nothing listen to reader demand and try Friday afternoon and said she also was able to return home from Henry Boss, Eugene Brower, and
year.
Particfpantsentered five di- this year in the extempore diviJohn Hoeve. Lunch was served by
drove from the other side of the hospitalrecently.
er, Scoutmaster, and assigned to less than astonishing.
to satisfyit.
the hostess, Mrs. Harry Dunning. visions of competition — declama- sion.
Grand
apids
to
"sece
the
elephant
So great is the continuing inpatrol of which Bob Kingschott is
The reason? Who can tell? One
Gary Lee Gebben is enjoying a
The next meeting will be held in tion, original oratory,humorous Extempore speakers were coachpatrol leader.Van Putten also re- terest of the American people, and guess is suggested by the fact that and find out how she was."
trip with a friend to Camp Gordon,
reading and extempore.
' by Miss Ruby Calvert and the
May.
Cars were parked for 500 yards
to some extent of people in many when brothers and sisters battle to
ceived a Webelos badge.
Ga.
By local contest time, March 10, others by L. H. Stillwell.
The
Spring
Conference
of
the
Theme for the April meeting was other lands, in the Civil War that the death it is usually a much north and south of Roxie’s trailer
Mrs. Marian De Boer and Jerry
Missionary Union of the Classis of the field had been narrowed to
conservation and several articles many of the great American pub- bigger "story," in the journalistic Thursday afternoon.Crowds watchwere guests recently at the home
Zeeland was held on Friday, April 42.
lishing houses are said to main- sense of that word, than when ed as the animal was dosed with
were displayed on tables.
of Mr. and Mrs. Richard BrugWinning certificates - of award Ten Dozen Tulips Taken
22 with sessions at 10:00 a.m. and
Awards were presented as follows tain on their staffs permanentCivil members of differentfamilies do a barrel of water and a pail of
gink.
1:30 p.m. in the Forest Grove Ref’d for the local contest were: Decla- From City Lanes Sunday
Stewart Rodgers, silver arrow un- War specialists,men or women the same thhing.
dextrose, plus glucose and 16,000
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Gebben enmation, Virginia Yates, Mary Ellen
der Bear rank; James Volkema, who can competentlypass judghalf century ago Winston 000 units of penicillin. Dr Laur- tertained with a birthday party Church. The Vriesland Ladies gave Tteketee, Robert Gras, Phyllis
Holland's early blooming tulips
Wolf Badge- Harold Tanis, three ment on the floods of manuscripts Churchill—the American writer, not ence Schmidt of Holland was with Friday evening for their daughter a skit and business meeting was
held at the morning session,Miss Smith, Judy Nienhuis, Bob Holman apparently were too much of a
silver arrows under Bear rank; that flow into the editorial offices the British statesman — wrote a her all day..
on her 12th birthday.
Harriet Brumler, missionary to Helene Bosch, Sally Houtman, Jo- temptation for two Gary, Ind., men
Nickie Hardie, one silver arrow right along.
novel that he called "The Crisis." Toward the end, Roxie was given
India was the speaker of the after- ann Weighmink, Henry Steffens, Sunday.
under Bear rank and Teddy Heu- The flood of books that actually In it he attempted,not too suc- stimulants. An attempt was made
Kitchen
Shower
Given
noon. A box lunch was served at Barbara Becker, Joyce Knoll,
They were stopped near New
velhorst, one silver arrow under see print Is so great that no one cessfully, to capture the emotions to get her on her feet, using a
noon with the Forest Grove and Marianne Walters and Allen Hill. Buffalo by State Police on a traffic
Bear rank. Robert Vanden Bos was could possibly keep up with them of the Civil War in novel form. winch truck and sling, but she died
For Beatrice Van Loo
Dramatic reading,Barbara Roes- violation and were found to have
the Beaverdam ladies serving as
welcomed into the pack and pre- all. But it seems certain that the The best part of his book was its quietly just as she was being lifter, Shirley Meiste, Barbara Brent,
sented a Bobcat pin.
number of manuscriptsthat are title. For that's what the Civil War ed from the ground. Her body was
kitchen shower was given co-hostesses.Several of the Vries- Sunny Bouwman, Kay Ten Brink, 10 to 12 dozen tulips in their car
which were reported to have been
Three dens under the leadership being written in any given year, was— the greatest crisis in our his- taken across the highway Thursday Thursday evening in honor of Miss land ladies attended.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Boss en- Marjorie Bronkhorst and Mary taken from tulip lanes in the city.
of the Rev. Eugene Osterhaven, nine decades after Appomattox, tory. It establishedonce or all that night.
Beatrice Van Loo, bride - elect of
Lou Pierson; humorous reading, Holland police said the flowers
conducted a supper hike last Satur- is many times greater than the we are a nation, not a mere asDr. Schmidt said that death was Roger Zylema. The party was giv- joyed supper with Mr. Elmer Bbss,
Faith Rusticus, Celeste Van Hou
were believed to have been taken
Vicky, and Jimmy on Thursday.
day and the other three dens will books actually published.
dur
to
a
combination
of
factors—
en by Mrs. Robert Smith at her
sociation of states. In Lincoln's
ten, Carol Cook and Myrna Cook;
from lanes along Washington Blvd.
Several of the local ladies attendhave a hike on Saturday. Initial There also were quite a few phrase, it made certain that what the long, 3,000 mile trip from home, 79 East 19th St.
original oration, Gretchen Boyd,
Two local officers were scheduled
plans also were made for a pack books about the RevolutionaryWar, we really are "shall not perish Texas, Roxie’s home, and changes Games were played and dupli- ed the Hope College Chapel choir
Lyn Gordon, Ruth Wendt, Helen to return the men here Monday
softballteam. A film, "The Cub especially during the early years from the earth.”
in feed, water and climate.
cate prizes were given to Mrs. concert of Holland in the Zeeland Wade, Ken Brink, Roger Kleinhek
for possible prosecution.
Scout in the Home" concluded the of the Republic. And such organThat fact may be one reason
Helen Van Loo, Mrs. Garret Hui- High School Auditoriumon Thurs- sel and Karen Lam; extempore,
The normal fine for pickingtulips
day, April 2L
program.
izations as the Sons of the Revolu- why the American people continue
zenga
and
Mrs.
Gordon
Hulzenga.
William
Bremer,
Bill
Butler,
Fred
Allegan Takes Option
Cub Scout activities for the year tion and the D.A.R. keep on stimul- to give so much attention to a
A two course lunch was served by Mr. and Mrs. Martin P. Wyn- Protsman, George Steggerda, if $5 per flower.
will wind up with a picnic at Ot- ating Interest in the war that gave war that ended 90 years ago.
On Land (or Hospital
the hostess, assisted by Mrs. Ar- garden were Sunday afternoon call- Keith Van Hoff, Wanda Vartden
ers on Mrs. John H. Van Welt at
tawa Beach in May.
America its freedom.But the litThe funny bone Is really a nerve,
thur Groenhof.
Berg, Ronald Chandler and Paul
ALLEGAN (Special)-The county Guests were invitedfrom Grand the Parkview Home in Zeeland.
erature about the Revolution U
the ulnar nerve, located on the InScott
The Chinese are said to have buildingscommitteeof the Allegan
Mrs. Anna Dykgraf of Zeeland also
Ohio produced seven per cent of dwarfed by the volume of books
Rapids, Zeeland, Coloma and Hoi
For representing Holland at the side of the elbow.
adopted extensive tea drinking becounty board of supervisors has land.
called on Mrs. Van Welt.
the United States apple crop in about the war between the statse.
district contest in Muskegon
cause the water there had to be obiained an option to purchase
1900, but only about three per cent
As for the other wars, most of
Sixty-fiveper cent of the buildHeights March 28, the Mowing reboiled anyway.
apf roximatelysix acres of land
them have more or less disappearin 1954.
ceived forensic keys: Mary Ellen ings on Okinawa,scene of the last
Russia’s capitalunder the czars Official Tree Planted
on Thomas St. and new M-40 from
ed from the American publishing
big battle of World War II, have
white Steketee and Marianne Walters In
Mrs. Martha Root as a possible was St. Petersburg, later called ALLEGAN (Special)The Salmon river country in lists. A book today about te War The United States has
been rebuilt
declamation;
Barbara
Brent
anc
Petrograd and now Leningrad.
pine, officially designated by the
site for a new county hospital.
Idaho was so wild and impassable of 1812 or about the Mexican War 400,000 divorces a year.
legislature
as
Michigan's
official Sunny Bouwman, dramatic;Faith
The option, obtained for $100
that the Lewis and Clark expedi- is rare. The Spanish-American
War
The use of coal can be traced
The Malay sea is the largest of I tree, has been set out on the north Rusticus and Julane Brouwer,
ship traveling eastward is fixed the purchase price at $12,000.
tion was unable to penetrate it has almost faded from memory.
humorous: Roger Kleinheksel and back to 370 B.C., when Greek
the
world’s
seas.
The
Caribbean
lawn
of
the
Allegan
county
court
Even the First World War, as far lighter than one going westward It will extend until Dec. 31, 1955.
Ruth Wendt, original oratory blacksmiths used it to heat their
»..v. the
-.v, because of the earth’s eastward The committeeis also checking all ranks second and the Mediterran- house, accordingto Clerk Esther
can switch sexes in mid- as new publications go, gives
Paul Scott and Ron Chandler, ex- forges.
can ranks
[Warner Hettinger.
other available sites.
old unhappy far- 1 rotation.
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Two New Houses

1

*

28

Included in

Building Permits
Most Applications Call
For Minor Remodeling;
Total Exceeds $33,000
Twenty-eight applicationsfor

permits totaling533,222
week with Building Inspector Lavem Seme' in the
city engineer'soffice. Most of
building

were

filed last

the permits called for minor improvements.There were two applications for new houses. The applicationsfollow:
Gerrit Schutten,36 East 17th St.,
move garage, change partitionsin
living room, 5500; self, contractor.
Taylor's, 14 West Eight St., inlall ,new display shelving, 5300;
Jacob Postma, contractor.
Elmer Andringa,337 West 22nd
St., new garage, 20 by 22 feet,
5750; self, contractor.
Ethel Rau, 134 West 16th St., replace porch, 5150; self contractor.
Gerrit Schutten, 39 East 17th St.,
enlarge front room, move garage,
change bathroom,5750; self, contractor
Don Brondyke, 258 West 16th St.,
enclose front porch, 5360; John
Wiggers, contractor.
George E. Smith, 114 West 22nd
St., screen porch on garage. 5200;

Essenburg Buildingand Lumber

CHESTER H. LANG,

General Electric vice
presidentin charge of public relations,
addresses teachers, industrialistsand educators at a coffee kletz in Durfee Hall which
climaxed Business, Industry and EducationDay
in Holland Thursday. Lang said people today

and family. Mr.

North Blendon

need more

spiritual and moral values, and
nothing is so important as free economic
values. Just left of Lang is George Heeringa,
BIE day chairman. At right is Charles R.
Sligh, former NAM president.About 275
participated in BIE day events.
(Penna-Sasphoto)

and Mrs.

Intcrntlonalchampions
barbershop quartets,will be a leading attractionat the Tulip Tim®
Parade of Quartets May 13 In Civic Center. The singers, Fran, 37,
Joe, 27, Paul. 25. and Jim, 22, hail from a famjly of 11 boys and
six girls in Two Rivers, Wis.

International

W.

Clements also visited the Martinies

among

THE SCHMITT BROTHERS,

Zeeland Thinclads

Mrs. P. Zwiyghuizen of South Friday evening. On Saturday the
Co., contractor.
Sid Woudstra, 311 West 18th St., Blendon was guest soloist at the Martinies and Mrs. Dykstra called
add bedroom and remodel kitchen, local Reformed Church Sunday on A. Kuyers who is making his
52,000; Essenburg's contractor. evening. Mrs. M. van Huekelem home at the County Infirmary at
John Vinkemulder, 185 Blast was her accompanist.
The Rev. H. Maassen spoke and Eastmanvilleand on Mrs. J. C.
ZEELAND I Special)
ZeeEighth St., tear out partition, 5200;
showed slides on the Canadian Huizenga and family. Mr. and Mrs. land High thincladswon their third
self contractor.
Leo Salisbury.300 West 29th St., work among the Dutch immigrants J. Jelsema and Mrs. and Mrs. J. Ken-New-Wa track meet here Frinew house, 52 by 58 feet, and at the regular meeting of the We- Bohl of Beaverdam also visited
day by stopping Hudsonville 59-45
•arage, 20 by 23 feet, frame con- Two Club at First Reformed Church
the
Huizenga’s during the past at the Athletic Field. The Chix won
at
Zeeland,
Monday
evening.
On
struction, 510,200 and 5500; Bill
Tuesday eveing he addressedthe week. Miss Mary Huizenga is con- seven firsts in the meet and the
Johnson, contractor.
fined to her home with a fractured
Andrew Knoll. 211 West 17th St., Men's Brotherhoodat North HolG. Dalman called on A. Eagles copped five.
land
Reformed
Church
and
also
remodel porch, 5200; self, contracKuyers
one
day last week.
Gary Looman, Chix dashman.
showed slides.
tor.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Zylstra expect took high point honors in the meet
On
Monday
afternoon
Albert
Lawrence Coney, 283 West 24th
to move to Grand Rapids in the with firsts in both the 100 and 220St., finish off bedroom, 5350; self, Huizengaaccompanied Rev. Maasstn to Cutlervillc where they called near future having traded their yard dashes and ran a leg on the
contractor. ...
farm for city property.
winning 880-yard relay team. Bud
Five Star Lumber Co., 27 East on Ernest Huizenga who is conMrs. H. Klinger entertained a Simmons and Dave De Cator both
27th St., new house, 40 by 28 feet, v. lescing at Pine Rest.
number of women at her home picked up 11 points for the Eagles
and garage 14 by 20 feet, frame >Mrs. C. Dalman of Zeeland
a vveek ago Friday.
while Bob Vollink had 10 for Zeeconstruction,512,000 and 5500; self, assisted Mrs. R. Dalman in enterMr. and Mrs. H.H. Vander Molen land.
taining with a shower for Mrs. G.
contractor.
called on Mrs. Reka Van Gessel
Results in order of finish:
Gerrit Van Anrooy, 372 Pine Mulder of Holland. Guests includat Grand Rapids last Thursday.
120-yard high hurdles — Vollink
Ave., remodel kitchen, 5300; self, ed the followingrelatives Mrs. B
Mrs. N. Elzinga is visitingher (Z), Boonstra (Zi, Mohr, (Hi,
Mulder, Mrs. D. Mulder, and Mrs.
,
Evert Westing. 219 East 14th A. Van Beek of Holland. Mrs. Ter children.Mr. and Mrs. S. Elzinga Time 16.9.
and baby at Grandville.
100-yard dash
Ixwman (Zi.
'St., reroof, 5150; Vander Kolk and Haar of Zeeland, Mrs. G. Dalman.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Martinieand Simmons (H), Schout (Z). Time 11.
Mrs.
C.
Dalman,
Ruth
and
Marcia
Van Huis, contractors.
baby of Holland and Mr. and Mrs.
Mile run — Lowing (Hi. LuurtSteve Oudemolen, 110 East 16th Dalman of this place. The group
L. Lynema of Grand Rapids were sema (Z), Vander Laan (Z). Time
enjoyed
games
with
prizes
going
St., reroof, 5250; Vander Kolk and
Sunday visitors at the home of 5:01.1.
St., enlarge bathroom, 5200; self, to the winners followed by refreshments. The recent bride received their parents Mr. and Mrs. P.
440-yard run
Bekins (Z),
contractor.
Martinie and family.
many gifts.
Brandt (H), Groenhof (Zi. Time
Van Huts, contractors.
George Robbert, 516 Central Women of the Christian Reform- Students from the four upper 59.7.
Ave.. reroof, 5132, Vander Kolk ed Church attended the Women's grades of the local school were
180-yard low hurdles — Brower
Missionary Union meeting at First accompaniedby their teacher.Miss (Z). Geib (Zi, Newell <H). Time
and Van Huis, contractors.
Wind, and Mrs. John Ter Harst 22.4.
Ken Dozeman, 322 West 14th Christian Reformed Church at De
last Wednesday afternoon when
Zeeland
last
Thursday.
James Weatherwax,165 East 17th
220-yard dash
Looman (Z),
Rev. and Mrs. H. Maassen call- they enjoyed seeing the matinee Simmons (H). .Wind (H). Time 25.3.
St., reroof, 5175; George Mooi, con-

Win League Meet

-

arm.

.

contractor.

—

—

—

Mr. and Mrs. Donald

Champions

Peffers

(de Vries photo)
qeet. The maid of honor wore a
yellow faille sweetheart dress and
A welcome repeat performance
carried, a yellow and white colonial
bouquet.
for the 1955 Tulip Time festival
A reception for 45 guests fol- this year will be the Parade of
lowed the ceremony. Miss Joyce
Knowles assisted about the rooms. Quartetswhich will be staged at
Out of town guests were present 8 p.m. Friday, May 13, in Civic
from Pickford. Battle Creek and Center, sponsoredby the Holland
ated the home for the double ring Cedar Grove. Wis.
chapter of the Society for the
ceremony performedby Dr Simon
For going away, the bride wore
Preservation
and Encouragement
Blocker. Music was provided by a navy suit with red accessories.
Miss Marilyn Burton.
Mrs. Peffers is a graduate of of Barber Shop Quartet Singing in
Miss Carol Van Vuren, the Holland High School. Mr. Peffers, America, Inc., in cooperation wtih
bride’s sister,and Robert Seme alsr a graduate of Holland High,
Holland Tulip Time Festival,Inc.
Don Arend, Benton Harbor's allattended the couple as maid ot was graduated from Tri - State
The
program
was
first given around athlete, captured Hire®
honor and best man.
College. Angola, Ind., and is now
For her wedding, the bride stationed with the Army at Red as a Tulip Tim attractionin 1954, firsts and broke three 22nd St.
chose a ballerina-lengthturquoise Plains Arsenal, Alabama. The one of the few programs to be track marks In leading the Tigeri
faille evening dress with jeweled bride will live with her parents presented in Civic Center, then still
under construction.It attracted a to a 73-36 track win over Holland
trim. She carried a colonial hou- ! while her husband is in service.
capacity crowd of over 2.000. This here Friday.
year, as Inst year, there will be
The bulky senior skimmed th®
no reserved seats.
120-yard b‘gh hurdles in 15.3,
A most welcome return appear- moved over the 180-yard hurdle*
’
ance will be made by the Schmitt in 20.9 and leaped six feet In th®
Brothers, internationalchampions high jump. In every meet Arend
of 1951-52 who wowed the Holland has competed In this season h®
audience last year with a perfor- has broken at least one of th®
mance in which selectionsranged existing marks of that particular
The Girls’ League ior Service anall the way from the sweet to the track.
nual spring banquet held Wednes- rowdy.
Howard Rodgers, football halfday at Durfee Hall on Hope College
There are four real brothers in back, grabbed double wins in th®
Campus attracted 290 members, the quartet, part of the 11 boys 100 and 220 yard dashes to b®
representing 20 churches of the and six girls in the Schmitt family second high in the Tiger point
in Two Rivers. Wis. Fran, 37, bass, parade. Benton Harbor captured
Holland-Zeeland Classes.
with City Dairy; Joe, 27, tenor, nine first places.
Veterans of Foreign Wars AuxA roll call was taken by the is
is with Schmitt Lumber Co.; Paul,
Holland firsts Included Sherry
iliary members installed their new League union secretary,Miss Joan
25, baritone, is with New York Shaffer in the mile, Harry Zimofficers Thursday evening at a Holman. Members came from
Ufe Insurance, and Jim, 22, lead, merman in the 440 yard run, Alien
meeting at the VFW club house Beaverdam. Beechwood,Bentheim, is a student of Marquette Univer- Hill In the shot put and John
Central Park. Forest Grove, HarMrs. Douglas Harmsen served as
sity.
Kleinhekscl in the broad jump.
lem. Hamilton King's Daughters,
The quartet became interstedIn
Results in order ^f finish:
installing officer.
First. Fourth and Sixth Reformed
SPEBSQSA in 1949. won a district 120-yard high hurdles — Arend
Mrs. Irene Hamm was installed of Holland. Jamestown, Maplewood
championship in 1950 and the inter- (BH), Wassink (H), Ross (BH).
as president; Mrs. Frank Balko- North Holland, Overisel, Ottawa, national championship in 1951.
Time 15.3
South
Blendon. Vricsland. Zeeland
vitz, senior vice president; Mrs.
Their father died in 1939. He was
Medley relay— Benton Harbor
First and Second and Trinity.
manager of the Schmitt Lumber Time 2:43.7
Mary Headley, junior vice presGuest speaker was Mrs. Robert
Co., were all the boys worked at
100-yard dash— Rodgers (BH),
ident, who was unable to be pre- Dykstra, originallyfrom Hoboken,
one time. The mother is living and Marler (BH), Kleinheksel(H),
sent because of illness;Mrs. M. N.J., whose husband is attending
is most interested in music.
Time 10.5
Brower, t reasurer; Mrs. Peter Western Theological Seminary.
In the last 30 months, the quartet Mile run-Shaffer (H), Ed HarBorchers, chaplain; Mrs. Paul WoThe program also highlighted a
has made over 200 appearances, per (BID, Ken Harper (BH).
jahn, conductress; Mrs. Ted Kouw, candlelight installationserviqe in
travelingmore than 130,000 miles Time 4:51.7.
assistant conductress; Mrs. C. Hol- charge of Mrs. Harry Young. New440-yard run- Zimmerman (H),
comb, secretary; Mrs. John Sas. I; elected officers of the union are from Canada to Texas, and New
York to Seattle. Wash. In Alaska, Chartrand (BH), Kessler (BH).
patriotic instructor; Mrs. Martin Miss Marilyn Lam, president,and
1952, to entertain troops,the quar- Time 56.4.
Kole. trustee; Mrs. Frank Jillson, Miss Marjorie Weller, vice pres180-yard low hurdles— Arend(BH)
musician; Miss Eunice Twining, ident. Other hoard members are tet made 52 appearances in 11 days
and traveled 10,000 miles. The Wassink (H). Moes (H). Time 20.9.
assistant musician; Mrs. Harmsen, Miss Joan Holman, secretary; Miss
220-yard dash— Rodgers (BH),
Mrs. Edward Harkema, Mrs. Ben Margaret Nykamp, treasurer;Miss quartet has appeared on thg Ed
Roos and Mrs. Gerrit Glatz, color Beverly Israels, publicity; and Sullivanand Arthur Godfrey shows Shelby (BH). Finch (BH). Time 24.
880-yard run— Edwards (BH). Elbearers.
Mrs. Young and Miss Angie I^am in New York.
Other attractionsat the Parade zinga' (H), Robbert (H). Tim®
The installing officerpresented sponsors. Retiring president is
of Quartets will ho the Mid-States 2:09.5.
the outgoing president.Mrs. Stan- Mrs. Robert Nykamp.
Four, a zany Chicago barbershop
880-yard relay— Benton Harbor
ley Daining,with her past presMiss Lam, member of the Maplequartet which has appeared in Hol- Time 1:39.5.
ident's pin. Mrs. Hamm presented wood Reformrti league, introduced
land on three other occasions; the
Shot put— Hill (H), De Maria
a gift to Mrs. Harmsen as installing the toastmistress. Mrs. Francis
officer.
Dykstra of Harlem Reformed Aire Tonies and Merri-Menof Mus- (BH), Washington(BH). Distance
Members of the VFW Post were Church. The song service was led kegon. the Uicas family, the Ban- 40’Y’.
jo-Trainers of Muskegon; the HolHigh jump— Arend (BH), Ross
invitedto the potluck lunch follow- by Miss Israels with Miss Barbara
Roeser at Ihe piano. Both are mem- landaires, quartet of women of (BH). Kadwell (H). Height 6'.
ing installationceremonies.
Pole vault— Kolesar (BH), ShidAn 8th district rally of the VFW bers at Beechwood. Misses Yvonne Holland, and the Windmill Chorus,
Holland's own barbershopchorus. ler (H) and Dick (BH) tied Height
and auxiliarieswill Ik? held in Hol- Barkel and Ardith Wyrick of Sixth

The home

of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Van Duren, 123 East 14th
St., was the scene of a wedding
April 12, when their daughter,
Miss Arleen Van Duren, became
the bride of Donald Peffers. The
groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Reuben Carr, 19 West 27th St.
Yellow and white mums decor-

At Parade

of

Quartets

Don Arend Stars

As Benton Harbor
Wins Track Meet

Girls

League Banquet

Attracts 290

VFW

Members

Auxiliary

Installs Officers

ed on Mr. and Mrs. M. Lemmen performenceof the senior class
880-yard run — De Cator <H),
tractor.
play "Shy Guy" at Hudsonville
Marsilje Insurance, 174 Central of Hudsonville last week.
Keppel (Z), Spoolman (Hi. Time
Mrs. R. Westveld and Patricia High School auditorium.
2.20.
Ave., reroof office, 5450; Mooi’s
were
among guests at a shower Boys of the local 4-H Club, tocontractor.
Shot put — Nyenhuis (Z). Volgether with their leader. Edward
Albert Slenk. 56 West 19th St., honoring their daughters and sister,
link (Zi, Wind (H). Distance40’
Elzinga.
enjoyed
a
chicken
dinner
Dorothy, at the Albert Bosch ffome
8".
reroof, 5238; Mooi's contractor.
John De Voy, 64 West 12th St., at Borculo on Wednesday evening. at the Hub Restaurant in Zeeland
Pole vault - Schut (ID. Bytwork
Last Friday evening Miss Westveld last Friday evening. The groups (ID. De Cator (Hi. Height 9' 6".
reroof, 575; Mooi's contractor.
Gerald Raffenaud, 242 West 16th was honored at a linen shower later enjoyed skating at the ColiHigh jump - De Cator (ID,
St., reroof, 5417; E.B. Bittner by members of th< Girl's Society seum. Attending were Mrs. Elzinga Schut (H) Wissink (Zl. Height 5'
John
Westerling.
Jerry
Berghorst,
of the Christian Reformed Church.
Roofing,contractor.
6".
Henry and Morris Klinger, ^Gerald
First National Bank, remove A two-courselunch was served
Rrnsd Jump —Simmon* <H>,
Ter Horst, Boh and Marve* Allen.
partitions on second floor, 5500; by Mrs. R. Westveld and Mrs. E.
Vollink (Zi and Nyenhuis iZ) tied
Witteveen Brothers, contractors. Kloosterman. The guests included: Mrs. G. Berghorst accompan- Distance 18' 3Y’.
Henry Barneveld, 235 East 13th Mrs. N: Beute, Misses Gladys Sal. ied Jean Berghorst and Ruth Dal880-yard relay — Zeeland 1.00man to Holland on April 22 man,
St., enlarge rear porch, 5150; self Jane Zichterman. Gracile and
Tyink. Zwyhuizen and BrowEleanor Ter Horst, Marjean Mied- where the girls competed with er). Time :43.2.
contractor.
other
district
winners
in
the
counJames De Pree, 73 West 14th ema. Connie Haverman. Shirley
ty 4-H Club style review.
St., enclose side porch, 5400; Ray Hirdes. Harriet Bruggink, Alma
Mr. and Mrs. J. Hirdes and Sixth Straight Victory
Rietman. and Rose Gemmen. enMetzger, contractor.
George Jacobs, 99 West Ninth joyed games with prizes being Carol spent last weekend with Scored by Dutch Netters
their relatives,Mr. and Mrs. H.
St., interior stairway, 575; Fred awarded.
Mrs. L. Vander Kolk, Mrs. E. Cheyne and family at Athens. Mrs.
Jacobs, contractor.
Holland High netters took their
C.W. Blom, 18 West Eighth St.. Velthousewere hostesses at the Cheyne is in ill health.
sixth straight win here Friday in
remodel kitchen, 5400; self, con- meeting of the Christian Fellow- , Mr. and Mrs. R. Westveld and a lengthy match with Muskegon
ship Society Wednesdayevening. Dorothy attendedthe wedding of Catholic,5-2. The match took two
tractor.
The Young People'sAlliance held their niece and cousin. Miss Dons hours and 45 minutes to complete.
a spring meeting at the First Westveld. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Singles results were: Phil BoerChristian Reformed Church at Al- II. Westveld of Zeeland, who be- sma (H) def. Lee Hunt (MC), 6-0,
lendale last Thursday evening. The came the bride of John Rietsema 6-2; Jim Vander Poel (Hi def. Stan
Is
program featured a declamation on Friday evening last week. Miss Dezbowski (MC), 0-7, 6-1; Marshall
Dorothy Westveld presided at the
contest:
Elzinga (111 def. Bud Me Laughlin
Delegates, and Envoys of the organ at the First Christian Re- (MC), 6-4.7-9.8-6and Chuck Schuler
School
Eindracht program of the Reform- formed Church where the ceremony (MC) def. Paul Bouman (H), 6-1
ed Church attended a rally at the took place. A receptionin the 6-4.
9’6".
land May 7. The men will meet Church conducted devotions.
Petitionsare being circulatedfor First Reformed Church at Zeeland church parlors followed.
Broad jump — Kleinheksel (H),
In doubles Boh Saunders and in the post rooms and the women,
Special music included a trio Junior High Parents
Mrs. M. Vanden Bosch of BorBernard Arendshorst, of 618 Lawn- Monday evening.
De Maria (BH), Den Uyl (H).
Tom
Overbeek
(H) def. Groenber- at the Woman's Literary club from Central Park League, the
dale Courj. as a candidate for the
Mr. and Mrs. H. Hoogewind of culo and Mrs. J. Dys accompanied ger and Horvath (MC). 6-1, 6-1;
Distance 19'.
house, with registrationscheduled Misses Carol Cook, Shirley Volk- Hold Discassion Meet
Board of Education to serve a one- Wnlkes entertained their children. Mrs. R. Dalman to Grand Rapids
Dan
Rackiewicz
and
Louie Zaloca at 7:30.
ema
and
Mari
Jo
Oonk.
accomyear term. The annual election will Mr. and Mrs. F. Knoper and fam- recently where they attended a
About 275 Junior High School
(MC) def. John Winter and John The auxiliary's next regular panied by Miss Patsy Oonk, and a
Christian High Golfers
stork showfr in honor of their
be held June 13 to elect three ily Sunday afternoon.
Undwehr
(H), 3-6. 6-2. 6-3 and meeting will be held May 12.
solo by Mrs. Albert Ter Haar of parents met in the school gymmembers, two for four-year terms
Mr. and Mrs. F. Westveld of Hol- cousin Mrs. R. Warn.
nasium
Tuesday
evening
for
a Take Win in League Play
Henry Visscherand Bill Japinga
Forest Grove League.
and one for a one-year term.
land spent an evening last week
(Hi def. Vander Veen and Komezk
Awards were -given to Reaver- discussion session. Miss Bernice
Incumbents Wendell A. Miles and with their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Bishop, principal, welcomed the
Holland Christian's golf squad
Dinner Highlights
Two
Cows
Killed by
(MC), 6-1, 6-1.
dam.
Central Park. Holland Fourth.
Alvin J. Cook already have signi- P. Westveld.
group.
notched its second win of the week.
Holland
Sixth
and
Vricsland
fied their intentions of seeking
Fahocha Meeting
Mrs. A. Biesbbroek and Mrs. A. Car; Driver Injured
A panel of five parents and six Thursday afternoon at Grand
for 100 percent attendances.
reelection for four-year terms. Papp were delegates from the ReHolland Man Elected
junior high students discussed Rapids by defeating Godwin, 6-0
The
dinner
was
served
at
gaily
A fun night dinner was given by
Each has served three years. formed Church at the board meet- GRAND HAVEN (Special) -Two
questions that had been submitted in a West State Golf League
the Fahocha Class members Wed- decoratedtables carrying out the
Hereafter, all terms will be four- ing of the Federation of Women’s Holstein cows were killed by an District JCC Officer
previously.Some of the topics were match. The match was played on
spring
theme.
Opening
prayer
was
nesday evening in the social rooms
year duration.
Societies for Leprosy Missions of automobile at 9:40 p.m. Friday on
going steady, hours, spending mon- the Grand Rapids Country club
By
unanimous
ballot. Arthur F. at First MethodistChurch. Hus- gvien by Mrs. Reva Vande Wege
Arendshorst is manager of Hol- Holland-Zeeland area at Ihe Second 68th Ave. in Polkton township, a
Schwartz of Holland was elected bands were guests.
of the Maplewood eLague. The ey, learning to drive and drop- course.
land Cotton Products Co., a posi- Reformed Church at Zeeland last mile south of US-16.
outs.
Christian now has a 1-2 record
vice president of district 8 of the
The tables were decoratedby program leaflets were in charge
The cows, owned by Benjamin
tion he has held since 1946 when week Monday afternoon. After the
Parents on the panel were Mrs. in league competition, with the
MichiganJunior Chamber of Com- Mrs. Estelle De Vries, class tea- of Hamilton and Bentheim leahe was discharged from the U. S. business session the group enjoyed Bennink of route 2. Coopersville,
Clarence Becker, Mrs. Andries Ste- potent Comstock Park squad out
merce at a spring meeting of the cher, to designate a special holiday gues.
Navy after two years' service.He seeing the film "The Life In My were running loose on the road
ketee, John Huf. Judge Ray Smith in front with three wins. Zeeland
district Wednesday night at Ameri- for each month of the year. MemAssisting in preparations for the
is married and has one son, 6 Hands." Tea was served by women when struck by a car owned and
and Avey Baker, who acted as a is in second with a 2-1 record.
can Legiop * emorial club.
banquet
were
the
Misses
Lillian
bers
from
each
table
sang
a
song
years old.
of the Second Reformed Church. driven by Harvey Handlogten,
The locals swept the four indiA total of 83 attended from Junior representing their paritcular Weeber and Charlotte Mulder of consultant.Two students from each
Mr. and Mrs. R. Martinieand route 1. Coopersville.
Chambers of Commerce in Green- month.
First church were in charge of grade participating were Ann vidual matches and also took the
family and Mr. and Mrs. B. MartHandlogten was treated by a ville, Belding, Grand Rapids,
Pcwell and Brian Dykstra, seven
Hope College Girl
Devotions were given by Cor- selling tickets and the Trinity tii grade: Jane Hansen and Rich- low total point, carding a team toinie and family were among guests Coopersvillephysicianfor chest and
tal of 411 to Godwin’s 494. FreshGrandville,Grand Haven, Saginaw, rine Kolean. An original toast writ- league for making tickets.
in attendance at the marriage of left leg injuriesreceived when he
Netters Defeat Kazoo
ard Brand, eighth grade, and Pat man Ken Michmerhulzen of the
Charlotte, Ann Arbor. Lansing, Kal- ten as poetry was given by Mrs.
the former's son, Theodore Mar- was thrown agianst the steering
Hower and Bruce Van Leuwen, Maroons was medalist with a 97,
amazoo and Holland.
Ann Short. Chairman of the game Shirley Ham Feted
Hope College’sgirls tennis team tinie and Betty Vander Tuuk of wheel by the impact. His car was
ninth
grade. Earl Borlace was closely followed by Marvin Vander
A welcome was given by Rob- committee was Mrs. Ruth Van
whipped Kalamazoo College at the Holland. The ceremony took place damaged to the extent of 5300.
moderator.
Ploeg with a 99. Other local
ert Visscher, Holland's new may- Kampen, assistedby the Mesdames At Bridal Shower
33th St. courts here Thursday, 6-0. at the Central Avenue Christian
The cows were valued at 5200. or. H. J. Rasmussen, Michigan
After the panel, parents divided scores were Audred Petroelje,102
Dorothy Bell, Mary Ellen Donahue
Earlier in the week the Dutch Reformed Church at Holland last
State police investigated.
Jaycee vice prisedent, introduced ar’. Athalie Clark.
A surprise miscellaneous shower into home room goups with teach and Owen Rottschafer,113.
lassies lost to Michigan State 7-2. week Thursday evening.
Godwin scores were Dick Grisby,
was
given Wednesday for Miss ers as discussion leaders.
guests. Gene Pfeiffer, Bill KutA Swiss steak dinner was preSingles results were: Betty
Mr. and Mrs. H.H. Vander Molen
107, Jim Botten, 118, Dick Streur,
chey
and
Otis
Hardy,
all
national
Shirley
Hamfn, bride-elect of Shirl
pared and served by hostess Mrs.
Schepcrs(H) def. Shirley Ketchen visited Mr. and Mrs. C Meeuw- Heart Attack Is Fatal
129 and Jim Stehouwer, 140.
directors,gave reports. All three Virginia Orr and her committee Webbert. The event was held in Retired Railroad Man
tK), 4-6, 6-1, 6-2; Marcia Smith sen and family and Mrs. and Mrs.
To Mike Heitler, 65
are candidatesfor state presi- iricluding the Mesdames Ethel the LeJune home at 135 West
<H) def. Fluer Knan (K), 6-0, 6-1; J.H. Poskey at South Blendon Sundent who will be elcted at the state
Avis Brandt, Mary Ellen 20th St. with Miss Joyce Dornbos, Diet at Douglas Hospital
Susie Van Slageren (H) def. Mar- day.
Couple Married at
GRAND HAVEN (Special)-Mikeconventionin Saginaw in May. Wise,
Donahue, Iris Van Oosterhout, Miss Norma Lucas and Mrs. Frank
cia Yoder (K) 6-0. 6-2; Alice WarDr. and Mrs. M.R. De Haan of Heitler, 65, route 2, Grand Haven,
FENNVILLE (Special)- Fred Grand Haven Church
Red
Hickade,
president
of
the Audrey Hopkins. Lily Ann Simpson, Dionise, Jr., as hostesses.
ren iH) def. Carol Curtis (K), Grand Rapids and Mr. and Mrs. (Robinson township) died of a
Games were played and dupli- urooks, Sr., 72. route 1, Pullman,
Grandville Jaycees, gave a report Estelle De Vries, Jean Martin,
6-0, 6-0.
F. Salsbury of Grand Haven visit- heart attack at his home at 5:30
cate
prizes were awarded to Mrs. retired railroad man died Friday
GRAND HAVEN (Special)-Ren
on
the credentialscommittee.
Shirley Kuite and Dorr". Burk.
In doubles results: Donna Hard- ed Mr. and Mrs. F. Berghorst p.m. Thursday. He was bom in
Vernon
Zuverink, Miss Sandra at Douglas Hospital of a heart Van Der Meuien of route 1, CoopPaul
(Pete)
Baldwin,
state
preSixty^eight
were
present.
enberg and Joyce Leighley (H) and family Thursday evening.
Hungary Sept. 8, 1889 and had lived sident, is a candidate for one of
ersville,and Elizabeth Ann CoMyrick, Miss Ruth Steketee and ailment
def. Ketchen and Knan (K) 4-6,
Mr. and Mrs. Z. Moerdyk of in Robinson township for five the 10 positions as national vice
Miss Aria Mulder. Refreshments He survived by the wife Eliza- Well, route 1, Marne, were married
6-0, 6-3 and Betty Burnett and Grand Rapids visited Mr. and Mrs. years coming from East Chicago.
beth, six sons, Howard of Dear- Wednesday morning by the Rev.
Marriage Licenses
were served.
Donna Borr (H) def. Yoder and J Cotts and Marcia on Saturday Ind., where he was proprietor of president.
Ottawa County
Invited guests were Mrs. E. F. born; Edward of Oak Park, El.; Edwin Bockstiegel,assistant pastor
Curtis (K), 6-1, 6-2.
afternoon. Mrs. E. Moerdyk, who the Marks Hotel. He retired five
John Roger Stob, 20, and Mary LcJeune, Mrs. Vernon Zuverink, Byron, Robert, Richard and Fred, at the Presbyterian Church.
The girls have home and home made her home with her son and years ago. His daughter, ' Mrs. Driver Escapes Injury
Ann Steenwyk,21, both of route 3 Mrs. Beryl Wigger, Mrs. Ray Tar- Jr., all of Maywood, HI.; one daugh- The couple had applied for •
matches with Michigan State, Kal- family for the winter months, re- Michael Michel, now operates the
Theodore Beardsley, 24. Grand Hudsonville; James William Bare- diff, Mrs. Robert Wierda and ter, Mrs. Delores Bunger of For- marriage license early Wednesday
amazoo, Western Michigan and turned here to spend the summer hotel. He was a member of the Rapids escaped injury early Sat- man, 30, route 2, Holland, and Misses Aria Mulder, Ruth Steke- est Park. HI.; 15 grandchildren;
and got a special dispensationenCalvin. The girls are coached by with her children.
Holy Trinity Catholic Church of urday when his car rolled over Janet Molter, 19, Holland; Delbert tee, Mary Lou Kolenrander, one sister. Mrs. Ella Fiske of abling them to be married imMary Breid. The season will be Mrs. J. Dykstra of Grandville East Chicago.
on Giicago Dr. Ottawa County D. Ashlock, 19, route 1, Marne, Marlene LeJuene, Nancy Maat- Chicago; thee brothers. George mediately.
closed with an MIAA tournament was a weekend guest of her reBesides the daughterhe is. sur- deputies said the 1949 model car and Ruby Fay Hickerson,16, man, Sandra Myrick, Norma Van and William of Chicago and Apbert
Both the brde and groom are 58.
at Adrian in May.
latives, Mr. and Mrs. B. Martinie vived by six grandchildren.
was a total loss.
Grand Rapids.
of McHenry, I1L
Haitsma and Clanne Knoll
It is the first
<
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Receives Silver Beaver

Inning,

Jesse Kool, scoutmasterof Boy
.Scout Troop 33, sponsored by
Hamilton Reformed Church, received the Silver Beaver, Scouting’s highest award to a volunteer
the second
worker, as a highlight of the an-

Joaah Repair* the Temple

By Henry OeerUngt

Hamilton Scoutmaster

10

Kalamazoo

A

church building is evidence
that there are people of faith in
the community who are willing to
give. As one drives through the
country he sees churches in every
town and in the open country.
Wherever they lift their spires to
heaven and open their doors they
speak silentlyof the people who

Three-Run Rally

A 10-run outburst in
inning by Hope College’s baseball
nual Scouters Appreciation dinner
team was the punch needed to
In Sixth
Tuesday night in Zeeland.
give the Dutch a 13-6 win over
Kool has been Scoutmaster of
Kalamazoo College, MIAA leadthe Hamilton troo; since its orers. Tuesday at Riverview Park.
The win evened Hope’s league ganization 11 years ago. His troop
membership includesalmost all
Th« Hom«
record at 2-2 and left the Hornets
Holland C\tj New*
MUSKEGON HEIGHTS (SpecPubllihedevery Thur»with their first conference set- boys available for scouting in
Hamilton. Kool hac an outstanding
day by The Sentinel want to pray and worship together
rial)— Muskegon Heights scored
back
and
a 3-1 league mark.
PiintlnflCo. Office M-58 In faith, they desired and dreamed
The second-frame run parade, advancement record with seven three runs in the last of the sixth
West Eighth Street, Hoi L. faith they gave* themselves and
land. Michigan.
biggest so. far this year, was Eagle Scouts, top scout award,
their money. And so, church buildInning here Tuesday to stop HolFnf^red as second claaa matter a
highlightedby five Hope base during the period.
The presentation of the ribbon land. 5-4 at Reece Field. Two hits,
the ST “flee at »<^,j;'chV ings become monuments to Christhits including two by Ar Dykema,
underHhe Act of Congresa,March 3. ian faith and stewardship.
and framed certificate was made one a double by Ed Carlson, Tiger
centerfielder,
one a homer, and a
Sometimes a new church buildby William H. Vande Water, as- pitcher, ar.d two Holland errors *
three-base hit by Carl De Vree
W. A. BUTLER, Editor and Publisher ing which expressedthe devotion
sisted by Elmore Van Lente and produced the victory.
The Dutch cause was helped
of oe generation speaks of the inBen Mulder, previous Beaver re- Perry led off the inning with a
Tcifohone — News Items 3193
the
inning
with
three
Kalamazoo
Advertisingand Subscriptions 3191 difference and selfishnessof ancipients.Mrs. Vande ' Water pre- walk, moved over to third on an
errors and three walks.
sented a rose orsage to Mrs. Kool. error by Norm Witteveen and
The publisher shall not be UjbJ* other by its bad repair and decline
Dick Ortquist.who had his best
for any error or errors In printing Thus, church buildingsbecome
Ray C. Conlon, field officerand came home on an error by catcher
day
at
the
plate
with
three
hits
Ir?v * advertising unless a proof of tokens of Christian character and
member of the Grand Valley Coun- Ron Van Dyke. Hilliardwas safe
including a homer, accountedfor
such advertisement,hal,_!‘a2Le.u^3life.
cil executive board, gave the main on an error by first baseman Bob
obtained by advertiser and
the rest of the Hope runs. His
hv him In time for corrections with
The interior of churches often
address to lore than 260 Scout Van Wieren and scored on Carlsuch "errors or ^ctlon. n£ed
fourth inning single drove in
tell the same story. Some poorly
leaders and their wives who at- son's blast. The bulky pitcher
nlalnlv thereon;and In such case u
Willie Rink, who had doubled, for
any error so noied Is not corrected kept untidy, dilapidated buildings
tended the annual event. "Nothing scored on Plichta’s single.
a
lone
run
and
his
eighth
inning
SSIuSSS tlabimy thjll •»«
reflect the second rate Christianity
could be finer than a scout's dediFogerty and Carlson pitched
homer on the roof of the fyandsuch a proportion of ,he. ent ,
cation to service his God and his strong games despite 10 errors.
occupied by the error bears to the of a Christian community. Or a
stand
came
with
Dykema.
who
whole space occupiedby such ad\er small, inadequate building may beCountry,” Conlon said. He was in- The Holland lefty allowed the
had led off with a double, on base.
come a silent testimony to a small
troducedby Judson G. Leonard, Tigers only four hits while the
Willie Rink. Hope pitcher, reminded, visionlesspeople.
former district executive and now stingy Carlson gave up only three.
acted
favorably
to
the
85-degree
On<f*vear* SV'^months. 12 M;
So it was with the temple in the
assistant council executive.
Both teams scored in identical
temperature from the start and
days of the reign of king Joash.
Wendell A. Miles, U.S. District innings throughout the game.
sizzled
the
ball
past
the
Hornets,
will be promptly discontinuedIf not The renovated building and the
Attorney, presided at the program Holland led off with a run in the
chalking up 13 strikeoutsand alrestoredvesselsof the Lord's house
which was held at the Zeeland first. Van Dyke was safe on Sle- ,
resubscrlberiwill
lowing seven hits. Rink didn t
spoke eloquently of the devotion
city bowl. Miles commented on the zak’s error, went to third on John
reporting promptly
give
up
a
hit
until
the
sixth.
He
lone
3191.
In delivery.Write ir Phi
and unselfish interest of a good
important work that scout leaders Stryker'ssingle and scored on
walked five in the game.
king, a devout priest, and a generare doing for "our communities Van Wieren's sacrifice. The Tigers
A
misjudged
fly hall, falling beous, joyous giving people whom
WHAT THE MOVIES NEED
and our nation.”
came back in the bottom of the
exchange
is open today and Thursday from 1:50
vveen Dykema and shortsop De
MORE THAN 250 Dutch costumes have changed
In an interview in a national they inspired.
Scouter's Keys, representing high first combining a walk and two
to 4 30 pm. and Friday from 1:30 to 9 p.m. FriVree,
gave
Kalamazoo
its
first
hands in the annual costume exchange which is
magazine Sam Goldwyn, the The repairing of the temple by
quality and trained leadership Holland errors, both by Witteveen,
day is the last day lor the exchange and persons
hit and also served to upset Hope
being held this year in the light airy exhibition
king Joash and the high priest
• grand old man” of the movies,
were presented to ScoutmasterAl- to tally a run.
who have not been notiliedtheir costumes have
enough to permit the Hornets to
room of Civic Center. As in previous years, the
was asked the question; “What Jehoiada was made necessary by
fred Kane, Troop 10, Methodist
Gerry Boeve scored Holland s
been
sold
are
asked
to
pick
them
up
by
Friday
score
three
runs.
With
one
out.
exchange is conductedagain by the Newcomers
is the biggest problem facing the the neglect and abuse of the sacred
Church. ScoutmasterRobert Rose, second run in the third. He walknight, since there are no storage facilitiesfor unKen Mosier walked and went to
movie industry today?” And his buildingsby preceding administra- club. Left to right are Mrs. Henry Smith, Susan
Troop 12, Trinity Reformed Church ed, was sacrificedby Tom Klomsecond on the misjudgedfly. John
sold costumes.
Mikula. Mrs. Paul Taber. Mrs. Norman Gibson.
answer, surprisingto some perhaps tions. Since the death of Jehoshaand Elmer Northuis. Explorer ad- parens to second, moved to third
(Pcnna-Sas photo'
Yoddes
walked
to
load
the
bases
Mrs. Richard Romans and Michael Smith. The
but based on the wisdom of a wise phat over a dozen years before,
visor of Post 2006, First Reformed on an error by Webb, Tiger catchand Gray Morrison, pounded
man. was; ‘The biggest problem? the aggressively pagan influence
Church. The presentationswere er and scored on another error by
double scoring two runs. Yoddes
of
Queen
Athaliah
had
operated
made by Otto Dressel, district Slezak of Dick Vander Yacht's
To get good stories.”
scored or Ortquisfs late relays
That has always beeti the biggest against pure Hebrew worship and
commissioner.
grounder. Muskegon Heights lied
after a pop fly out behind second
problem of the movies and it will morality. The dilapidated temple,
Dressel recognized all Scout- it up in the third with singles by
base.
always be the biggest problem of the rubbish and trash which had
Rink was touched for three masters with the presentation of Zaremba and Slezak and a sacrithe industry. Also, it is the big- accumulated,the emptiness and
certificatesand Scout key chains. fice by Perry.
more
runs in the seventh on four
gest problem of the publishers of silence of the place of worship
Similar presentations were made
Holland moved out in front with
Firsts to
hits. The hits were consecutive
novels, and will always be their testified sadly to the ungodly pagand included two singles, a triple for Cubmasters by Ivan De Neff, two in the top of the sixth. Klombiggest problem. The same for anism of queen and people.
Elizabeth Schuyler Hamilton
assistant districtcommissioner parens was hit by a pitched ball.
bv Yoddes and another double by
In order, therefore, to understand
television, for the theatre, for every
and to Explorer leaders by Mulder.
men were retired before
Chapter, Daughters of the AmeriMorrison.
and appreciatethe constructive
type of public entertainment.
Mrs. De Neff presented yelfow Carlson hit Witteveen. Klomcan
Revolution, closed its year's
In
the hitting parade. Dykema
But all these mediums of enter- work of the king and the priest,
roses to Den Mothers and Mrs parens scored on Leroy Fogerty’s
work Tuesday with a luncheon at j ALLEGAN (Special' —Allegan and Ortquist each had three for Dressel gave a red rose to the single and Witteveen came around
tainment are constantly forgetting one must see the destrucUve activfive. Morrison had two for four
the American Legion club house,
coppod n fjrsts
this vital point. Alleged “special- ities of Athaliah,who was success-'
when the catcher lost the ball
and Glenn Brown two for five for wi/e of each leader.
ively
wife,
mother,
and
grandists” are always coming up with
Gilman,
Special tnbuie was made by trying to make a 'play on KlomDecorations in charge of Mrs. out of 13 events. Monday night Kalamazoo
Sites
"stunts” such as the three-dimen- modier of kings of Judah.
John Rnseboom featured a pro- under 'he lights at Allegan to came on in the second, gave up James Townsend to the district s parens. The Tigers scored the
The king took a direct hand in
stional techniques and other things
latest four Eagle scouts. Robert winning runs in the bottom of thp
fusion of apple blossoms on the stop Holland Christian'sthinclads. six hits, three runs, struck out Bonnette, Robert Billett, John
of that nature. All those things repairing the temple. He enlisted
sixth.
ALLEGAN (Special'*
Five
one
and
walked
one.
Starter
Ron
luncheon tables and throughout 84 one sixth to 24 five sixth. The
may serve as temporary shots in the cooperation of the people He
The Dutch got Boeve. who
Tow,
who
was
charged with the Drenton and Terry Kaper receivpossible sites for expansion of Al- the room. The chaplain, Mrs. W.
meet under the arcs was held in
the arm, but they soon lose their worked through leaden who reed the awards in February. Town- doubled with two out in the
loss, allowed five hits. 10 runs,
presented the priestly party and legan junior and senior high F. Kendrick,conducted devotions conjunction with the Hope Kalaseventh to. third when Hilliard
send also made r presentation
novelty.
struck out one and walked four.
The one thing that does not lose the princes, and civil leaders.In- school facilities were listed Tues- and Mrs. Martha Robbins led in mazoo match.
made another error on KlomKalamazoo
will entertain Mich- Richard Wilson, district Scout
The winning Tigers swept five
the interestof the people is the stead of sending out Levites to day night at a meeting of school the national anthem and flag salute.
parens’ drive. But Boeve was
executive,
and
Mrs.
Wilson.
Guests for the day were mem- events, including the two relays. igan State College today and Hope
"good stories”
Goldwyn collect money, he called upon the board members and the Citizens
Regains
Lawrence A. Wade. LaVern stranded
will play at Calvin Saturday.
hers of the newly - organized eve- 1 Coac|, pud p']vc- «;q,iad suffered a
speaks of. Year after year, century people to bring their money to the
Rudolph,
Henry
Maentz.
George
struck
out.
Line score:
ning group, the Ida Sears McLean ^ misfortune in the hurdles, both
after century, even millenniumaf- temple where a chest was provided Advisory Committee.
R H E Lumsden and Bruce Van Leuwen Fogerty struck out four and
Sites which have been investi- committee . the DAR Good Cili- high and lows, with the two aces,
ter millennium,good storieshold for their gifts. It was placed with0100
100
02x
10
10 3 were recognized by Miner Mein- walked three while Carlson fanned
out the temple court at the gate. gated by a committee headed by zens, Miss Jane Klaasen of Hoi- j pm Huizenga and Chuck Smits
the public.
Kalamazoo 000 003 300 6 7 6 dertsma. member of the executive eight Dutchmen and walked three.
The response was prompt and Mrs. Charles Robson include areas land High School, daughter of Mi\ , both out with injuries.Whether
Carlson. Plichta. Zaremba and
The methods of telling good storBatteries:
and Boeve; board, for their leadership on the
east and west of the athletic field, and Mrs. Clarence Klaasen and j tboy will be able to compete anyies change. Homer told good stor- joyous and it came from all the
1955 Scout Fair. Scouters paid a Slezak got the Tiger hits while
Tow,
Gilman
t2) and Bowen.
another west of the new West Ward Miss Margaret Ann Hole, of Zee- mnro t|ljs season is still a question
ies 3.000 years ago; no one in hii people and all the princes. They
silent tribute to William Aldneh Sinker, Fogerty and Boeve colgrade school. another in the Russell land High School, daughter of ^ mark. Five reports.
brought
in
their
gifts
and
dropped
senses would tell them today th<
who before his death had given lected the Holland safeties Holway he told them. Shakespeare them in the chest until it was filled. additionbetween Delano and West- Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Kole. The I Christians star performeragain
years of active service to the land mad'1 six errors ahd Muskeern Aves., and the present junior- former were introduced by Mrs. uas pjch Hertel in the dashes.
gon Heights made four.
told good stories three and a hal As often as it was filled, it was
Scouting program.
Bruce Mikula and the Good Citi- The local junior picked up the
centuries ago. Again, no one in his carried by the king's scribe and senior high school campus.
Line score:
i^inual reports were presented
The group indicated no prefer- zens were presented by Good Citi- Maroons’ only two firsts in the
R H E
senses would tell them that waj the high priest's officer to the
by Wilson who commented on the
ence but did recommend that the zen chairman.Miss Maibelle Geig- meet in the 100 and 220 yard
1 01 002
4 3 6
today. A century ago Dickens told king’s house where the money was
quality of leadership in the 40
er. Miss Ann Whitnell.girls' coun- dashes. Gehl was the high point
Muskegon Hts. 101 003
5 4 4
good stories and the people were jointly counted before the empty site be at least 10 acres.
Scouting units of the district.
Those attending also agreed that selor from Zeeland High School. man for the evening for the Tigers
Hope College Music Department The Rev. Raymond Van Heuke- Batteries: Fogerty and Van
glad to listen to him, but his way chest was returned to the temple.
Thus they did day after day and the school system should be di- was also a guest. Miss Klaasen with three firsts and a leg on the will present Miss Betty Schepers lom. of First Reformed Church, Dyke; Carlson and Webb.
would not pass today.
vided into six elementarygrades, and Miss K^le spoke brieflyabout relay gold for 16J points.
of Holland, pianist,in her senior gave the invocation.Opening and
But all the supreme entertainers gathered money in abundance.
three
junior
and
senior
high
school
recitalSunday afternoon at Hope closing ceremonieswere conductResults
in
order
of
finish:
their
trip
to
the
DAR
state
conThis
incident
represents
Joash'
s
of all time had that one thing
Medley relay— Won by Allegan Memorial Chapel.
common, that they< actually told finest hour for he is leading his classes. Present high school has ference in March and thanked the
ed by the four Eagle Scouts.
Miss Schepers. a NAM scholar, Scouts, under the leadershipof Van
Trutch. Miller, Stroud, Grevve)
chapter.
good stories.Today there are a nation in a worthy undertaking by four grades.
has been studying piano with Mrs. Lente. presented a program of singAnnual reportsincluded a resume , Time— 2.42.6
good many writers,in the movies, furnishing an inspired leadership. A report on future enrollment by
in the theatre,in fiction, who are King and priests, princes and Jack Williams indicatedthe district of the year's work by the regent,1 Mile— Gillette (A'. Marsteiler, Harold Karsten and Anthony Kooi- ing and skits.
ker while at Hope.
scornful toward the stories that the people gave of themselves with joy could expect to reach its peak in Mrs. Harold D. Niles, and a re-jfA'. Boeve <HC>. Time— 4:55.9
A trumpet trio, "The ModernHer program Sunday at 4 p.m aires” provided special music. Elect
people demand. They insist on giv- and of their money with gener- the 1960s with a combined junior- port on the organization and work 410 yard run— Lillie (A). Voetsenior enrollment of just over 1.000. o( the Ida Sears McLean Com- 1 berg (HC), Eddy (A
Time— 54.6 will include Bach’s "Prelude and The group includes Scout Jim
ing all sorts of things, from phil- osity.
Once again, the king acting joint- which would remain steady for mittee by Mrs. John Daniels, read 100 yard dash— Hertel <HCi, Fugue in F minor” and Beethoven's Vander Vusse Troop 41; Scout AnJohn Adams of Saginaw has been
osophy to sociology to economics,
"Sonata in A Flat major, opus dnes Steketee, Troop 7 and Scout elected Student Council president
| Keyes (At, Miller tA), Time
and forget to tell good stories. ly with Jehoiada. took the matter about 13 years. They also heard a by Mrs.
110." in the first group.
Then they blame people for re- directlyin hand. The mpney was report from Donald P. Summenll. ’.Mrs. C. C. Wood, chairman of , 10 6
Harold Wise, Troop 10. Accom- at Hope College following a lively
120 yard high Hurdles _ Gobi
Her second group will be six pre- panist was Paul Lucas.
week-long eleMion campaign.Miss
fusing to patronize them, calling given to such as did the work. Battle Creek architecturalconsul- the ways and me^ns committee,
Men, expecially skilled, were em- tant. who emphasized the advan- reported on the recent rummage (A). Milheim (A>, Hunter (Ai. ludes by Claude Debussy, including Mrs. Andnes Steketee and Mrs. Penny Ramaker of West Bend,
them ignorant.
"What the West Wind Saw.” "The Robert Gordon. Executive Direc- Wis., was elected vice president.
But the people have usually not ployed to repair and restore the tages of one-storyschools. A three- sale and announceda summer card Time-16.4
880 yard run — Srhelhaus 'A'. Girl With the Flaxen Hair,” "The tor and President of the Holland
More than 20 candidatesenbeen ignorant in demanding good temple. Those included masons, year high school with approximate- party to be given at the club house
ly 24 rooms and facilities for 600 in July. Miss Lida Rogers, in Harbin (HCi, Commans (A). Engulfed Cathedral.” "The Wind of Campfire Girls, were special tered the campaign for student
stories. The demand for good stor- carpenters, and metal workers.
the Plain." "Sounds and Perfumes guests at the banquet. Fred Hief- council offices and class presidenies has usually been legitimate; Their work amounted to an almost students was recommended by the reporting on press relations,ex- Time— 2:14.6
220 yard dash —Hertel (HCi, in the Evening Air” and "The je headed the dinner committee cies. Last Wednesday and Thurspressed appreciation for the excelignorance has usuallybeen the part complete renovation of the build- committee.
lent coverage of DAR activities Keyes 'A', B. Dangerman (A) Dance of Puck.”
of those who refused to tell good ing. They used timber, hewn stone,
with Winton Gibbons and Robert day were spent in active campaignThe finale will he "Concertoin Den Herder assisting. Decora- ing preceding the primariesFriby The Holland Evening Sentinel, j Time— 23.4
stories when the very art they iron, and brass. They did not stop New Officers Elected
Gehl A minor" by Robert Schumann,
180 >ard low hurdles
until they had completed their task.
Mrs. Kendrick, delegate to the
practiced promised them.
tions were handled by the Den day night. Final elections were
When the repair work was fin- For Junior Chamber
state conference, held in Detroit. (A). Miller (A', Milheim (A!. with Prof. Kooiker playing an ar- Mothers Aid. Dinner' was served held Monday evening and the reSam Goldwyn put his finger on
Time-21.6
rangement of the orchestral score at the Hub Restaurant.
March 28 to 30. gave a report.
sults were announced at -a allthe vital spot, in the movies, and ished, it was discovered that some
Mike Van Oort was elected The followingofficers were elect- 880 yard relay— Won by Alle- at a second piano.
college program.
in all fiction. Give the people good of the money was still unused
Dangerman.
President of next year’s senior
stones and the movie industry will Much had been given. None had president of the Junior Chamber ed: Regent. Mrs. Earl Price: gan ' Keyes. Gehl.
been wasted. This usually means of Commerce at a meeting of the I list vice regent. Miss Lida Roger, Lillevl Time— 1:39.
Forcing Police Cruiser
class will be Don Van Etten of
take on new life.
Shot put — Gehl (A'. Altena Water Output
a surplus. The unused balance was board of directors Tuesday night. second vice regent. Mrs. C. C.
Orange City, Iowa; junior class,
A total of 3.200,000gallons of OH Road Doesn’t Pay
brought to the king and high priest. Other new- officers are Ed Nyland, Wood: recording secretaryMiss (HO, Gilette (At, Distance
Dave Van Eenenaam of Muskegon,
water, the peak so far this year,
David Postmus Diet
At their discretion, it was used internal vice president: Jack Maibelle Geiger; corresponding 41 '2"
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - A and sophomore class, Robert LesBroad jump— Hunter (At. Lil- was pumped during Tuesday's 35.
to provide the holy vessels need- Ewart, external vice president; sp(TptarvMrs; L j. Geuder; reAt Hospital at Age 8 1
Belding man chose the wrong car mak of Herkimer,N. Y.
degree
temperature.
Board
of
.
ed in the temple sen-ices. These Paul Do Kok. secretary,and
gistrar,
Mrs. uMiiam
William r
C YnndenVanden- ley (A), Gibson (A), DistanceAdams succeeds Samuel Hofman
Public Works officials reported to- to force off the road Tuesday
berg; historian. Mrs. William Eat- j 16 9
David Postmus. 81. died Tuesday were gold and silver pieces. There Boeve. treasurer.
afternoon
and
ended
up
in
justice as president of the Student Counday.
During
the
last
couple
weeks
Other members of the hoard arc on; chaplain.Mrs. Ben Van Lente; I Pole vault
J. Dangerman
afternoon at Holland Hospital.His was an immediateuse of the newly
cil. Adams is active in football,
the average has been about 2.- court paying fine and costs of $110
home address was 1179 South remodeledtemple to hold senices Brian At hey. Avery Baker. John press relations.Mrs.
E. De (At. Kyes and Jensen (A) tied,
basketball and baseball, is a mem600,000 gallons daily while during on a drunk driving charge.
of worship and sacrifice as well Benson, Don Gibrest. Paul Klom- Worse: directors.Mrs. Harold D. Busscher (HO. Height— 9’.
ber of the present council and is
Shore Dr.
State
Police
Trooper
Thomas
the
first
months
this
year
the
High jump— B. Dangerman (A'.
Surviving are the wife, Minnie; as the beginning of many years parens, Donn Lindeman and Kay Niles and Mrs. John Rozeboom.
president of the MichiganAssociaKrusniak
was
cruising
on
US-16
Reidsma.
Nykamp (HO. Vander Meulen amount totaled about 2,400,000 galone brother.Tate Postmus of of public worship to Jehovah.
. . •
af | Officers were installed by the
Crockery
township
when
an tion of College Student Governlons
per
day.
(HO. Boeve (HO. Hunter (A)
New officers will be inducted at
Mrs. Kendrick
Grand Rapids: one sister, Mrs.
oncoming car forced him onto ments. He is a member of Fratere annual meeting May
_____
Tony Shooks of Ellsworth: a brothMiss Laura
Boyd thanked re- Nantcr (A) tied, height — 5'4”.
the shoulder.He turned around and nal Society.
er-in - law, Joseph Stehouwer Truck Loaded With Hot
tiring regent. Mrs. Niles, for her
“"T-:
Miss Ramaker has been a memovertook Rucsel Van Ham, 48,
to
of Muskegon and a niece, Mrs. Ted
work and presented her with a Man Held tor UriVlDg
Belding. who at that moment was ber of the council and was chairAsphalt Goes Into Ditch
Kok of Grand Rapids.
Past Regents
Mrs.
man of the council-sponsoredSenweaving all over the highway.
Funeral services will be held FriDwight Yntema paid a tribute to With Revoked License
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Van Ham was arraigned this ior High School Day. She is active
day at 2 p.m. from the Ver Lee A truck loaded with seven tons of
Miss Boyd for her many years of
morning before Justice F.J. Work- in Palette and Masque, drama
(Special)
Funeral Home with the Rev. John hot tarvia pulling a trailer loaded
loyal support and unexcelled and
group, and in forensics,and is a
man in Spring Lake.
Harry W. Hodges, 29, of 2857 ConSchuurmann, pastor of Fourteenth with a road roller went out of
varied activities in the loral chapmember of Sigma Sigma sorority.
tinentalSt., Muskegon, was arStreet Christian Reformed Church, control on M-140 in Crockery
ter. She presented Miss Boyd with
raigned in the Justice Court of
officiating. On Saturday the body township Tuesday morning and
a Past Regents recognition pin.
Family Dinner Party
Three Drivers Fined
will be taken to Ellsworth for bur- went into a ditch. The accident
The chapter adjourned until Sept. Frederick J. Woikman Monday
afternoon
on
two
charges.
On
'a
Honors Ralph Dokters
ial. Funeral arrangements were occured when the right front tire
8 at which time. Mrs. Clarence W.
In Municipal Court
made by the Vander Laan Funeral on the truck blew out.
Wacker, Birmingham. Mich., new- speeding charge he was sentenced
In honor of their 25th wedding
to
pay
$15
fine
and
$5.60
costs,
Home at Hudsonville.
The driver. James Thompson,
GRAND HAVEN (Special)-Willy-electedstate regent, will be the
anniversary. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
or four days. Unable to pay the
The body will be at the home 30. Grand Rapids, jumped from
liam Albert Michael, local cab driguest speaker.
Dokter of 11 East 28th St. enterfine and costs imposed, he was
until Friday morning.
the cab when he saw he could
ver, received a summons from city
tained their family at a dinner at
committed to the county jail. On
not keep the vehicle on the road.
Bosch's Restaurantin Zeeland police Friday for drivinga ear with
Zutphen
Dies
a charge of driving while having
The truck remained upright but
passengerplates instead of comHome Extension Group
Tuesday
evening.
Jailed
to
comply
with
the
financial
half of the load was spilled.
mercial plates, and Tuesday afterAt Zeeland Hospital
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Dokter
were
given
responsibilitylaw, he waived exDamage amounted to approxiHoldi Regular Meet
noon his employer, the Grand Havgifts by the group and a program
amination and, unable to furnish
mately 11,000.State police investiZEELAND (Special)
Mrs.
en City Cab, paid $10 fine and
was
presented
following
the
dinThe regular monthly meeting of gated.
Anna Hoffman, 80, of Zutphen, died $300 bond, was committed to the
$5.50 costs in Municipal Court.
ner.
Virginia Park Home Extension
Tuesday at Zeeland Hospital.Mrs. county jail to await arraignment
Michael told officers two cabs
Guests
included
Mr.
and
Mrs.
group was held Monday evening
Hoffman, widow of Lambert Hoff- in Circuit Court on May 6.
were in the garage and he was
Kenneth
Engelsman
of
Jenison;
Hodges was arrested by state
at the home of Mrs. Vernon Marriage Ucentet
man, had been a patient at Park
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Yonker .of using the car as an emergency.
Ottawa County
Avery.
View Home since October and was police April 22 on US-31 in Spring
Shirley Hierholzer,19, of 628 FulGrandville; and from Holland,
Lake township for speeding. In
- President Mrs. Robert Weersing John Henderson, 22, Grand Havtaken to the hospitalMonday.
ton St~ Grand Haven, paid fines
.•/I;
Thomas
J.
Venhuizen,
Clarence
caled the meeting to order. Fol- en, and Marian Ellis, 25, also of
Surviving are a daughter, Mrs. vestigationrevealed that following
oiv two counts Tuesday as the
Dokter, Sr., Mr. and Mrs. Julius
lowing devotionsand prayer a Grand Haven: Cecil Hammond, 23.
Mu* Marjory Elaine Heidema
Henry Kamer of Allegan; three his conviction in Muskegon county
result of an accident on Sheridan
Lamberts.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Marinnus
short business meeting was held. and Janice Wierenga, 20, both of
brothers.William Tanis of Hudson- on a drunk driving charge Dec.
Rd. April 23. On a charge of no
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert L. Heidema Dokter, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Miss Jeon Nies
The group plans to have a plcinic Spring Lake.
11, 1953, at which time his license
villc, Edward Tanis of Zutphen and
operator’slicense, she paid $10 fine
Dokter,
Jr.,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Bernof
908
Woodbridge
St.
announce
the
was revoked, he had failed to file
June 6 at Kollen Park.
aiwj $5.50 costs and for failure to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Nies of Orrie Tanis of Grand Rapids; three
ard
Dokter,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Henry
Mrs. Harmon Busscher and
for financial responsibility,and engagement of their daughter
stop within an assured clear disMacatawa Park announce the en- sisters, Mrs. Nellie Veen of Grand
Toward Changes
Dokter,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
DokMarjory
Elaine,
to
Raymond
Mrs. John Scholten demonstrated
was driving while his license was
tance $10 fine and $2 costs. M.D.
gagement
of their daughter, Jean Rapids, Mrs. Gerrit Haverman and
WASHINGTON
(UP)-President
ter,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Donald
Dok
Sartini
of
Allegan.
He
is
the
son
the making of flowers out of wood
,
Mrs.
John
Roek
of
Hudsonville.
Mansfield
of Muskegon, owner of
to
Delwyn
Wcener,
son
of
Mr
and
ter,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Muyskens,
of Mrs. J. Singleton of Kalama- --------fiber and the group participated EUenhowerand the State Departthe car Miss Hierholzer was drivzoo
and
J.
J.
Sartini,
Jr.,
of
AlleMr.
and
Mrs.
Jason
Volkers,
Verin making some flowers. Re- ment will accept all the Senate Fi- Mrs. Chester V/eener of 6 East Lake Michigan is the only one
A samisen is n Japanese banjoing, was charged with allowing an
freshmentswere served by the nance Committee'schanges in his 30th St. Mr. Weener is now attendlike instrument having only three gan. A fall wedding is being plan- non, Marilyn,Nancy. R*lph, Jr.,
of
the
Great
Lakes
entirely
withunlicensed person to drive.
ing
the
L.E.
Tourneau
Technical
| Patsy and Tommy Dokter.
Mrs. Avery, and her as- foreign trade program, adminisstrings.
in the United States.
Institute of LoiJ*iew,Texas.
tration sources said today.
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Three

HHS

To Traffic School

Get Scholarships

Three Holland High School senior

have been awarded entrance

scholarshipsto Michigan State College at East Lansing,according

to

Charles Volkers, route 1, Hamilton.

Eight persons were referred to
traffic safety school and many
others paid fines at traffic court
in City Hall Thursday night.
Referred to school were Walter
J. Granskog, of 25 East Seventh
St., speeding; Mrs. Jane Severson,
of 521 East Eighth St., speeding;
Clyde Parrott, of 78 East 18th St.,
reckless driving; Marienus Doornbds, of 134 West 20th St., speeding;
Adeline Fallj, route 1, speeding;
Sally J. Lambert Rotman, of 115
East 15th St., speeding; Ethel R&u,

To Michigan State
girls

land; Mrs. Wilburn Saylor and
baby, 1746 West 32nd St.; Floyd
Potter, route 1, Grand Haven.
Twin sons were born in Holland
Hospital Friday to Mr. and Mrs.

Eight Referred

Girls

Principal J. J. Riemersma.

They are Sonja Bouwman, Barbara Roeser and Mary Lou Van
Putten.

Miss Roeser, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Riemersma of
401 Howard Ave., has' been active
in the work of the Holland High
Herald, the magazine campaign,
forensics, Dutch Dance, Girls AthSonja Bouwman
letic Association and other assocMusic Camp
iations. She is affiliated with Beech- attended International
wood Reformed Church and is or- at Interlochen of scholarship last
summer. She also is a majorette
and worked as feature editor for
the Boomerang, was in the cast
of the senior play, and has been
in the Dutch Dance for four years,
three years in the experimental
group. She also is a member of
Future TeachersClub, GAA, Horizon club and was active in forensics. She is affiliated with Third
Reformed Church.

Hop* Remains Unbeaten
With Net Win Over Alma
ALMA

(Special)—Hope College
netfers won their third straight
MJAA tennis match here Friday
and continued unbeiten this season
by stopping Alma College. 7-0.
Singles results were: John Jeltes
(H) def. Andreason (A), 6-2, 6-2;
Bill Coventry (H> def. Friedman
(A), 6-0, 6-2; Art Bieri (H) def.
Sohubel (A». 6-1, 6-2; John Schrier
(ID def. Wallace (A). 6-3. 6-1 and
Dwayne Teusink (H) def. Ford.

of 720 Myrtle, speeding; James
Crittenden,of 78H East Eighth St.,
no operator's license on person.
Fines were suspended for five
persons who had finished traffic
school. They are Richard Solis,
Zeeland, failure to have car under
control, $12 suspended;James
Becksvoort, route 6, defective
muffler, $15 suspended; Audrey M.
Hopkins, of 194 West IStl. St.,
speeding, $12 suspended;Kenneth
Nykerk, of 277 West 10th St., rac-

TuEps Get Early
Start Here With

Pleasant April
Holland enjoyed one of the warmest and most pleasant April* in
several years, with temperaturea
well above the average and rainfall wel below the average.
While residentsbasked in aunny
weather with many getting their
summer coats of tan early in th«
season. Holland's tulips also got an
early start. Lack of cool weather
and rain is leaving the tulips smaller and the stems shorter than in
other years, but most people have

6-3, 6-2.

been gald to accept the warm
In doubles Jeltes and Coventry weather as a welcome substitute.
(H) def. Friedman and Wallace,
April’s average temperature was
6-1, 6-0 and Schrier and Bieri def.
54.2 degrees or 7.2 degrees above
Andreason and Schuble, 6-8, 6-4, average. The rainfall amounted to
6-1.

only 1.76 inches or 1.25 inches below normal.
Owen Rottschaffer,route 4, and Roger Yonder
DRIVERS SHOW THEIR STUFF
Teenage
For the first time in several
Local Officers Attend
Meulen, 103 East 24th St. Judges for the
drivers were put through their paces Saturday
years, there was no snow In April.
St. Joseph Installation
Previously, there was 1.2 inches
event were Holland police Sgt. Isaac DeKraker,
at the Civic Center parking lot in the second
in 1954, 2.6 inches in 1953, 5.4
Officers Bud Barr, Don Oosterbaan,and Pete
annual Jaycee sponsored Roadeo. After the
Mrs. Dick VolKers,president, and
ing, $12 suspended; June Jr. Albin,
inches in 1952 and 1 inch in 1951.
Van
Langevelde.
One
of the drivers is shown
scores
were
tabulated
Pete
Schuitema,
728
five
members
of
the
Holland
Emof 128 East Seventh St., speeding.
Maximum temperaturewas 76,
blem Club No. 211. attended the
at left backing through a series of barrels in
North Shore Ave., emerged as the top driver
$12 suspended.
compared with 81 in 1954 , 68 In
fo-mal installation of officers of the
one of several tests given. (Sentinel photo)
Monte Quist, 17. of 52 East 18th
of fhe group. In second and third place were
1953. 81 in 1952 and 78 in 1951.
St. Joseph Emblem Club No. 140,
St., who received two reckless
Minimum
was 31, compared with
Saturday evening and were honordriving tickets within four days
16 in 1954 , 25 in 1953, 23 in 1952
display and an attendant will be
ed
to be included in the Supreme
last March, who also completed
and 27 in 1951. Average temperready to explain the details at the
Suite.
traffic school, was assessedfine
Koffee Kletz." Coffee and baked
The group also included the Mes- ature was W.2 degrees, compared
and costs of $59.70 each on the
Admitted
to
Holland
Hospital
dames
Janet Wiersma, vice pres- with 50.5 in 1954, 44.1 in 1953, 49.4
The Rev. and Mrs. J. Guiche- K™’ds "ll1, 1"s0 1,0 scrvcd- Etcr*two counts, with $30 suspendedon
in 1952 and 45.6 In 1951.
.... I one is welcome,
Monday were Mike Goodman, ident; Forence Hall, recording sec- Average maximum was 66.1,
each count. This leaves $o9.40 to i laar. East Main Ave. of North
retary;
Joyce
Wadsworth,
marRockford; Nancy Kouw, 44* West
be paid on the two charges.
Street Christian Reformed Church. |>f ;sce|/ane0UJ Shower
shal; Flora Kouw. assistantmar- compared with 60.5 in 1954, 52.2 In
Paying fines were Harold Bon22nd
St.; Mrs. Donald Kouw, 441 shal, and Janet Jillson.
1953, 60.6 In 1952 and 54.1 In 195*.
are spending two and one half
zclaar. of 891 Lincoln Ave., allowWest 22nd St.; Mrs. Dale Hulst.
weeks vacation in Florida. They Honors Bride-Elect
Stephen Wiersma, past exalted Average minimum was 42.2, coming unlicensed driver to drive. $10;
pared with 40.5 in 1954 , 36 in 1953,
are visiting their children,Lt and
8J6 West 26th St.; Mrs. Milton ruler of the local Elks, Robert
Russell Van Dyke, route 4, speedmiscellaneousshower was Barkel. 200 West 19th .St.; Mrs. Hall and Jack Wadsworth, accom- 38.2 in 1952 and 37.1 in 1951.
Mrs. Herbert D. Krediet in Ft.
ing, $10; Gene Lynema. route 1.
given Wednesday evening in honor
Departure of temperaturefrom
Clarence Owen. 221 132nd Ave.; panied the group. After the serNames of 86 sophomoresat Hol- Hamilton, speeding, $15: Roger Walton Beach. Lt. Krediet is
of Miss Lucille Vanden Bosch, Mrs. John Arendshorst, 85 West vices a buffet lunch was served. normal was plus 7.2 degrees, comland High School appear on the Raak, route 2. Zeeland, speeding, serving with the Air Force.
pared with plus 3.5 in 1954, -2.0
bride-elect of Jerry Kruithof.Host11th St.; Mrs. Virginia Aalderink,
sophomore honor roll, according $10; Bernard Nyhof, of 167 Timber- James Hardenberg, East Main
Barbara Roeser
in 1953, plus 2.4 in 1952 and -L4
ti PrincipalJ. J. Riemersma. wood, speeding,$10; Doris Ten Ave., was injured in an accident ess was Mrs. Donald Strabbing, route 4; Mrs. Abbie Hunderman, Kinder gartners Take
in 1951.
assisted by Mrs. Gordon Ryzenga,
while
working
at
the
Mead
John156 Central Ave. (admittedApril
Class officers are Edward Van Brink, of 165 Walnut, speeding.
Precipitationtotaled 1.76 Inchei,
Mrs.
Bernard
Berghorst and Mrs.
son
and
Co.,
when
some
machinery
Train to Fennville
Eenenaam, president;Jo Lee $12; Stuart Kolean, of 200 East
2D.
compared with 4.05 in 1954, 2.41
accidentallyslippedand struck him Hattie Kruithof The party was
Hurlbut, vice president; Barbara
Discharged Monday were George
14th St., speeding. $10.
Kindergartenchildren of Wash- In 1953, 2.45 in 1952 and 4.45 in
on the head and shoulder.He held at the Strabbing home at 548 H. Ver Hoof, 465 West 20th St.;
Becker, secretary,and Phyllis
Martin Wyngarden. route 3. spent a few days at Huizinga Hiawatha Dr.
1951. Departure of precipitation
Smith, treasurer. Sponsors are
Mrs. 'Kenneth De Neff and baby, ington School enjoyed a tram trip
speeding, $10; Gernt Hofman,
from normal was -1.25 Inches, comDuplicate prizes for games were
to
Fennville
last
week.
Miss Ruth Blekkink. Mrs. Carol route 1. speeding, $15; Norman Memorial Hospital.
22750 Ottawa Beach Rd.; Mrs.
pared with plus 1.04 inches in
awarded
to
Mrs.
John
Kruithof.
Twenty-nine
children
of
the
Gargano, Laverne Stillwell and
At the annual meeting of the
Gerald Sova and baby. 439’ 3 LinScheerhorn, of 282 East 12th St.,
1954. -.60 inch in 1953, -.56 inch
Robert Connell.
Zeeland fire department held last Mrs. Marvin Kruithof,Mrs. Jerold coln Ave.; Mrs. Harold Beukema morning kindergartenmade the
stop street. $5: Orville W. Tien, of
in 1952 and plus 1.44 inches in
Kruithof.
Mrs.
Marvin
Koops
and
trip
Tuesday
and
the
25
children
Six students have all-A averages.
668 Central Ave., muffler, $5; Monday evening the following Miss Wilma Vredeveld.A two- and baby. 645 West 22nd St.; Mrs. in the afternoonclass went on 1951.
They are Willard Connor. Carol
officers were appointed: John Van
Jay Groenleer and baby, 82’’ Pine
Gerald J. Egbers, of 20 West 27th
Precipitationfell on nine days,
Dulyea, Nancy Plewes, Mary Ellen
Eden reappointedfire chief and course lunch u^s served.
Ave.; Alma Prins, route 5; Mrs. Wednesday.
St., no muffler. $5; Edward WalGuests included the Mesdames Anna Kools, 140 Edst 30th St.;
Several mothers assistedthe tea- compared with 15 days in 1954,
Steketee, Joan Vanden Brink and
Louis Vis reappointed assistant
ters, of 736 Myrtle, speeding. $10;
14 days in 1953, 10 days in 1952
Eleanor Ver Burg.
chief. Lt. John Boonstra was ele- Tony Dozeman. Alvin Dozeman. Patroco Verde, in care of Weller cher, Mrs. Harold Tregloan, In
Sydney
W.
Johnson, of 334 River,
and
13 days In 1951.
Harry
Dozeman,
Ix’wis
Ten
Have,
getting
the
children
to
the
station.
Others are Judy Nienhuis, 3 93;
vated to the rank of captain to
Nurseries: Mrs. Abbie Hunderman,
LorraineKooyers, Manlynn Kun- speeding. $10.
replace Gernt Van Dyke who re- Richard Cook. Adrian Dozeman, 156 Central Ave.; Mrs. Gerald Den The school bus met them in FennJohn W. Matthews,of 859 South
Haiti is the most densely popukel, Louise Marsilje.all 3.92;
cently retired. Arthur Nykamp will Albert Winkels, Marvin Koops, Bleyker, route 4; Mike Goodman, ville and returned thefn to school.
Shore
Dr., speeding, $10; Bernard
Mothej-s who assistedTuesday lated country in the Western hemiMarlyn De Waard, 3.85; Susan
succeed Boonstra as lieutenant. Julius Heck, J. Henry Van Beek. Rockford:Nancv Kouw and Mrs.
Clark. 3.84: Marshall Elzinga. 3.83, Van Zanten. of 261* East 16th St., Other officersinclude Sid Schaap, Gelmer Winkels, Elke Talsma, Donald Kouw. 441 West 22nd St. were Mesdames Leroy Pontious, sphere.
Wanda Knoll. 3.79; Dorothy Larion, speeding, $10; Gladys Essenburg, secretary; Ray Schaap, treasurer; Lucas Vredeveld, Edward Velthof,
Hospital births include a daugh- William Van Beek, Charles Martin
3.77; Pearl Mannes, 3.75 Barbara of 197 West 28th St., speeding. $10; Henry Mast was approved as a John Kruithof,Marvin Kruithof. ter. Cynthia Lee, born Monday to and Clarence Buurma. and on WedBecker. 3.73; Sandra Zuber. 3.70; James Becksvoort. route 6. defec- new member of the department, Jerold Kruithof. Lewis Vanden Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Cooper. 126 nesday. Mesdames William HopKeith Van Hoff, 3.67; Dennis Wier- tive muffler, $3. Paying $1 parking subject to approval by the city Bosch. Gerrit Vanden Brink and East 19th St.; a daughter. Jenni- kins. Edwin Schutt and Rene
fines were Lewis Borgman, of 588
sma, 3.67.
council and abilityto pass a re- Misses Doris Winkels. Connie fer Jo. born Monday to Mr. and Bouillon.
Lanny Zylman, 3 62: Merry De Lawndale; Mrs. Bert Wieghmink, quired physical examination.
Kruithof. Marlene Kruithof.Wilma Mrs. Norman Tietsema, route 1,
The manatee is a warm-blooded
Waard and Sally Houtman, 3.60: of 385 West 40th St. Howard Wil- Members of the graduation Vredeveld. Sylvia Kruithof and West Olive.
AT HOME AND AT
Mary Lon Van Putten
Carolyn Bolks, Helene Bosch and son, of 333 Howard, was assessed classes of Zeeland ChristianSchool Phyllis Vanden Bosch.
Admitted to Holland Hospital animal.
THE
fine and costs of $7 on a charge of
from 1951 through 1954 qre eligible
ganist as well as member of the Eleanor Van Doormk, all 3.58;
were James Bosch, route 2; Clarimproper driving or crossing the lo attend an alumni banquet in i
Linda
Yntema,
3.52;
Helen
Dykens,
•
%1
U-ril
Girls' League.
ence Bush, route 3, Fennville;Mrs.
the school'sall purpose room : L^,0n AanltOTy Hosts
Miss Van Putten, daughter of Jo Lee Hurlbut, James Johnson, centerline.
John Dryer. 68 West 14th St.;
uumrLCi i
Mr. and Mrs. .1 W. Van Putten of Gar;.1 Kempker, all 3.50: Lester
Friday evening. May 6. at 6:30. i Zeeland Unit at Meet
Mrs. Ruth Eilander. 251 West 19th
Kuypor
and
Carl
Tidd,
3.46;
Lester
1298 South Shore Dr. has been actPlans are being completedfor an
St ; Anna Marlink 216 West WashGrocery Shower Given
ive in athletics,serving as g^m Overway. Adrian Va§den Bosch.
interestingprogram, a good meal Mcml>ors of the Willard G. Leen- ington, Zeeland; Mrs lister Wolassistant,cheer leader, Dutch e Tom Wiersma. 3 42: Ronald Van For Miss Doris Breaker
and an evening of entertainment, bouts I'mi, American Legion Aux- dnng, 394 Chicago Dr ; Thomas
GAA, as well ns working with the Eenenaam, 3.39; Janice Schuiling Miss Doris Breuker. June bride- J. Elmer Mulder, principal. an-;iliary.were hostesses to the Gil- Swierenga. 131 East 18th St ; Mrs.
elect of Sidney Lankheet, was nounces that about 160 pupils grad- , be*-! 1>. Karsten Unit of Zeeland Harry J. Schamper. route 2.
Future Teachers Club, forensics, 3 37.
rOUR HOSTS:
All Moftts
Horizon Club and French Club. Gloria Ketchum. Earl Nyland. guest of honor at a grocery shower uated during these years and a last Monday in the club rooms.
DischargedTuesday were Mrs
PAUl
AND
IDNA VAN RAAITI
She is affiliated with Hope Church. Pedro Garcia. Ivan Wassink. Vir- given Wednesdayevening at the general steenne committee
April being Pan-American study Sip Homines and baby, 475 Cenginia
Yates,
all
3.33;
Ruth
KlomAutHorliad
home
of
her
mother,
Mrs.
Henry
She served as chairman of the
up of two members of each of ( month in the American Legion tral Ave.; Robert Bunker, route 2,
ACROSS FROM POSTOFFICI
parens and Roxanne Rudolph. 3 30; B. Breuker. route 2.
Chryilcr-PlymoutkDmIm
Castle Park Junior Horse Show/
the four years is working on tins Auxiliary,Dick DePree, who serv- West Olive; Jeffery Siegers, 339
ZEELAND
Games were played and duplicate project.Lyle Sprick, chairman of ed with the armed forces in that James St.; Jo Anne Huenink. oS’j
Miss Bouwman, daughter of Mrs. Edwin Kraai. 3.29; Phyllis Smith.
Salts
and Mrs. Anthony Bouwman of 160 3.27; Jo Ann Elhart, Norman prizes were awarded. A two-course the class of 1951. will be toast- 1 country, related many interesting West 11th St ; Thomas Swierenga,
CLOUD SUNDAYS
25 W 9th Street Phone 7242
East 31st St., is a member of the Hoeve, Margo Munro. Richard lunch was served. Decorations master and Phyllis Molter. also of customs and facts about Panama 134 East 18th St.
Oudersluys
and
Henry
Steffens, all featured an arch with wedding
HHS band and orchestra and
that class is assisting him. Don and its people. A question and anAdmitted Wednesday were Flor3.25; Roger Plagenhoef. 3.24; Jack bells and streamers.
'7wagerman and Vern Johnson of swer period followed.Also on the ence Wassink. 252 North Riv er Ave.
Huizenga, Sandra Johnson. ShirInvited were the Mesdames class of 1952, Ed Hoez.ce and Judy i program were two selections"Jim Michael Reerbolte, 184 Has* Fifth
ley Dykstra, 3.23; Karen Hansen, Roger Bartels. Ronald Vander
Veenboer of class of 1953. and ; Dandies" and "Bugler's Holiday"
Terry Rcinink,3.21; Tom Klaa- Yacht. Randall Marlink. Paul Kling- Jerry Waldyke and Paula Nykamp by a trumpet trio composed of An- St.; Patricia Hill. 165 Manley Ave.
berappy says:
Discharged Wednesday were Mrs.
sen. 3.20.
enberg, Jasper Nykamp, Harold of class of 1954 make up the com- j dries Steketee. Harold Wise and Fannie Arnoldink, route 1; Simon
Robert Billett. John Drenten, Bosnia, Rodger Lemmen, Sander mittee. The spring motif will be i Jim Vande Vusse, accompaniedby
The Chryslei Building's stainless top
Scheerhorn. 274 East 13th St.: Carl
Norma Hopp, PatriciaOonk, Rose- Lankheet, William Hirdes, Neal carried out in the program and 1 Paul Lucas.
Bussie.
route
6,
Mrs.
LeRoy
spike is mude of scrap.
marie Van Norden,, Marianne Rus, Conrad Slagh, George Veld1 Following the program games Brookhouse and baby, route 3;
Walters, all 3.17; Gary Vanden heer, Tony Ver Hoeven, Herman A meeting of the North Zeeland
were played with Mrs. John Van Mrs. Albert Bruins and baby, route
Berg, 3.16; Sally De Vries. 3.15; Ortman, Henry De Ridder, Jake Home Economies Club was held Lecuw, Mrs. Leon Faber, Mrs. Ed,
Juanita Wiersema. 3.13, Marga- Smith. Jake Jongekrijg, La Verne at the home of Mrs. Clarence ward Schuitema and Mrs. Jake
Hospital
births
include
a son.
rete Hoyka, 3.12; Sandra Schaap. Ovcrbeek, Jay Breuker and the
always buying
materials
Nagelkirk recently with an attend- Zuidewind of Zeeland winning Victor. Jr , born Tuesday to Mr.
3.11; Marcella Gearhart, John Misses June Veldheer, Harriet Ortance of eight members. They re- prizes.
and Mrs. Victor Beltran, 176 East
Winter, 3.09: Thomas Blackburn, man, Albertha Ortman, Judy
sponded to the roll call by giving Spring flowers decorated the club 19th St.; a daughter. Sandra Lynn,
Marlene Harbin. Karen Moasom, longekrijg, Betty Smith. Joyce a short-cutin meal planning. The
rooms and the serving table. Mrs. born Tuesday to Mr. and Mrs.
Lou Jeanne Poll. 3.08; Judy Fish- De Ridder. Gladys De Ridder and lesson presented by the leaders
Herbert Stanaway. unit president Adrian Vredeveld. Mounted Route.
120 River Ave.
Holland, Mick.
er, Jerry Gilbert, Da\is Van Beverly Breuker.
was on "Taking It Easy in the j and Mrs. ClarenceHopkins,fifth Zeeland; a daughter, Sally, born
1 Doormk,
3.07; Stuart Volkers,
Kitchen." The hostess served re- , district president, poured. Mr^. Tuesday to Mr. and Mrs. James
3.02; ElizabethWichers. 3.01;
freshments. It was decided to hold Henry Brower and Mrs. Alden Haverdink. route (i; a daughter
Thompson-Fosdich
Rites
Linda Hof. Beth ,Kruithoff.Patthe next meeting at Cumerford's i Stoner, chairman,and their com
Dehra Ann. horn Wednesday to Mr.
ricia Prince, Judv Vande Water
Performed in Fennville
Restaurant in the form of a dinner mittee,Mrs. William Jellema, Mrs.
and Mrs. Herman Wagner. 577
and Phyllis Ver ilult, all 3.
FENNVILLE (Special) A wed- Zeeland High School Hi-Y Club Louis F'adnos,Mrs Fred Coleman West 20th St.; a son born Wed___
ding was solemnizedSaturday at will hold a Penny Carnival Thurs- and Mrs. Henry Poppen, served nesday to Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn
ne State nBoard
of A^r, culture „
a(
homf, o( Mr/and day and Friday evenings. All i refreshments,
Saylor. 1746 West 32nd St
FREE ESTIMATES
was created in 1861 to govern
Mrs. Bernard Fosdick when their profits will he used for the building Mrs. Bortal Slagh and Mrs. John
Admitted to Holland Hospital
Michigan State College, instead of
daughter. Barbara, became the fund of the new Zeeland Hospital Riemersma were in charge of Thursday were Lloyd Potter, route
i
the State Board of Ed'ic .tion.
games.
bride of Robert Thompson. Parents now under
I. Giand Haven: Jon De Vries.
Zeeland High School will lie the! Next regular meeting will be 248 East 10th St.; Mrs. Luther
The French were the first peo- of the groom are Mr. and Mrs.
scene of a Latin banquet Monday held Monday. May 23.
ple to dance that 18th century Elmer Thompson of ro . ' 2.
Simmons, 18 East 12th St.; DougOnly the immediate familieswit- evening, May 2. at 7 p m. The
favorite, the minuet. The dance
las Chambers, route 1. Jenison;
CO.
r i J
Dollclout Piet
originated in the French prov- nessed the double ring ceremony second year L^tm class will
Mrs. Archie Murphy. 97 Spruce
sor the banquet and they will be ; MISS IYl£inSn\Q f6i6u
29 E 6th
Phone 3826
inces and was adopted by the performed by the Rev. Garth Smith
Ave.; Cornelius Brewer, 114 East
o' the Methodist church. Attending dressed in Roman costume.
Surprise Party
French court.
20th St.; Mrs. Clarence Olin, route
the couple were Miss Sylvia Him- bers of the first year Latin class
1.
Fresh Baked Bread
er and Robert Bushee.
will serve as slaves and will proA surprisebirthday party in Discharged Thursday were I-oins
For her wedding the bride chose vide entertainment. Members of honor of Miss Eva Meinsma was J. Van Slooten, route 1, West Olive;
AND BE CONVINCED
IN
a beige suit with white accessories. the program committee include held Friday evening in the baseEvert Wesselink. 73 East 14th St.;
Her corsage was of white roses Sylvia Wildschut and Ruth Vander ment rooms of Berean Church. Clarence Bushee. route 3, Fennand carnations. Miss Himer was Meulen; decorations are Noma Hostesses for the event were Mrs.
ville: Mrs. Hubert Overbold and
attired in a navy blue suit with Knoll. Mary Schipper, Mary Julia Riemersmaand Mrs. Anne
baby, 669 Pine Ave.; Mrs. Harry
white accessoriesand a corsage of Bloemsma, Arlene Crammer. Ros- Wierda.
384 CENTRAL AVE.
PHONE 2677
J. Schamper. route 2; Dale Van
white carnations. Baskets of pink ella Hoffman and Narda Staal;
Games were played and prize Liere, 202 West 32nd St.; Anna
tulips and white stock decorated food— Marilyn Elzinga and Betty winners were Misses Donna Lamthe room and centerpieceof spring Kraai; menu, Karen Deur, Lauri berts. and Marie Meinsma.
flowers decorated the serving table. Steggerda,Jackie Vander Hulst
Party decorations were done in
Both young people are gradu- and Shirley Ver Beek. The food pink, blue and yellow.
two
ates of the local high school and will be prepared by the Home Ec. course lunch, featuring a birthday
the bride attended Western Michi- class. Miss Anne \Vhitnell is the cake with candles, was served by
gan College.
instructor.
candle light.
344 WEST 16TH
PHONE 6-6660
Immediatelyfollowingthe recep- Jack Sneller, Frank Boonstra.
Invited guests included the Mestion the young couple left on a Keith Nyenhuis, Carol Hop and dames Bert Koenes, Marie Jansen.
Song iheete FRKI with seek
honeymoon trip to the Smoky Carol Schaap represented Zeeland Jack Jansen. Joe Beyer. Sadie
order of Wedding Stationery.
Mountains.They will live ip an High School at a student council Smith, Lucy Smecnge and Jerry
appartment over the Higgins bar- convention held in North Muskegon Lamberts,and the Misses Sharon
ber shop. Mr. and Mrs. Thompson recently.
Special
Jansen, Edna Jansen, Donna and
are employed in Fennville.
National Hospital ,Week will be June Lamberts, Loraine Knoll,
observed with a "Koffee Kletz” in Gertrude Ten Brink. Evlyne
Prilling
The Bier Kelder offer* many
the auditoriumof the city hall Beyer, Shirley Smith, Marie
Kiwanis Queens Meet
Yes-State Farm auto insurance is now • better buy
eervlcee for your ploaeur*.
Tuesday, May 10. by ‘the newly- Meinsma and the honored guest.

—
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Zeeland

86 Sophomores
On Honor Roll

Hospital Notes
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At Holland High
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TO EAT
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COMPLETZ SERVICE

ROAD

SERVICE

made

Naan Motor

ROOFING

4.

decorations.

SCRAP

Louis Padnos Iron

V

>
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Roofers
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^

Co.
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construction.

Geo. Mooi

TRY OUR

spon-

ROOFING

|

St.
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& Metal

Fancy Cakes

Mem-

ALL MAKES

SPECIALIZE

DU MONO BAKE SHOP

Automatic Transmission
Service

and Repair

\

A

ST.

FENDTS AUTO SERVICE

Wetiing

Annonncements

State Farm Cuts Rate

On Auto

Insurance!

At Mrs. Kooiker’s Home

than ever! Low rates have juat been lowered even
more to

reflect the careful driving records of

bers in this area.

And you

mem*

get the unexcelled protec-

tion and service for which State

See me
State

Farm

is

famous.

for detaiisl

Farm Mutual

Bee Von Leetc, Agent

177 COLLIGt

AVI.

PHONE

Authorizednpmentottve,

71

3S

Mrs. Howard Kooiker. East 29th
St., opened her home to the Kiwanis Queens Tuesday evening for
their April meeting.
Mrs. Fred Bulford presided at
the business meeting. Workers for
Tulip Time were Assigned by Mr*.
John Perdval.
Mrs. Louis Stempfly acted as
auctioneerfor a white elephant

formed Zeeland Hospital League.
The League serves as an auxiliary Mrs. N.
to work for the welfare of the local

hospitalthrough aid projects.National Hospital Week will be observed throughout the country during
the week of May 9 to 14. Local
officers Include Mrs. Florence
Dickman,publicity chairman;Mrs.
Robert J. Den Herder, public relationscommittee chairman; Mrs.
J.C. De Free fund raising commitsale.
Hostesses for the evening were tee chairman; Mrs. J. Boonstra,

At Convalescent

____

Donald Bell, 304 Central Ave.

Renkema Dies

Home

Mrs. Nicholas Renkema, 74, of
route 4, died. Sunday afternoon at
Olsen’s Convalescent Home at Agnew, following a lingering illness.
Surviving are two sons, Miner of
Holland and Peter Renkema of
Chicago; one son-in-law,William
Huyers of Chicago; 13 grandchildcommittee ren and 30 great grandchildren.

Mrs. Harrison Lee and Mrs. volunteer services
Thomas Hebert. The May meeting chairman.
The floor plans and
will be held at the home of Mrs.

a

Conitercial

The best In drsught end

scale
Louisiana has
model of the institution will be on Arizona.

bottledbeers end wine* end

served by tralndd employees.
Alr-conditloned

noon

_
a town named

Printing

champagnes.Also, sandwiches and enacke. All

until

and

open

midnight

WARM FRIEND
TAVERN

Ut

us do all your printing! Quality presswork, dependable

service, prompt delivery . . . satisfactionguaranteed)

STEKETEE

•

VAN HUIS

COMPLETE PRINTING SERVICE
4th at Central

V*®
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Man Drowned
In

Jump From

TugtoScow
Attempts to Revive
Father of Four Fail;
Post Mortem Slated

GRAND HAVEN

(Special)

-

William E. Coppens. 34, route 2,
Rosebush, Mich., father of four
children,was drowned early Fri-

day

in

Grand River when

NEW RESTAURANT — AHoward

Johnson

restaurant,

similar to the one pictured
above, will be erected on the northwest corner of

GraafschapRd. and US-31. Elzinga and Volkers
are contractors for the project which is expected
to be completed in October.

he

jumped from a tug and missed a
nearby scow.
The accident occurred at 8 30
a.m. and the body was recovered
by Coast Guardsmen at 9:10.
Grand Haven city police and firemen worked on the body with a
resuscitatorfor about a half-hour
to no avail.
The victim had been employed
by the Luedtke EngineeringCo.
of Frankfort, which is rebuilding
the piers at Grand Haven.
Coppens was going to leap from
the stern of the tug "Karl E.
Luedtke'’ to the scow- which was
tied to a dock. He missed and fell
into about 25 feet of water. A 14foot Coast Guard boat under direct
ion of Chief Boatswains Mate A.
H. Cushing, manned by Lawrence
Bowes. BM-4, and Paul Vekas,
FN, recovered the body. Conser-

New Howard Johnson Restaurant

In 15-2

Will Be Erected by Local Firm
Preliminarywork has started

Trouncing;

RinkFansHMen

on a new Howard Johnson restaurant at the northwest corner of

Dutch Take Dales

Ottawa County

GraafschapRd. and US-31.
Accordingto present plans, it is
expected to be open for business

Real Estate

next October.

The Dutch, helped by seven pitchers’ wildness, trounced Hillsdale

Transfers

Specifications call for parking

HILLSDALE (Special)Hope Colwon its first MIAA baseball
game of the season. here Friday
and made it decisive in doing so,
lege

SIXTH GRADERS AT LINCOLN

NWViSWK

clude 500 rose plants.

In addition there will be 8,00
vation Officer Harold Bowditch watts cf light illuminatingthe
also stood by with his equipment.
parking area at night. The buildA tragic note was that the man's ing will include modem, spacious
father, Emil employed by the same
rest rooms.
company for the past year, was in
Howard Johnson restaurants
another boat out closer to Lake have familiar trade marks of
Michigan at the time. He was orange colored porcelainenamel
brought back to the dock at about roof and New England tower with

Blks

3-7-14

Twp.

College, 15-2.
A total of 17 walks were issued
by a parade of Hillsdale hurjers.
pt.
Hope managed to intersperseeight
Polkton
hits to drive the baserunners

33,34,30,31,32.35,36,37 and pt.

38 Galen

Eastman

s Add.

Eastman-

ville.

school taught

by

Mrs.

Elizabeth Protsman have adopted a project to grow their own
petunia plants to be planted in tulip lane after the tulips have
bloomed in front of the school. Shown caring for the flats are
Janice Brower, Bonnie Vande Water, Gene De Jong and George
Piers with Mrs. Protsman in the rear.

Marinus DeYoung and wf.
facilities for 163 cars, spacious
Chris
Blankers and wf. Blks
driveways, and flowers and shrubs
8,28 Plat of Eastmanvilleand
adorning the landscape. It will in-

home.
Willie Rink, again pitched for
Hope, and fanned 14 batters, be-

CURB SERVICE LIBRARY— A

recently provided service of

Holland Public Library is this book deposit box, for the convenience of readers who want to return books after hours and
Sundays. Joe Farrah, West 15th St., is shown depositing a book
in the box, located on 11th St.; on the north side of the City
Hall. Mrs. Hazel Hayes, librarian, said book borrowers can now
return books to the library without even leaving their

Henry Poskey and wf. to Harold ing his high for the season. Rink
F. Hinds and wf Lot 12 Poskey had no trouble with the Dales and
pitched a perfect game the first
Sub. Twp. Georgetown.
Jacob Nyenhuis & wf. to George four innings.
• (Sentinel photo)
Dick Ortquisthighlightedthe first
T. Spaman and wf. Lot 12 Jenison
Heights Sub. Twp. Georgetown. inning five run rally for Hope. The
John Garlinger and wf. to Sam second baseman moved to eighth
the time effortsto revive his son
Tulip lanes in full bloom are one
weather vane. The local project
the batting order, got his first
Siegers and wf. Pt. EHN4NW^4
were abandoned.
of the most beautiful sights in
also will include canopy-covered
SE1^ 16-6-13Twp. Georgetown. hit of the season, driving in two
Another brother, has been emthis city, but after the tulips
sidewalks.
Ottawa Savings and Loan Assn, runs. John Adams opened the game
ployed by the company for the last
ful petunias, marigolds and other
Overisel
There will be comfortable seat10 vears and is presently working ing arrangementsfor 100 persons to John Garlinger and wf. Pt. EH with a single and Ron Boeve's sacthe 12-inch strip at the curb adds
N’l
SEi 16-6-13 Twp. rifice fly scored Adams after walks
lr, Sturgeon Bay, Wit.
nothing unless somebody does
inside. Included will be a dining
pushed him to third. A walk and
The victim was bom May 16, room alcove, main dining room Georgetown.
something about it.
Marjorie Mac Ewan, daughter of
Anne Ernst to Lloyd G. Brooks an error helped bring the other Fatally Injured
1920. The body was taken to Van and lunch room. The same quality
Last year, the people living on Mr. and Mrs. John A. Mac Ewan,
and wf. Pt. Lot 3 Blk 5 Ernst’s two runs in.
Zantwick Funeral Home.
tulip lahe started doing something
food and service will be available
Union Beach, N.J., has been named
Plat, Village of Nunica.
Hope added a single run in the
about it, encouraged by the HolChristian
in all three rooms.
Harold M. Dekker and wf. to fifth on two walks and a single
land Council for Civic Beauty genera! chairman for annual May
Other inside features will be
Tractor
Ralph H. DeYoung Jr. and wf. Lot by Rink. Another lone run was
which is headed by Lida Rogers, Day Festivitiesat Hope College.
mirrored walls and draperies,alu75 and pt. 74 East Highland Park made in the si?^h combining a
founder of Tulip Time. They plantminum and stainlesssteel kitchen
Mrs. Viola Gunneman. 37. of ed colorful petunias, marygolds Ricky Volkenborn, daughter of
on
Sub. No. 2 Grand Haven.
walk with a double by Don York.
and kitchen facilities.
Margaret
R. Swan to Ralph DeOverisel.was fatally injured about and other recommended blooms, Mr. and Mrs. FrederickH. VolThe
Dutch
broke
loose
for
anothThe restaurant will open with
Young Sr.\and wf. Lot 24 and er seven runs in the seventh.Three 3:30 p.m. Thursday when she was providing color through much of kenborn,193 Lincoln Place. Frubreakfast and close with midnight
Trip to
lots 33 thru 50 Swan's Sub. Twp. walks Jded by three timely singBall
snacks.
pinned under an overturnedtrac- the season. This year, the council ington, N.J., will be her assistant.
les by York, Dick De Vree and
hopes
to have even more people
Eugene Pasma will supervise Grand Haven.
May
Day
is
scheduled
May
6.
Holland Jean - Teens, a division
Peter A. Emmick to Violan New- Rink, plus two errors and a wild tor while helping her husband. prticipate in this project.
the restaurant.Elzinga and VolkPower hitting paid off for the
Other committee members inof Camp Fire, made an all- ers are contractors.»
man Lot 78 Riverside Add. Hol- pitch gave Hope seven markers. Earl, remove stumps on their farm. On tulip lane is Lincoln school,
Holland
Christianbaseball club
clude
Darlene
De
Tuncq.
senior
day trip to Chicago Friday.
land.
Mrs. Gunneman was operating but school is not in session during
Hope added the final run in the
Since last fall, the girls have
John Franzburg to Oscar Bonte- eighth on three walks and a sacri- the tractor and her husband man- the summer and in order to parti- election;publicity, Virginia Hart- Friday afternoon as they edged a
worked at various projects to earn Ladies Bible Class
koe and wf. Lot 87 EssenburgSub. fice by York.
sema. Dorothea Lindahl, Alyce De tough Muskegon Christian aggreeuvering chains on a stump when cipate in the lane planting the stugation .5-4 at Riverview Park. The
money for the trip. They conductNo. 3 Twp. Holland.
Hillsdale got its first hit in the
dents got an early start this year. Free and Phyllis Wierenga;
Has Spring Party
win evened the Maroon mark at
ed a cookie sale, paper drive and
Paul E. Wabeke and wf to Ber- fifth a hard liner off the glov# of the tractortipped over backwards, Rather than collecting a few sports, (women's) Marcia Smith,
2-2 so far this season.
baked goods sale for funds
nard
Lemmen
and
wf.
Pt.
Lots
pinning
Mrs.
Gunneman
underSuzie
Van
Slagcren
and
Mary
Willie Rink. The Dales bunched
The Indies Bible Class of First
cerJs per head to buy flats of
The contest was a hard fought
At 5:30 a.m. Friday, three buses Reformed Church held its spring 8,9 Van’s Sub. Twp. Holland.
three hits in the sixth for their two neath. She died en route to Hol- stock from the nurseryman,Mrs. Hesselink; (men’s) Tom Harris,
left the
Fire office, party in the church parlors Tues- Highland Park Assn, to Joseph runs. Two more Hillsdale hits were land Hospital in an ambulance. Elizabeth Protsman’s sixth graders Bob Bedingfieldand Dave Kuyers; affair with the locals fighting an
with 111 seevnth and eighth grade day evening. Featuringthe pro- W. Putnam et al Lot 70 Highland added in the ninth but Rink struck Primary cause of death was in- adopted a real project— growing awards, Jane MacEachron; coron- uphill battle until the sixth inning.
Trailing 4-2 at this stage, the Dutch
girls from Holland Junior High, St. gram was a review of the book, Park Add. Grand Haven.
out three straight batters to end ternal injuries.
stock from seed in flats in their own ation. Shirley Decker; decorations,
Michigan Conference Assn. 7th the ’game. Rink walked three batFrancis, Beechwood. Pine Creek "Love Is Eternal." by Irving
Mrs. Gunneman was born March school room.
Irene Wesch, Don York, Pete Byl- had managed to get only three
hits off the slants of Wayne Vriesand Lakeview Schools. Seventeen Stone, given by Mrs. George Day Adventists, Inc. to Edwin ters.
18. 1918, daughter of the late Mr,
Interest in this project resulted enga and Norma Damstra: music,
man. Muskie hurler.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Folkert
of
Overisel.
Rhodea and wf. Lot 9 Casemier’
Rosalind
Smith,
and
programs,
adults wiU accompany the group, Damstra.
York led Hope at the plate with
from a trip through Park Supt.
Gord Plaggemarsopened the HolPlat,
City
of
Grand
Haven.
She
was
a
member
of
Overisel
including Mrs. Andries Steketee. Mrs. J. Pieper had charge of detwo for four and Rink had two for
Dick Smallenburg’s city green- Janette Gravink.
land sixth with a line drive triple
Bert
Dykgraaf
and
wf.
to
Ches
Reformed
Church,
taught
catech
Sound.
Earl
Dc
Witt;
guard
of
Camp Fire executive director.
votions and music included a
houses where the childrensaw
five. Moffat had two for four for
classes in the church and was a plant development on all levels, honor. Marge Addis and Jane to left centerfield.Dave Klaver.
Buses arrived in Chicago vocal duet by Jim Lucas and ter J. Dykgraaf and wf. Pt. Sec. Hillsdale.
sophomore left fielder, then stepped
about 9:30 a.m. After a tour of Bobby Maxim, accompanied by 2-5-16 Twp. Park.
John Legge Hillsdale starter, member of the Missionary society. followed by classroom study on the Jarvis: May Pole. Charlotte Ham- to the plate and blasted a long
Surviving are the husband, Earl, care and feedingof different plants. mer; clean-up. Mary Hospers and
John Franzburg to Ben Velthouse was charged with the loss. The
Field Museum and the Aquarium, Roger Maxim at the piano and a
drive over the right field fence,
the girls had lunch at a down- comet solo by Bobby Maxim ac- and wf. Pt. SEU SEH 12-5-16 Twp Dale pitchers struck out seven in- three brothers. Howard Folkert of
To that end, they chose the bright Jack De Free; banquet. Nell Salm;
Zeeland. Floyd of Cleveland. Ohio, red (Comanche) dwarf hybrid pe- decorations.Audrey Nienhousc scoring Plaggemars ahead of him.
town cafeteria. Tickets for .companiedby Roger. Mrs. R. Park.
cluding three in the ninth.
Pitcher Harve Westenbroeksmackthe television show “Welcome Lommen, president,was in charge Floyd A. Loew and wf. to William
Hope made one error in the and Alvin of Overisel: five sisters, tunia for their project and planted and Barbara Brookstra; menu.
Travelers’ were obtained for of the business meeting.
K. DeVries and wf Lots 119 thru game and the Dales five. The win Mrs. John Wiersma, Mrs. Russell the seed in flats. After the tulips Peggy Prentice;tickets.Phyllis ed a single to center and went
around to second on an infield
early afternoon.At 2:30, the group
Mrs. De Bey and her committee 130 Inc. Lake Park Sub. Twp. Park. gives Hope a 1-2 record in con- Koopman and Mrs. Alvin Sneller bloom on the block-long lane in Maat; programs. Mary Jane
out. Then with the lead run on
of -Overisel.Mrs. Purlin Tanis of
Kenneth B. Huebbe and wf
was to visit the Museum of Science planned the program and Mrs. D.
Adams;
clean-up,
Diane
Vicha.
and
front
of
the
school
on
Columbia
ference play.
second. Secondbaseman Ken GooHamilton and Mrs. Frank Gibbon Ave., the children will plant the Doris Stoffregan.
and Industry. Buses left for Van Tatenhove and committee Peter Van Oordt and wf. Pt. Gov. Line score:
of Holland.
home at 4:30 p.m., stopping en served refreshments. Miss Nettie Lot 4 35-8-16 and pt. Nfr. NW*4
The general master of cere-, dye lined a single to right scoring
petunia stock.
r h r.
2-7-16 Twp. Grand Haven
route for the dinner hour.
monies
will be Ronald Brown, Wetenbroek with the winning
Dc Jong is teacher of the class.
It's a foregoneconclusion that
500 Oil 710-15 8
tally.
Jessie S. Smith and wf. to Gradus
Group leaders, assistants and
the youngsters will show more con- with class MC's as follows:
Hillsdale 000 020 000-2 6 5
Up until this rally, the Dutch had
Ten Brink and wf. EHWHSEK 33mothers accompanying the girls
cern over that one block of petunias Freshman. Everett N'ienhouse;
been hitting Vriesman hard, but
Cross Lists
7-15 Twp. Robinson.
were Misses Ann Apledom and Miss Joyce Gunneman
sophomore.
Bob
Winter;
junior,
throughoutthe summer than in
the Muskie infield was turning
Gradus Ten Brink and wf. to
Mary Lou Bagladi and Mesdames Feted at Bridal Shower
any beautiful plantings the park Robert Bedingfield;senior. Ben Le
some sparklingplays into easy
Erval S. Ten Brink and wf. EH
Clarence Becker, R. E. Barber,
Fevre.
Henry
ten
Hoor.
of
the
Engdepartment will do on Holland's
WHSEH
33-7-15
Twp.
Robinson.
Glennard Bonnette. Lawrence Van
OVERISEL Sipecial) Miss
lish department, will represent outs. The Hollandei-s got seven
Gallon
boulevards.
hits, four coming in the sixth.
Don A. Bishop and wf. to Leslie
Noord, Andrew Dalman, Fern Dix- Joyce Gunneman was guest of
the college faculty,and the invoMuskegon connected for six safeon, Joe Fabiano,William Miller. honor at a shower given by her Vink and wf. Lot 48 and pt. 49
cation will be given by the Rev.
GertrudeVoss of Holland is the)
ties off Lefty Westenbroek who
Walter Kimball, Dale Shearer. Gor- mother. Mrs. Lester Gunneman, Sheldon Heights Add. Grand Haven
Lambert Ponstein.
12th donor to give a gallon (eight
Leonard L. Rehbein and wf. to
don Kardux, Paul Bloemers, last Tuesday evening.
of
Barbara Brasman is in charge turned in a fine game for the
Dutch. He had good control, giving
Henry
W.
Wilson
Lot
25
Wildwood
units)
of
blood
for
the
Holland
Games
were
played
and
a
two• Frank Harbin, Jr., and Arthur
of arrangements for the Student
up only one base on balls, comSub. City of Holland.
Coffey. Mrs. John De Haan, Jr., course lunch was served.
Council dance after the festivities.
Community Blood Bank, following
pared to three for Vriesman.
John Boone and wf. to Donald
Invited were Mesdames William
leader, and Mrs. John Plewes,
her participationin the bi-weekly
The Dutch opened scoring in the
Jean - Teen chairman of the Camp Slotman, Merle Slotman, Paul Lemmen and wf. Lot 31 Chamber
clinic Monday night at Red Cross
Sparta Stops Zeeland
first on an error, a single by
Fire Board, are unable to attend. Slotman,Ray Slotman. John Jan- of Commerce Sub. City of Holland.
headquarters.She is the third
Plaggemars and a double by
sen, Gus Maatman. Lloyd MaatHarvey J. Plaggemars and wf.
woman in Holland for such a dis- Some 250 to 300 youngsters, plus In League Net Match
Klaver. Two runs scored, but the
some adults,took advantage of the
m?n, Earl Cook, Harry Lampen, to Elmer Plaggemarsand wf.
tinction.
Wayne Smith, Alfred Lampen, Lots 2.3 Knutson's First Add. City
SPARTA (Special) - Zeeland margin was shortlived as the losers
She was among 52 donors at the Holland Police Department'sskating offer Thursday night at the High netters lost a Ken-New-Wa tallied twice in the second. A
John Poppen, Gilbert Immink, of Holland.
clinic.Others were Gordon CodSander Welters,George Poppen, Dondald Lemmen and wf. to
league tennis match to Sparta double, a single and a costly
ing. Frank Raab. Jr., Gerald Civic Center parking lot.
The crowd roller skated to re- here Friday by a score of 2-1. throwing error accounted for all
Erwin Koops, Dwight Van Order, Marvin Lemmen and wf. Lot 31
Mannes. Gerald Borgman. Iman
of the damage.
Lloyd Koop, Donald Koops, Leon Chamber of Commerce Sub. City
Bosch, Donald Leeuw, Harvey De corded music on the giant parking The Chix lost both singles events.
Muskegon took a one run lead in
area,
with
several
police
officers
Hulsman, Vern Barkel and Misses of Holland.
Results
wereRobert
Boros
<Sl
Vries, Alvin Dirkse, Mrs. Ray
on
hand
to
supervise
and
assist def. Ed Geerlings(Z). (>-2. 6-3; their third inning on a single, a
Ruth Slotman and Beverly Koops.
Riksen, Harvey Tinholt, Otto
A 12-year-oldrunaway boy from
fielder's choice and a Holland misOn Wednesday evening, Mrs.
Brandt, Paul Plaggemars, Alber- in many ways. Officers on the Jack Scr.bry <S> def. Dennis HuxMuskegon had a brief crime spree Donald Ter Avest of Hamilton
scene included Chief Jack Van Hoff, hold (Z>, 6-3. 4-6, 6-3. Jack Van play. They added another in the
tus Van Dyke. Harold Winter. Mrs.
Thursday night which covered 45 entertained at her home in honor
Sgt. Ike De Kraker, Jerald Lub- Eden and Dave Van Peursem sixth without a hit. With two outs,
Harold Winter.
miles and the theft of two bikes of Miss Gunneman.
left fielder Sikkcnga walked and
John
Stephens. William Norlin, bers, Pete Van Langevelde and (Z) def. Dale Fitzner and Bob
and the attemptedtheft of a rowWilson
(St. 6-1 12-10. Wayne then came all away around when
Don
Oosterbaan.
Jr., Robert Zigler, Dale Vande
boa tin Saugatuck.
an attemptedpick off went awry.
Injured in
Wege, Lee Koopman, John De Officersdeemed the first weekly Tanis and Cal Burns iZ> def. Art Muskegon committedthree errors
He was finally picked up in Sau- Mri. One De Bruyn
Miss Mory Koy Hoipon
Maycroft
and
Jack
Sullivan (S)
skating
session
a
big
success
and
Free, Henry Van Dyke, Margaret
gatuck as he was leaving through Dies at* Grand Haven
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Homan of
vvhil the locals were guilty of five.
plan to continue the project week- G-2, 6-1, in a practice match.
Two persons received minor in- Tiffin, Ohio, announce the engage- Kooiman, Al Kleis, Jr., William
the window of a dime store he
The Maroons ended the game with
ly. All skaters are invited, each
De
Vries,
Laverne
Lehman.
Paul
had entered in search of candy GRAND HAVEN (Special ‘-Mrs. juries and one car was demolished ment of their daughter, Mary Kay,
a snappy twin killing.
Thursday
from
6
to
8
p.m.,
with
Seidelman. Mrs. Paul Seidclman,
Edward Wabeke, 81,
and pop.
Klaver was the hitting star wnh
Orie De Bruyn, 62. of 601 Sheldon in an accident at 20th St. and Ot- to Richard S. Den Uyl, son of Mr.
the exception of Tulip Time week.
Police said the boy stole a bike Rd., died at 10 p.m. Friday in tawa Ave. Thursday night.
and Mrs. Simon D. Den Uyl of Preston Turkstra, Rudolph Brink, Officersdiscovered one problem, Dies in Grand Rapids
a double and a homer in three
Marvin Genzink, 22, route 6. and Grosse Pointe Farms and Maca- Mrs. Clyde Fogg. William Bowernear his Muskegon home which he Municipal Hospita.lwhere she was
trips, good for three runs. Plaghowever. Several childrenwere forman. Harold Vander Ploeg.
rode to Holland and abandoned. laken by ambulance at 4 p.m. She a passenger in his car. Viola Van- tawa.
Edward Wabeke, 81, of 233 Elm- gemars also had two hits.
ced to stop skating when theylost
John
Kleis,
Herman
Beltran.
He stole a bike here and rode to had been in ill health for several der Hulst, 20. of 33 West Central Miss Homan was graduated from
Coach Hero Bratt’s Maroons
a wheel or nut from their skates, wood St., N. E., Grand Rapids,
Ave., Zeeland, were treated at Hol- Tiffin University at Tiffin. Ohio, William Schipper, Henry Terpstra,
meet
Grand Rapids South Kent
Saugatuck.
years.
died
Thursday
morning
at
his
a minor problem if extra parts are
where she was a member of Kappa Mrs. John Boeve, Robert Kruit- handy. So anyone who has spare home followinga lingering illness. Christian here on Monday and
When picked up the boy first
She was born Stisie Vander Wall land Hospital and released.
hoff. Mrs. William Fockler, EdAuthoritiessaid Genzink was Delta Phi sorority.
denied taking the bikes. The theft in Spring Lake Oct. 26. 1892, and
Survivors include the wife, Lena, travel to HudsonvilleUnity
skate parts is asked to drop them
Mr. Den Uyl attended Amherst ward De Jonge, William Garve- of' at the police station.
of the local bike was traced back was married Nov. 4, 1911. She was westbound on 20th St. and a car
a brother,John Wabeke of Fremont Christian on Thursday.
R.. H...E
to Holland through the license a member of First Reformed driven by Russell Talbot. 27, route College where he was a member of link, Gladys Casemir, Cornelius
four stepdaughters; one stepson Line
5
Church, the Ladies Aid and Mis- 1, West Olive, was northboundon Chi Psi fraternityand was grad- De Koster, Myron Becksvoort,
plate.
and several nieces and nephews Hoil. Chr. 200 003 x 5
Arnold Sloothaak,Harold Tanis, Miss Hermina Jager
3
Officers said he also tried to sion Circle and was a Gold Star Ottawa Ave. when the two vehicles uated from Michigan State ColincludingMrs. Herman Wieten, Musk. Chr. 021 001 0 4
lege. He served as an infantryoffi- Charles Sheldon. Mrs. Charles
take a rowboat in Saugatuck. When mother. Her son. Donald, was kill- collided.
Mrs.
Clarence
Rozeboom,
Mrs.
The impact knocked Genzink’* cer from 1951 to 1953. At present Sheldon, John Elfers, Fred Buurs- Honored at Shower
that failed he chopped a hole in the ed in action in World War II.
John Otting, Ben and Cornelius Tungsten has the highest meltMiss Herpitna Jager, bride-elect
err
up bn the curb. Talbot’s car he is the new manager of the ma.
Beisdes the husband, she is suring point of all metals.
bottom of the boat, partiallysinkWabeke,
all of Holland.
acobs, was guest of honPhysicians on duty were Dr. H. of Roger Jac<
vived by a daughter, Mrs. Herman skidded across the road and ended Macatawa Hotel.
ing it.
or
at
a
shower
Tuesday
evening
Wedding plans are being made P. Harms and Dr. William WesThe boy was brought back to (Agnes) Vander Zwaag: three sons. up with the front end underneath
trate, Jr. Nurses were Mrs. W. J. at the home of Mrs. Ben J. Sternfor June 11 in Tiffin.
Holland where he was picked up by Corneliusof North Muskegbn,Claud Genzink’s car.
Is
Thomas,
Mrs. Herbert Koster, berg. Hostesseswere the Misses
Holland
police
and
Ottawa
Counof
Grand
Haven
and
Arnold
of
his parents.
Shirley Slenk and Bernice SternMrs.
John
Geerlings
and
Gertrude
IN
HOLUND,
MICHIGAN,
11-14, Inclusive
ty
deputies
both
investigated
since
Grand Rapids; one sister, Mrs.
Dutch Golfers Drop
berg, assisted by Mrs. George Slenk
Steketee.
OFFER EXPIRES MAY 6, 1955
Robert Loosemoreof Grand Rapids, part of the intersectionis in both
Bids Will Be Awarded
In charge of the canteen were and Mrs. Ben J. Sternberg.
and two bribers,Peter and Henry the city and county. Officers said Fifth Straight Match
ONE
Nell Wolfe. Wilma Sas, Mrs. John Games were played and duplicate
Talbot’s ’49 model car was a total
SPECIAL
Vander
Wall
of
Spring
Lake.
For Local Resurfacinf
Holland High golf team absorbed Essebagger.Joyce Wilson, Lillian prizes awarded to Misses Bonnie
FESTIVAL
loss while damage to Genzink’s '53
EDITION
model car was estimated at 1300. another loss at the SaugatuckGolf Borchers. Gray Ladies were Mrs. Hovinga, Delores Slenk, Mary
Low bidder to resurface rough
Former Holland Man
of The Holland Evening Sentinel
course Thursdayby losing to Grand James Kiekintveld and Mrs. Floyd Bosch, Joyce Wolters and Arlene
•tate trunkline pavement in HolPublishedMoy II, 1955
Jaarda.
A
two-course lunch was
Ketchum.
Nurses
aides
were
Mrs.
Haven
321-420.
The
setback
was
land will be determined in Lansing Succumbs at Age 57
Study Club Has Meeting
Complete with Program, Mop
Dale Shearer. Mrs. R. Burton. served by the hostesses.
Holland fifth straight.
May 25.
end stories.Mailed in U.S.A.
Grand Haven scores were Bob Mrs. Harold Niles and Mrs. Wil- Invited guests included the MissSam Vander Woude, 57, of Grand At Home of Mrs. Davis
The project includes Eighth St.,
es
Hazel
Tucker,
Kathryn
Brink,
THE SENTINEL
liam
H.
Vande
Water.
Historians
Walsh
and
Don
Winterholter
from River Ave. to the C&O tracks, Rapids, former Holland resident,
HOLLAND, MICH.
Our Lady of Sorrows Study Club both 75’s; Jermoe Kasmauski 84 were Elinor Ryan and Mrs. How- Julie Overbeek, Mary Bosch, De.608 of a mile, and on State St. died at Butterworth Hospital,
ard Douwstra. Junior Red Cross lores Slenk, Jackie Ortman, Arlene
from the south city limits to the Grand Rapids. Thursday noon held its bi-monthly meeting Wed- and Dick Sutcliffe, 87.
4 Issues of Moy 11 to 14
intersectionwith US-31 at 19th St. followinga short illness. He moved nesday at the home of Mrs. Judson Tom Klaasen led Holland with aides were Judy Hulsman and Ann Jaarda, Albertha Meiste, Alma
Including Festival Edition,
Prins, Joyce Wolters. Bonnie HovCompletiondate for the project to Grand Rapids about 30 years Davis, South Shore Dr., with Mrs. 93. Other scores were Ted Du Herfst.
Meilod in U.S.A. .....
inga, Rose Jager and the guest
Robert Kendall, as hostess.
Mez, 97; Bob Klaasen, 107 and Bob
1 July 31, 1955.
ago.
If the number of autos and of honor.
Following the recitationof the Holman, 123.
Surviving are three sisters,Mrs.
NAME
........ ............ .......
trucks In the United States inOn the sea or on a big lake, John Rietsma and Mrs. Leonard Rosary a businessmeeting was
ADDRESS ................ ...... ...... .........
While softer than copper, tin
In the United States since 1900, creases at Its present rate, by 1975
where there are no obstacles in Vander Sluis of Holland, Mrs. Steve held. Refreshmentswere served by
CITY
........ ...... ...A ....... STATE .....
the number of persons 65 and over there will be enough, if placed hardens and strengthens it when
the way, it is possible to hear for Bekken of East Saugatuck and a the hostess.
Use separate sheet far More Names — Include Cosh.
Ca/nevale will «n- has quadrupled while the total pop- bumper to bumper, to reach the the metals are conbined to form
a long distance because there is brother,. Maynard of Grand Rap- Mrs. Anthony Carneval
bronze.
moon and encircle it lour times.
ulationhas only doubled.
tertainthe club M
nothing to stop the sound waves. ids. ?
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Runs Over HoHand

Gives Christian

LOANS LOANS

For Track Victory

Victory Over

GE Executive

MUSKEGON HEIGHTS
Groups Tour Plants
In

— Muskegon

Chamber Sponsored

Holland Christian’sbaseball club

Heights took 10 firsts

continued its winning ways, Mon-

75-35 in a track meet at Phillips

day afternoon at Rlverview Park
by tnaulmg Grand Rapids South

Chester H. Lang, vice president

Field. Holland salvaged both hur-

Kent

dles events and the mile.

third win in five itarts for Coach

of General Electric in charge of

public relations, turned to the
Bible for the theme of a talk be*
fore 275 teachers,Industrialists

Leon Wassink Holland hurdler,
broke the Holland High 120-yard
high hurdle mark with 15.7 performance. The old mark of 16 was
set in '1951 by Bob Armstrong.
Wassink won the low hurdle event,
a shortened race of 120 yards,
because of the Heights lack of

Hero Bratt’s Maroons.
The Hollandericontinued their
hitting ways by pounding out 14

and educators who gathered in
Durfee Hall Thursday afternoon
for Business, Industry an5 Education day.

facilities.

Using chapter 12 of the Book of

Sherry Shaffer galloped the mile
in 4 :52 for the other Holland first.
Taking seconds for Hollaed were
Terry Greenwood in the 440-yard
run, Paul Elzlnga in the 880-yard
run and Larry Den Uyl in the high
jump. John Kleinheksel took thirds
in the 100-yard dash and broad
jump.
Results in order of finish:
120-yard high hurdles
Wassink, (H), Hansen (MH), Me Bride
(MH). Time 15.7. (New school rec-

Romans as the basis of his talk,
Lang likened the various values
related in that chapter to human

—

ord).

Medley
HOPE COLLEGE SCIENCE DEPARTMENT has

added the

magnet to

its cyclotron,being built in the basement of the Science
Building.Left to right, John De Pree, Prof. Clarence Kleis, Prof.
Harry Frissel and Jim Van Putten discuss the latest step in the
•machine’sconstruction.Van Putten initiated the cyclotron project

Magnet Added to

Mission Guild

Heights 2:46. 9.
100-yard dash

Rowell (MH),

Banquet

—

Muskegon

—

Christie (MH),
Kleinheksel(H).

Time 10.5.
Mile
Shaffer (H), Samuels
(MHT, Gabriels(MH). Time 4.52.
440-yard run *- Tucker (MH),
Greenwood (H), Huey (MH). Time

—

56.

14.

120-yard low hurdles

(H),

Stages

Relay

National AssociationManufactures also a past president of
Holland Chamber of Commerce.
Members of the Mission Guild
George Heeringa, BIE day chair- of Central Park Reformed Church The cyclotron which has been
man, explained the purpose of BIE staged their annual mother-daughunder construction in the baseday. The Durfee hall gathering ter banquet Tuesday evening at the
was In the form of a coffee kletz. church. About 115 attended the ment of Hope College’s Science
Building for the last year has had
The film, "It’s Everybody’sBusi- event.
ness," was shown.
Mrs. Rbbert Weersing, guild pre- its magnet added, Garence Kleis,
Earlier, in the afternoon, the sident, presided and Mrs. Donald
chairman of the college Physics
teacers divided into groups and Rietdyk opened with prayer. Mrs.
Department made known today.
visitedsome 33 industrialand reCasey Oonk was in charge of deThe cycotron, a project initiated
tail firms. The event was sponvotions.
sored by the Chamber of ComLovely arrangementsof spring by physics major Jim Van Putten,
merce. Supt. Walter W. Scott, flowers were used a$ table decor- received backing from one of Hope
chairman, and Jack Plewes of the
ations.
l alumni. Fritz Yonkman, M. D.,
Retail Merchants’ committee.

Hopes Cyclotron

—

Wassink
Hansen (MH) Moes (H). Time
'

220-yard dash — Rowell (MH),
Christie (MH), Ramsey (H). Time
24.

880-yard dksh — Chingman (MH).

Elzinga (H), Robbert (H). Time
2:10.6.

Muskegon

Chrlatian, 12-3. It

wa«

hits, including two triplea

longest ball hit however, was
smacked by Holland’s Gary Vander Ark who narrowly missed a
Fifth
home run into the east end of
the grandstand, but had to settle
ZEELAND (Special) -Zeeland for
a ground rule double when the
High’s red - hot baseball team
ball landed in the bushes in deep
grabbed its fifth straight win of
center.
the season here Tuesday by stopHolland didn’t waste any time
ping Grand Haven 6-1 at the Athgetting started as they pushed two
letic Field. Doug VVierda, big
runs across in the first inning on
righthander, gave the Bucs only
a single by Vryhof, a hit batsone hit and struck out 16 in notchman and a double by Jason Alofs.
ing the win.
The South Kent club notched a
The Chix opened scoring in the
lone marker in their second on a
first inning. Jack Faber homered
walk, a single and an error.
with Art Klamt and Eugene De
The Dutchmen continued to pour
Jonge on nrse to give Wierda a
it on in the second when they
thrre-mn cushion. Zeeland added
combined five hits, good for four
two more runs in the fifth with a
runs. After two out, Ed Hoezee
single by Sherwin Broersma, a
singled as did Vryhof. Both rode
triple by De Jonge and an infield
home on Vander Ark’s double.
out. The final Chix run came in
Plaggemars singled and then Klavthe sixth when Gerrard Wiggers
er smacked a triple to left center
doubled and Wierda singled.
Grand Haven tallied in the fifth good for two more runs.
The Hollanders pushed two more
inning. Colcord was safe at first

Game

Win

880-yard relay —
Heights 1:39.5.
Pole vault — Christmas (MH),
Shidler (H) Roth (H). Height 9’3”.
Shot put — Halinski (MH), Snyder (MH), Hill (H). Distance 49'2’’.
High Jump — Tacker (MH), Den on an error, moved to second on
Uyl (H) Nienhuis (H) and Rob- a balk and came home on two
bert (H) tied for third. Height 5'6”. wild pitches. Kissosondi made the
Broad jump
Rowell (MH), Bucs only hit in the fourth.
Cummings (MH), Kleinheksel (H).
Wierda walked seven and let
Distance 20'6”.
go three wild pitches while Prelcs-

Gardener

Accounts for
Runs
A

and two

gemars, Dave Klaver and Bill
Vryhof each had three hits. The

Grix Baseballers

Big Red

the

doubles to coast to the easy victory. Bratt used three new boys in
the lineup in an effort to give more
boys game experience.
Wayne Alofa, aenlor right handMiss Carolyn Ann Miedemo
er, went all the way for the locala
Mr. and Mrs. George Miedema and turned in a fine performance.
of 230 West Eighth St announce He limited the invaders to just six
the engagement of their daughter hits and didn’t give up an earned
Carolyn Arm, to Charles John run. He walked just three while
Vander Schaaf, son of Mr. and fanning five batters. Grand RapMrs. John Vander Schaaf of 319 ids used Koolker, a fast bailer,
Lakewood Blvd. A fall wedding is until the sixth when the Maroons
being planned.
shelled him from the mound, and
Van Laar came in to relieve.
Three Maroon hitters, Gord Plag-

LOANS

|25 to $500
Holland Loan Association
10 West 8th Street, Holland
Adv.

Kent

(Special)

here Tuesday and stopped Holland

Project for Holland

relationstoday. He said people today need more spiritual and moral
values, and that nothing is so important to the life of the country
as free economic values. Freedom
of choice, he said, is everything
within the limits of moral and
spiritual values.
"Importantneeds today are reduction of federal spsending, proper
federal tax reduction,other federal changes in the economic vein,
especiallygovernment holdings
relative to industry,"he said.
"Industryproposesbetter education for all," he said. "We must
pay our debt to freedom in order
to ave a classlesssociety, but this
camot be done by edict or force
of arms/*
Lang was introduced by Charles
R. Sligh, past president of the

Wed

WANT-ADS

Muskegon Heights

BIE Day Talk

1955

14-Hit Offensive

Teachers Hear.

In

Plans to

5,

in

AD

44 Win

baby-faced, little left fielder,

Fred Richmond, boomed a big bat
for the Muskegon Big Reds here
Thursday and drove in all the run#
to give the visitors a 4-3 win over
Holland at Rlverview Park.
Richmond lofted a high fly over
the fence between right and center
field in the fourth with two men
aboard to score what proved the
winning margin. At the time of the
A Hope College senior, Farid poke, Holland was leading 61. The
small left fielder has hit a
(Freddie) J. El-Khourl from Baghdouble to center in the second with
dad, Iraq has been accepted for a man on first to driave in the
graduate study at Texas Univer- first Big Red run.
sity, Austin,Tex. it was announced Holland, playing errorless ball
today by Prof. Albert Lampen, for the first time this season,
head of the mathematics depart- scored single runs in the first
ment.
three innings. But from then on,
Freddie came to the United Mart Waalkes, Muskegon hurler,
States and Holland four years ago kept the Dutch in tow.
to study at Hope College where he
Ron Van Dyke opened .the Holhas majored in both mathematics land first with a single and scored
and chemistry. He plans to spend a moment later on a double to
one and one-half to two years at center by John Stryker. The side
Texas University studying petrol- was retired with Stryker left on
eum refining and return to his third, moving over to the base on
native Iraq to work in the oil a Muskegon error.
•

Pitcher Leroy Fogerty rifled a
Freddie'sfather, mother,,two triple down the left field line with
brothers and two sisters are await- b o down In the second inning and
ing his return to Baghdad where came home when Van Dyke, the
his father is a goldsmith. He came next man up tripled to centerfleld.
to Hope on thr recommendation Van Dyke remained on third a*
fields there.

of his four first cousins, ail for- Stiykcr ended the inning going out
mer Hope students and now re- pitcher to first.
siding in this country. They are
Holland pounded two more safethe Tooni brothers: Kamel who is ties in the third inning and punched
now with the American delegation,’acrossanother run. Bob Van WierUnited Nations; Nejib, electrical en led off with a double to right

du

engineer,
Pont Company; and was driven in by Tom KlomJoseph, major in the U.S. Army parens' booming triple to left
and Louis, civil engineerlocated That ended the Dutch extra-base
in Los Angeles.
punch and pretty weU ceased the
runners across in the fourth on a
hitting. Waalkes settleddown and
single, a walk and hits by Plaggegave up just one scratch single
mars and Klaver. Two Maroon
to Gerry Boeve in the fifth, the
errors, a walk and a one base
only other Holand hit. Waalkes
' a
knock accounted for two- more
kept the bases clean in the fifth
CIBA,
South Kent runs in the fifth, makBy Peter Boggs
and sixth but an error by the right
Roger and Sandy Beverwyk accom- added to physics funds already
ing the score 8-3 at this stage.
fielderin the last of the seventh
When you Bathe Dog
nik, Grand Haven pitcher, gave up
panied by Mrs. Simon Beverwyk; available that the cyclotron might
Four more hits produced another
Here are a few hints regarding gave Holland a baserunner.
five hits, walked four and struck
a reading, "Winnie the Pooh,” by become a reality.
Fogerty, who was charged with
out six. The Bucs made two four tallies for the Dutch in their the bathing of dogs:
Barbara Broekstra; two accordion
sixth. After Plaggemars had
Don’t bathe a puppy that is not his first los of the season after
Object of the projectis to provide
errors.
selectionsby Rosemarie Brink; a Hope physics majors with expersingled,Klaver doubled and Alofs at least three months old. Don’t two wins, gave up two hits after
In Circuit
reading,"The Girl Who Taught ience in using vacumn and electriwalked. Dale Cnossen sent one run- bathe a dog which has just come Rishmond’shomer. One single was
the Jesus Way to Savages,” By cal equipment of a nature they
ner home with a blow to center into your possession until he has made in the fifth and sixth innings
to
and two other runnners scored on had time to make himself thor- with Richmond getting a base hit
GRAND HAVEN (Special)-Fred Shirley Bouwman.
will be using in graduate school.
McKenny, 49, Grand Rapids, plead- Members of the committee in . Upon completion of the machine,
A farewell gathering was held an error in left field. The final oughly familial with you and his in the sixth.
Holland Christian'stennis squad
ed guilty in Circuit Court Tuesday charge were Mesdames Eugene which will also give research exThe Holland hurler allowed nine
Saturday evening in Grand Rapids run came home on a single by new home. Don’t bathe a female
to a charge of indecent liber- Osterhaven, Melvin Madderom, El- perience, it is planned to start using dropped its second match of the at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry SubstituteGene Vander Sluis.
dog during the two months before hits, struck out seven, and walked
Christian faces a stem test on her puppies are born. Never bathe two. Waalkes gave up seven hits,
ties and will return May 25 at mer Harrison, Glenn Bonnette, it to induce radioactivityin the season on the 22nd St courts Tues- Zoet and daughters. Mr. and Mrs.
10 a.m. for disposition. He did not John Vande Vusse, Kent Thompson, lighter elements. The cyclotron day afternoon losing to Muskegon Howard Zoet and children from Thursday when they travel to dogs which are getting well from struck out nine and walked three.
want to furnish 5500 bond. The Harold Cox and Melvin Ten Brink. makes a proton beam of high ener- High, 61. The Dutch now have a Cannonsberg were the honored Hudsonvillc to meet Unity Giris- illness or which have any skin di- Richmond’s three hits in three
trips paced the Big Reds while
alleged offense involving a ninegy which is directed to hit the ele- 2-2 record.
guests as they are moving to Cali- tinn. Unity already holds a win seases,rheumatism, or colds.
The locals managed to salvage
year-old girl occurred in Holland
ment compound target. The proton
"Dry cleaning” is often as good Holland’s Van Dyke had two for
formia where Howard will be em- over Grand Rapids Christian of
city April 23. McKenny admitted
as any bath. If rightlyadminister- four.
bombardment indic^ radioactivitybut one singles match in the seven ployed in an aircraft factory. the City League.
Line score:
serving time for a burglary charge
because the target element be- engagements. Paul D y k e m a, Others in the group were Mr. and
ed, such "dry. cleaning” is harmChristian’sNo. 1 singles performE less. Simply take soae cWn meal
in Arkansas for which he was parcomes unstable.
Mrs. Charles Zoet and family from
doned in 1944.
Basic data gathered by such ex- er, kept his undefeated mark in- Plymouth, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mar- Holl. Chr. 200 204 x 12 14 3
and rub it thoroughlyinto the
Thomas Mullis,50, of 189% Reed
perimentsprovide information as tact by stopping Muskegon’s Dick tin and children of Holland their South Kent 010 020 0
dog's coat and then brush it out
Creamer,
7-5,
6-8,
6-2
for
the
Ave., Holland,pleaded guilty to
to nuclear enegy levels; this knowwith a good stiff brush. Do this
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Bert Zoet
Dutch’s only point.
an indecent liberties charge, and
ledge enables scientiststo formeither out of doors or make the
and daughter Beatrice Nead.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Norm Lokker, playing No. 2 slot
also will return May 25 tor disulate a picture of what a nucleus
animal stand on newspapersinside.
The
women's
Missionary meeting
A wild drive over Grand Haven's is like.
for the Dutch, bowed to Bob Hathaposition. The alleged offense inThis "dry cleaning” will usually
will meet Wednesday afternoon in
main street Wednesday night endvolving a four-year-oldgirl occured
The Hope College cyclotron is a way, 9-7, 6-3. In the No. 3 post, the chapel with Mrs. P. D. Huyser
take away any odor from the dog's
ed
today
in fines and sentences
Holland’sWarren Boer lost to Mike
ZEELAND (Special)
Lefty*
in Holland township March 23.
coat and if one properly will clean
small, pilot model in comparison
in
charge
of
devotions.
Mrs.
GerBond of 5500 was not furnished. for a 19-year-oldyouth which to many others, Kleis said, but Stewart, 7-5, 6-2. The fourth singles rit Huyser will conduct the Bible
him as thoroughly as a soap and Jim Kaat, Zeeland hurler, tossed
to
should set a record of sorts for
point went to the Reds' Bill Cross
a one-hitterhere Thursday to shut •
Steven J. Portenga, 28, Spring
it still provides a means for fundwater bath.
Study and Mrs. I. Jelsma the MisGrand Haven Municipal Court.
who defeatedPhil Damstra, 6-0,
out the Fremont Parkers, 11-0 at
Lake, pleaded guilty to a charge
amental nuclear experiments.
Healthy Dog May Have Warm
sion
Study.
The
Roll
Call
Word
is
Bruce Waite, 19 of 132i Elliott
ALLEGAN (Special) -Two
7-5.
the Athletic Field. The win was
of larceny from a factory, and will
Nose
"Witness" and a film on Mexico men have been sentenced to terms
St., Grand Haven, was arrested by
In the No. 1 doubles match, Larreturn June 13 at 10 a.m. for disYou may have been told, for in- Zeeland’s fourth straight in Kenwill
be
shown.
Mrs.
John
Hungcity police Wednesday night after
in Southern Michigan Prison at
ry Dykstra and Derk Oostendorp
position.He furnished 5100 bond.
stance, that a cold and moist nose New-Wa league play and kept the
erink will serve.
Jackson, another placed on two
he allegedly raced 65 miles an
of the Maroons bowed to Terry
He allegedly took a quantityof hour down Washington St., hit a
Mr. Sam Vander Wal from Alle- years probation, and guilty pleas indicates good health and that a Chix in first place.
Beaverman and Irwin Anderson,
Phil Holcomb of Fremont hit the
tools from Michigan Brass Co.
gan
called on Mr. and Mrs. Ches- acceptedfrom three others in Al- dry and warm nose is sign of illAdmitted to Holland Hospital 6-3, 6-1. Jim Bremer and Ray Ross
car and nearly ran down a pedeswhere he had been employed six
ness. One of the healthiest dogs first pitch of the game for a single
ter
Top
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Martin
trian.
Monday were Karen Dozeman, 311 of Muskegon took the second
legan Circuit Court.
months. He was arrested by city
I ever owned had a dry and warm tr left field. Kaat retired the side
On a recklessdriving charge, he West 20th St.; Richard Vande doubles by defeating Roger Mul- Tubergen Sunday afternoon.
Judge Raymond L. Smith orderand Holcomb was stranded. Frepolice last Friday.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Henry
I/wkerse
was sentenced to pay $100 fine, Bunte, 214 West 15th St.; Bruce H. der and Paul Dozeman, 6-0, 6-1. In
ed prison terms for two Florida nose throughouthis 16 years of mont got another baserunner in
vigorous
life.
$5.10 costs and sene 30 days in Kragt, 664 Tennis St.; Mrs. Glenn the final doubles event, Louis Phil- from Zeeland called on Mr. and men who pleaded guilty to theft
On the other hand, I have felt the third on an error by Eugene De
the county jail. If fine and costs Coffey, 254 East 11th St.; Sue El- lips and Bernard Vander Wall Mrs. Gerrit Huyser Sunday after- of a car from Otsego last month.
cold
and moist noses on dogs that Jonge.
are not paid, he will serve an ad- len Appledom, 677 SaundersAve.; whipped Carl Van Appledom and noon.
The pair was apprehendedin FlorKaat reported his control was the
Mrs. Harry Bowman attended a ida and returnedhere for trial. were dying. There is no set rule
ditional 30 days.
Mrs. Helen O'Connor, 182 West Ron Weener, 6-4, 7-5.
for determining the state of a dog’s best so far this season and he used
shower
Wednesday
evening
in
For drivingon a revoked license 13th St.
Woodrow Gay, 42, of Springfield,
Christian’snext match is Thursdrops and curves to mow down the
he was sentenced to sene two Discharged Monday were Mrs. day when they travel to Grand Grand Rapids in honor of Miss Fla., was sentenced to from one to health by the temperatureof his Fremont batters. His drop was
nose.
Norma
Moes
of
Holland.
She
will
five years, and Cecil Garrett, 38, of
Members of the Hope College days in the county jail plus $50 Mrs. Charles Volkers and twins, Rapids Christian for a return enparticularly effective.
soon become the bride of Bob Sarasota, to from 2% to five years There are those people who beFaculty Dames entertained at a fine and $5.50 costs. If fine and Mrs. Charles Vokers and twins, gagement.
Zeeland exploded for six runs in
lieve that puppies always open
Hoeksma of Grand Rapids who at- for the car theft.
guest tea Thursday afternoon in costs are not paid he will sene route 1, Hamilton;Larry Reimink,
the fifth for the big outburst in
their
eyes
when
they
are
nine
days
tends Hope College.
an additional15 days. His license route 6; Georgie Overway, 200
Wilber A. Long, 21, of Otsego,
the Durfee Hall lounge.
the game. De Jonge doubled with
A ladies sextet from Vriesland was placed on probation for two old. Many a fine pup has been two on for two runs and Kaat
Mrs. Henry Steffens,president, was revoked last March 3 by a Scotts Dr.; Richard Vande Bunte, Christian High Golfers
purposely
drowned
considered
sang
the
special
music
at
the
eveyears after he pleaded guilty to
welcomed the guests, including representative of the Secretary 214 West 15th St.; Mrs. Fredrick Lose Third League Match
drove in two more with a single
ning service of the Reformed breaking and entering in the night. hopelessly blind because he failed with the bases filled for the offenEddy, 434% Washington Blvd.
wives of Reformed Church pastors of State’s department.
All told, Waite must pay fines
Hospital births include a son,
He was ordered to pay $100 in to open his eyes on the ninth day. sive highlightsof the inning.
in Holland Gassis, presidents of
Comstock Park’s powerful golf Church last Sunday.
The Men’s Brotherhood members costs, $5 a month probation fees Some puppies require from 11 to
and
costs of $160.60 and sene 32 Thomas Jay, born Tuesday to Mr.
Ladies Aids and Ladies Missionary
squad handed Holland Christian
The Chix scored one in the secdays, or otherwise an alternateof and Mrs. William Heeringa, 60
of the local church are invitedby and' make restitution totaling$115 14 days and I know of one pup
Societies, and members of the exgolfers their third West State* Golf
who
didn't open his eyes until he ond, three in the fourth and one
77 days.
the
Men’s
Brotherhood
of
HudsonEast 21st St.; a daughter, Julie league defeat Monday afternoon,
within 90 days. Judge Smith also
ecutive heal'd of the Hope College
was sixteen days old and who to- in the sixth in raking up their
Ann, bom Tuesday to Mr. and Mrs. whipping the Dutch, 6-0 on the ville on Thursday evening, May 12, imposed a 12 o’clock curfew for
Women's
%
day seems to have perfect eye- total. Zeeland made 12 hits.
when the Rev. D. Butyn of the the duration of probation.
Lyle Vander Ploeg, route 1.
The program featured a panel Spring Lake Resident
Grand Rapids Green Ridge course.
Ron Damstra paced the winners
sight.
newly
formed
church
at
Midland
Admitted to Holland Hospital Christian now has a 1-3 loop reDale Madison, 23, of route 1, Kalat the plate with three for four
discussionon "You and Your Hope
Dogs
And
Bubble
Gum
Tuesday were Anne Bouwman, 39 cord while the Parkers lead with will be speaker.
amazoo, pleaded guilty to breakincludinga triple. Jack Faber'
College Women’s League.” Panel- Dies After Long Illness
Mr. and Mrs. John Bohl accom- ing and entering and was released Those with children around the
East 34th St.; Mrs. Carl Miller, 4-0.
made an outstanding catch of a
ists were Miss Emma Reeverts,
house
know
about
bubble
gum.
It’s
Hope College dean of women; GRAND HAVEN (SpeciaD- 244 West 13th St.; Peal Coggins, Ed Obetts and Dick Geiger of panied Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Bohl on $500 bond pending sentencing a craze that doesn’t seem to sub- liner in the fifth letping to grab
Mrs. Henry Mouw, wife of the George Benedict 66, died at 7 a.m. 216 West 14th St.; Marilyn Bare- Comstock shared medalist honors to BrandvilleSunday afternoon May 10.
the ball and Tom Bos and De
Richard Yale Locke, 31, of route side. If you have a child of the Jonge turned in several strong
Sixth Reformed Church pastor; today at his home 402 South Lake man, 268 N. River Ave.; Dennis with 86’s. Obetts carded a par 36 where they visited with Mrs. Anna
gum chewing age perhaps you
2, Manton, pleaded guilty to nond-rfenslve plays for the Chix.
Mrs. George Albers, president of Ave., Spring Lake, following a Leeuw, route 4; Walter De Neff, on the last nine holes to tie his Otting.
Mr. and Mrs. Sietse Baron of support of his wife and family. have been confronted with part of Kaat struck out seven and didn’t
the league, and Mrs. Jacob Wester- three year illness. He was born in 352 West 14th St.; Henry Schaap, teammate. Other Comstock scores
the
child’s
gum
ending
up
matted
Holland were callers on Mrs. C. Bond was set at $500 pending senissue a walk. Gerrad Wiggers was
hoff, immediate past president of Crystal Valley,Mich., Aug. 4, 1888 route 5; Albert Hulsebos, 401 How- were Nile Spaulding, 93 and Jack
in your dog’s coat. You don’t have
Bekins Saturday afternoon.
tencing May 10.
his battery mate. Vance Harris
the league. Mrs. Garett Vander and had been employed at the ard Ave. ; Hollis Nienhuis, 781 Paw Houg, 96. Team total was 361.
to
cut
the
dog’s
hair
to
get
the
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Huyser, Harold F. Klein 40, of Otsego,
startedfor Fremont with Dykeman
Borgh served as panel moderator. offices of Challenge Machinery Paw Dr.
Christian’slow man was Marvin
Timmy and Beth spent the week- also pleaded guilty to non-support gum off if you remember this sim- relieving in the fifth and Dawin
Discharged Tuesday were Bruce
Music was presented byt wo Hope Co. and Story and Clark Piano Co.
Vander Ploeg with a 96 followed
ple little .trick. Take a handful of
He later worked as an interior H. Kragt, 664 Tennis Court; Mrs. by Audred Petroelje with a 101, end in Indianapolis,Ind., with rel- and will be sentencedby Judge
the sixth. Lee Henry was the ParkCollege seniors, Miss Rosalind
cracked ice and hold it for sevatives.
Jennie
Schepel,
100
East
Eighth
Smith
May
10.
er catcher. Fremont made four
Smith, who sang three numbers, decorator before taking up gospel
Ken Michmerhuizen,106 and Owen
Arthur Roberts, 24, Otsego, veral seconds on the spot where the errors.
accompanied by Miss Betty Schep- work. He worked for 11 years as St. ; Mrs. Glenn K. Coffey, 254 East Rottschafer, 110. Holland’s team
gum
has
adhered.
The
gum
will bepleaded guilty to statutory rape,
custodian for the Youth Camp in 11th St.; Sue Ellen Appledom, 677 total was 413.
ers.
Holland High Netters
was placed on probation for two come brittle and, in most cases,
Mrs. John W. Hollenbach and Lake Geneve, Wis., and the Rest- SaundersAve. ; Horace T. Dekker,
The Maroons tangle with the secyears and ordered to pay $100 can then be removed without the Circuit Court Grants
Mrs. Paul Hinkamp poured at the haven Home for Aged at Spring 75 East Ninth St; Cornelius Brew- ond place Zeeland linksmenin an Add Another Victory
loss of a single hair.
costs, plus a monthly $5 probation
lovely tea table, done in pink and Lake. On Jan. 29, 1912 he was er, 115 East 20th St; Vem Bare- away match on Thursday.
Two Divorce Decrees
fee.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
white with tulips, fruit tree blos- married in Grand Rapids to Ola man, route 2; Mrs. Garence Olin,
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Holland High netters chalked up
Mrs. Coba Van Gelderen
soms and pink tapers. Mrs. Adrian F. Wellman, of Bellaire,Mich., a route 1; Anne Bourn an, 39 East
divorce decree was granted in
Hope
Netmen
Keep
Record
34th St.
their sixth straight win here ThursKlaasen and Mrs. Morrete Rider former school teacher.
Civic Center Kitchen
Succumbs Unexpectedly ‘ Ottawa Circuit Court Wednesday
day by stopping Grand Haven, 61.
He was active in the Gospel
served on the tea committee.
noon to Shirley Yvonne Schut from
Clean With Shutout
The
Dutch
were
extended
in
almost
To Be Furnished Soon
Hall and startedthe Sunday School
ZEELAND (Special)—Mrs. Coba Dale Wesley Schut, both of Holland.
Elimination Contests
department there. He was superHope College netters white- every match.
Van Gelderen,75, of 357 North Custody of the minor child was
ALLEGAN (Special)
ElimiHorizonettes Meet
Results were: Henry Visscher The kitchen of Civic Center will
intendentfor many years.
washed
Olivet here Tuesday by a
State St., died unexpectedly early awarded to the mother.
nation contestswere being held in
be
furnished
soon,
following
action
(H) def. Tom OUey (GH), 64, 64;
Besides the wife he is surWilliam Lee Ballenger of HolAt Civic Center
most Allegan county high schools 7-0 score and notched their Bill Japinga (H) def. Doug Poort, Wednesday night by City Council. this morning at her home followvived by two sons, Homer and
seventh straightwin and fourth in
land
was awarded a decree Weding a heart attack.
week to detarmine who will
A film furnished by the state Peter of Grand Haven; two daugh- this
MIAA play. The Dutch will face 64, 2-6, 62; Phil Bocrsma (H) def. City Manager Herb Holt explain- Surviving are two daughters, nesday noon from Sari Mae Ballenrepresent their scnools at the JunJim Ledinsky (GH). 60, 61 and ed it was difficultto compile
health department was shown by ters, Mrs. John Van Dyke of
ior Chamber of Commerce their stiffest test Thursday at Jim Vander Poel (H) def. Ted specificationsfor such furnishings,Mrs. John Van Dam of Holland ger, now residing in Florida. The
Miss Florence Vande Woude of the Grand Haven and Mrs. Bert Smith.
Kalamazoo
College.
parties have two children, whose
"Road - Eo” scheduled to be held
and it ended with each bidder sub- and Mrs. George Nyenbrink of custody will be determined later
county health department, at a Grand Rapids; one sister. Mrs.
Results were: John Jeltes (H) Parker (GH), 66, 62.
at the fairgrounds here Saturday,
Zeeland;
one
son,
Gerald,
at
home;
In doubles Rog Plagenhoefand mitting a wealth of information and
meeting of the Horizonettes last Charles Taylor of Alba; also 10
def. Chock (O), 6-1, 6-0; Bill
five grandchildren; one brother, by the Court, pending further inMay 14.
Thursday evening.
grandchildrens.
Coventry (H) def. Guttfreund Les Overway (H) def. Phil Byl prices which required some time Cornelius Vereeke of Beaverdam. vestigation.
The meeting was held in the
Funeral services will be held
(O), 6-0, 6-1; Ken Van Wieren and Jim Vander Molen (GH), 61, to assimilate.
Funeral services will be held
recreation room of Hollad Gvic from Kinkema Funeral Home Mon- To Review Ordinances
(H) def. Nyboer (O), 6-0, 6-1; 61; Tom Overbeek and Bob Saun- Council approved his recommendMonday
at 2 p.m. at Yntema Funation
to
purchase
60
banquet
tables
Center.
day at 3 p.m. with William Tell
The public is invitedto a meet- Art Bieri (H) def. Sik (O), 60. ders (H) def. Don Waraar and
Plans were made for a swim- officiating. Burial will be in Lake ing of Holland City Planning com- G-2 and John Schrier (H) deL Louie Weiler (GH). 64, «, 62 from Expqrt Products Co. at a eral Home with Dr. J.H. Bminooge
and Dale Levandoski and Dennis cost of $1,854, f.o.b. Milwaukee; and the Rev. H. Vande Lugt,
ming party to be held at Grand Forest Cemetery.
misson at the Council Chambers, Prat (O), 6-3, 6-1.
AMBULANCE SERVICE
officiating. Burial will be in ZeeHaven High School on May 26.
In doublea Jeltes and Dwayne Shermata (GH) def. MarshallEl- cabinets from Beckman’s YoungsCity Hall, at 8 tonight when the
HOLLAND.
land
Cemetery.
The
body
is
at
the
Preparations are also in the making
Mr. and Mrs. Don Rietman, 399 proposed new zoning ordinances Teusink (H) def. Chock and Prat zinga and John Landwehr (H), 62, town Kitchen store for $1,030 in29 Ea»l 8tb
funeral
home
where
relatives
and
stalled,
kitchen
equipment
from
for a weekend outing at Yankee East 32nd St., announce the adopt- will be reviewed. Organizations (O), 6-0. 60 and Glenn De Pree 62. Rog Doolittle(H) lost a pracGilbert Van*
Springs on June 3, 4 and 5, when ion of a 10-months-oldboy, Jeffery have been invited to send repre- 1 and John Warren (H) def. De tice match to G. Swiftney(GH), Export Products Co., for $2,411, friends may meet the family Sunday
from
2
to
4
and
7
to
9.
installed.
64, 62.
leaders and families are invited. Lane.
I Voss and Guttfreund(O), 6-1, 6-1.
sentatives.
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Hamilton

Friends Gatlier

Many Tributes

than 500 persons crowded

Into Junior High School gymnas-

ium Monday

night to honor Dr.
E.E. Fell, superintendent-emeri-

the

Certain Facilities

Put
In

New Hospital

'

tus of Holland public schools, on
the occasion of renaming the school
the E.E. Fell Junior High School.

The occasionmarked the last
payment on bonds issued back in
1923-24 for erecting the building,
at that time one of the most progressive programs on the junior
high level in the state.
Dr. Fell, now 80 years old, was

things to provide the proper service, for people of this area,” said
Fred Burd, hospital director."We
have gone over our budget with a
fine-toothedcomb and trimmed it
ed kerosene on live coals in a cook by more than 345,000,but it isn’t

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Johnson was in the Douglas hospital
two days last week recovering from
burns in the face. They were caused by an explosion when she pour-

ter of

surroundedby hundreds of longtime friends for the occasion.
Teachers who had taught in Holland schools at some time during
his 35 years as superintendent
came from miles around. Perhaps
coming the farthestwere Mr. and
Mrs. Leon N. Moody who made
the trip from Kansas specifically
Mrs.

members of

Masonic dining room.
Jo Anne, 12-year-olddaughter of
Deep Therapy Room,
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Hutchins;
is undergoinga series of plastic
Conveyors and Terrace
surgery on her face, ears and
Are HifUy Desirable
neck at Blodgett'hospital, Grand
Rapids. The scars were caused by
Holland Hoapltal building comburns four years ago when a can
of gasoline exploded and the blast mittee members are looking for
struck her in the face. The treat- funds to insure installationof faments will take most of the sum cilities that wiU provide tofc effimer but she will be able to recup- ciency in the new 51,200,000 addierate at home.
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Shepard anfl tion.
This equipment includes a deep
family of Pontiac spent the weekend with her mother, Mrs. Fern therapy room and equipment, roof
Sauders, and her brother and fam terrace for patients,vertical tray
ily, Mr.* and Mrs. Morris Soud^rs.
Mrs. Fern Senders accompanied conveyor, dumb waiters, pneumathem home for a two weeks visit tic tube system, and a mail chute.
"The hospital should have these
Elizabeth, nine year old daugh-

Adds

for the occasion.
Besides that, Dr. and

Funds Sought for

Matrons and Patrons club at a potluck supper Monday evening at the

To Gala Occasion;

More

Fennville

tertained 30

To Honor Doctor

Receives

IMS

(From Friday** Sentinel)
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Collins and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Luplow en-

At Junior High

Entire Family

5,

stove.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sears returned home Sunday from Massachusetts.At Holyoke they attended
the funeral of his sister Mrs. Es
ther Lynch, and at Boston they
visited his sister Mrs. Andew Case
who was critically ill In the hospi-

Fell

were surrounded by their three
doctor sons and their wives and

enough. Unless

we

get

a

L'Cr i'W

break

on our building costs we may have
to do without these things."
The only other alternativeis to
depend on individual contributions
to supply the money.

The deep therapy room would

mm

provide X-ray treatmentin addition to the X-ray diagnostic servgrandchildren,includingone great
tal.
Cost of "The Closed Door”
The annual field day for about 15 ice now available. At present,
grandchild. All the grandchildren
East Saugatuck Young Feopie Kathy Brink plays the role of Koger smeenge as Dr. Winslow,
were present for the event with are in final rehearsal for the play, Portia Grey, young lawyer, and who lives next door; Don Vork schools in the surroundingarea many local patients must travel
Delore Slenk appears as Louise as Roger Winslow, his son, and will be held Friday, May 6. Burrell to Grand Rapids and other centers
the exception of three grandsons
"The Closed Door," which they will
Grey, her blind sister. Rose Jager Alvin Jager as Guy Graves, an De Young will be in charge of the for X-ray treatment.
in service.
The cost of deep therapy facilivarious sports.
Ceremonies included the unveil- present Thursdayand Friday even- appears as Mrs. Langwell, a weal- "adventurousyoung man."
Dr. A. B. Mitchell of Allegan ties, including the equipment and
ing of a portrait and a plaque ings in Hamilton Auditorium. Cur- thy widow; Mary Bosch as Celia The cast pictured,seated left to
May, friend of Louise; Albertha right, are Delores Slenk, Rose was to give Salk polio shots to lead-lined room for its operation,
which will be hung at the entrance tain time is 8 p.m.
The three-act comedy drama is Meiste as Ida Arnold, housekeeper Jager, Mary Bosch, Peter Vander the first and second graders here is $30,000.
of the school. Ceremonies also inA pneumatic tube system would
cluded the burning of the "bonds” being directed by Peter Vander in the Grey home, and Jackie Wall. Albertha Meiste, Kathy today from 9 to 11 a.m.
Mr. and Mrs. John Me Mahoft provide fast exchange of records,
which marked the last payment. Wall, who also plays the role of Oi lman as Marian Mudge, a neigh- Brink and Jackie Ortman, and
standing, Roger Smeenge, Alvin and family of Chicago are spending drugs, and other supplies, elimiPerhaps the most moving tribute Izry Cohen, young man “out t» bor who loves to borrow.
Other male roles are played by Jager and Don Vork.
a week at their home on the nating work and delays. Proposed
was given by Principal Bernice make a dollar.”
plans call for 17 stations in the
Hutchins Lake road.
Bishop of Junior High whose talk
system, linking all major points in
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Andrew
Johnson
had overtones of humor but more
2. Hamilton; James Bosch, route
Important the warm regard which
entertained at a "Cousins party" the hospital. Estimated cost is 320
2; Mrs. Susie Curtis, 146 West 14th
Saturday evening. The occasion 000.
hundreds of teachers feel for the
Fine,
St.; Gerald Overway, 406 Butterwas a celebrationof the birthdays Installationof a vertical tray
veteran educator who retired 10
nut Dr.; Mrs. Carl Immink and
years ago. Miss Bishop particularof Andrew and Louis N. Johnson. conveyorto move food trays from
baby, route 5; Jon De Vries, 248
larly paid tributeto Dr. Fell’s unGuests were present from Hol- the kitchen to floors above in
East 10th St.; Mrs. Herbert Aaldercanny aptitude for choosing good
land, Saugatuck and the Hutchins continuous operation would do
ink, route 4; Henry Geertman, 146
away with the confusion of hand
Lake and Fennville areas.
teachers, and the example he led
FairbanksAve.; Ronald Ross, 200
Two
Indiana young men will
At
the W. S. C. S. Meeting held trucks on elevators and in corriin life as a leader in church and
West Eighth St.
have plenty of time to reflecton last Thursday at the home of Mrs. dors, Burd said. Because of the
civic groups.
Admitted Saturday were Rodney
the beauties of Tulip Time when U. S. Crane election of officers faster handling, meals would still
Acclaim from state educators
Kleis, 332 West 2Lst St.; Jerry Lee
be warm when served to patients.
came from Dr. Wynand Wichers, GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Hop, 180 West 21st St.; Wayne they spend the next 30 days in was a part of the business meet- This installation will cost 310,000.
county
jail on charges of wanton ing. Mrs. Paul Schultz was assisvice presidentof Western Michigan
The body of James Wizorik, 54. Allen Hop, 180 West 21st St.; NorOne dumb-waiter will be installed
destruction of Holland's most priz- tant hostess. Officers chosen are
College at Kalamazoo and former
of 519 Liberty St., S. W., Grand ma Knoll, route 2; Nelson Brieve,
ed flower.
president, Mrs. Kenneth Hutchin- to operate between the ground level
president of Hope College,who in
198
West
25th
St;
Ben
Thompson,
Rapids, was recovered about 10:30
Charles Douglas Bedinger, 20. son; vice president,to be supplied; and floors above, Burd said, but
the earlier years was a neighbor
p.m. Monday after about three New Richmond; Mrs. Ervin HoekHammond.
Ind., and Dean Clyde secretary, Mrs. Keith Hutchins; actuallytwo additionalinstallations
of Supt Fell. Dr. Wichers said hours of dragging in Bruce’s sema, 270 East 24th St.; Georgia
Dr. Fell stepped into the breach Bayou three miles east of Spring Ovenvav,200 Scotts Dr.; Mrs. John Soyring. 20. Gary, Ind., who were treasurer, Mrs. Arthur Sanford; are peeded. These would permit
prompt exchange of a variety of
when Hope Preparatory school was Lake.
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principal.
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bom
in
HolOften in Bos Relays
Funeral services will be held
dian area in 1946, has married and
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Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ed
Stilslra,
officer and Clarence Kuhlman, ofWednesday at 2 p.m. from Lange- land April 14, 1911, to Mrs. Fannie Harlem Eighth Grade
is living in .Fennville.
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Vander Hoop,
ficer and ClarenceKuhlman, offiGRAND RAPIDS (Special)
land Funeral Home with Dr. Jacob Zoerhof and the late Johannas Gradaates Honored
' Hine Vander Huevel, banquet
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Milner, Mr.
cer of the day. Trustees are Gerrit Hope College thinclads turned In
Zoerhof. She was a member of
T. Hoogstra officiating.Burial
chairman, presided at the meeting.
and Mrs. Johnny White, Mr. and
Glatz, Douglas Harmsen and Wo- a itrong performance in the colwill be in Graafschap cemetery. Sixteenth Street Christian ReformMembers of the seventh and jahn.
Mrs. Gene Burgess and Martin Neal Bergen, club president, reed Church.
lege divisionof the John Bo* Reviewed the year's activities and
eighth
grades
cf
Harlem
School
Harold Barr is sergeant major lays here Saturdaynight Included
Lund.
Survivingbesides the husband
plans for the summer program in
The Holland Armory Monday Mr. Mulder also was entertain'
Police Handle Unique
and mother are a daughter, Patri- held a graduation dinner Wed- and Holcomb, quartermasterser- were two first* and four seconds
a brief talk.
night echoed to the rattle of mach- ed on April 22 by the Rev. and
cia; four sisters, Mrs. Garry Prins, nesday evening at the Dutch Mill geant
by Hope runners.
A trumpet trio composed o! Jim
Problem— Live Grenade
Mrs. Arthur Slenk, Mrs. Garry In honor of Carl Timmer and VirJim Hilmert took the 120-yard ine guns and the roar of the 75 Mj-s. John Muller.
He
was
scheduled to leave Cali- Vande Vusse, Hessel Wise and Anmm
recoiless
rifle
as
an
estimated
Plasman
and
Mrs.
Glenn
Rypma,
high hurdles in 15.8 and Paul
Holland police and Ottawa Counginia Mokma. who will be grad- Tirrcll WiU Be Youngest
fornia today for Lynden, Wash., dries Steketee, accompanied by
Wiegerinkcrossed first in the 220- 400 persons looked on.
ty deputies Monday night hastily all of Holland; four brothers,Ger- uated this year from the eighth
Paul Lucas provided special music.
Michigan College President yard low hurdles in 25.7. Wiegerink The occasion was an open house where he was to spend several A total of 28 prizes were awarded
formed a "bomb disposal squad" ald Zoerhof of Holland, Anton of grade.
days
before
returning
to
Zeeland
sponsored
by
Company
D,
Michwhen they were handed a live hand Grand Rapids, Donald J. and Ernclub members.
K. Don Jacobusse,community John E. Tirrell, 29, formerly of added a second in tha 100-yard igan National Guards, to show May 6.
est J. of Holland.
grenade.
Banquetersenjoyed chicken and
ambassador to Spain last summer, Holland, will become Michigan’s dash and Hilmert took fourth in parents and friends the type of
Officers quickly drove to Lake
addressed the group. Gifts were youngest college president July 1 the discus and tied for fourth in drills the guards go through.
Mexico’s ancient Aztecs used steak served family style. The
the high jump. Both are freshmen.
Macatawa, gingerly cradling the
presented to the graduates by their when he becomes head of Grand
as human sacrifices to group consumed 50 gallons of
Ev Nienhouse, another Hope Each gun crew went through an captives
Autralian fragmentation type greteacher, Mrs. Timothy Beerthuis. Rapids Junior College.
their gods. Often the prisoners coffee.
actual
demonstration
of
setting
up
The Grand Rapids board of ed- freshman hurdler, took seconds in
nade, and dumped it in the water.
Present at the dinner were Ronlived in luxury and ceremonial
Today they were trying to fig- Admitted to Holland Hospital ald Blauwkamp,Henry Ver ucation named Tirrell Monday both high and low events. Dave their weapons and then firing them.
New type hard glass electron
splendor for a full year before the
Blank
ammunition
was
used
In
the
ure out where the grenade came Friday were Ronald Ross, 200 Hoeven, Phillip Stegenga,Robert night to succeed Dr. Arthur An- Spaan finished second in the 440tubes, built for United States milisacrificial
ceremony.
from. They were called to the Hol- West Eighth St.; Jennie Cook, Marshal), Bernard Smith, a Bob drews, who is retiringafter serv- yard ruh, Jim Cooper was fifth In machlntr guns, sub-calibershells in
tary aircraft,function unfailingly
land Armory early in the evening route 3, Zeeland; Harry D. Olson, Bird, Marianne Stoel, Yvonne Bak- ing as president of the school 35 the 220-yarddash and John De the 75 mm rifle and the mortars
at high altitudes for 1,000 hours
The
famous
Royal
Gorge
is
in
Vries grabbed a third in the broad fired miniature shells.
after someone had driven up and 92 Eaat 15th St.; Chris L. Lam- ker, Mr. Jacobusse, the guests ’of years.
at temperaturesof 572 degress
the
Grand
Canyoif
of
the
ArkanThe company choir entertained
left the grenade with a National berts, 132nd Ave.; Mrs. Ed Boer- honor, Mrs. Beerthuis and Mr. and
Tirrell, who now is on the faculty jump and fourth in tha pole vault
Fahrenheit.
sas, in Colorado.
the
group
with
several
songs
while
Guard officer.
igter, 66 East 32nd St; Sue Ellen Mrs. Clare Ferris of Allegan, par- of the Harvard graduate school, to complete the Hopf scoring.
a crack drill team went through
Authoritiea believe the grenade Appledorn, 677 SaundersAve.
was given the title > of dean of
ents of Mrs. Beerthuis.
New England has a large pro- Gold coins were withdrawnfrom
Gob comes from a Chinese word Intricate
had been a war souvenir and the Discharged Friday were Mrs.
After the dinner a reception for junior college and the title of presThe
evening
wound
up
with
coffee
portion
of older persons than any circulationin the United States in
get rid of it when Katherine Van Alsburg, 632 Lake- students and their parents was ident was abolished.The board set meaning sailor and came Into use
1934.
and doughnuts served to the guests.1 other section of the country.
when
the
fleet
was
In
the
East
It was "live."
Tirrell'* salary at 58,500.
wood 31v<L; Arnold Datema, route held at the Beerthuis
•r^iuis home.
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